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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis was to explain and analyze
critically a project that began four years ago that initially
had as its objective the betterment of a very small group of
educable mentally handicapped and learning disabled students.
The intent was to eliminate self-contained classrooms for
these studeuts and place them in a resource room environment
with more integration with other students in order to maximize
their learning potential.
As the project unfolded, not only were structural changes
made, but a curriculum was devised and implemented for these
students.

These changes paved the way for the two speclal

needs teachers to become remedial teachers

f~~

a number of

slow learners and a resource for the whole school.
The project has been a
involved.

The

procedures

learning experience for all
followed,

processes

involved,

strategies and materials used, may be beneficial to teachers
in other schools in the province.

Were this researcher to

replicate this kind of reportage, he would include samples of
pupils' writing out of respect for the continuing concern for
the "whole language" (methodology) currently in vogue in this
province.
Describing a "process" has its difficulties, however in
its faithfulness to an interpretive whole that constt..Jcts
reality in a way that neither raw data nor abstractions can
ii

provide,

this

description becomes

a

mctdel .

This model,

although it is fashioned from multiple viewpoints, enabled the
emergence of a curriculum from the totality of a collective
experience.

The disadvantage of a description is that it

places considerable

dt.~mands

upon a reader.
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Almost every child (including children classified
as

educable

mentally

handicapped

disabled) can learn to read, write,

and

learning

and compute;

that it is our responsibility as educators to open
doors and to enable children to walk through or, if
necessary, to take their hands and lead them gently
but firmly down the road to learning.

(Culyer li

Culyer, 1987, p. 36)

It is better to make a commitment to a great cause
and

fall

short

than

to

commit

ourselves

to

a

mediocre cause and su1::ceed or, even worse, never to
make a commitment at all.

Horace Mann wrote, "Be

ashamed to die until you have done some great deed
for Mankind."

Changing the lives of thousands of

children and succeeding generations is a deed of
the greatest magnitude.

Likewise, we believe it is

better to prevent undesirable situations than to
correct those which never should have been allowed
to occur.

(Culyer & Culyer, 1987, p. 37)
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Preface

It is the intention of this research project to present
a curriculum history.
tions

of

events,

As a history it will include descrip-

conversations,

developments,

people--all of which have stories,
levels and complexities of their own.

connections,

decisions,
contexts,

As a history, it will

situate individual stories and contexts in a larger story-andcontext.

A history is a delicate thing, usually, and usually,

for good or for ill, it is written by the victors.
That which is unspoken and unrecognized is possibly more
significant to the context-within-which,

yet it is often

ignored, intentionally or unintentionally, in the name of some
larger purpose or agenda.

A curriculum history, according to

Goodson (1988), shows how something came to be as it iP, shows
how the

individuals,

events,

and milieu

contribute to the situation as

interrelate and

it presently exists,

and

describes the intricacies of multiple contexts in relation.
It need not be linear, and, indeed, seldom is--there is so
much to consider.
A "curriculum" history is also a story about a curriculum--in the case here, a special education curriculum.

This

particular special education curriculum developed in this
particular school over a period of years ostensibly because
learners and teachers, living in a school community together,
were dissatisfied with the situation they found themselves in,
xii

and sought to make changes.
This project

is

the story of how this

developed, and how this

11

cultural,

but

it

communal

is

curriculum"

history" came into being.

present and discuss various perspectives
curriculum,

11

committed

involvement

rather than top-down approach.

to

It will

and theories of

Friere's

notion

of

in curriculum--a bottom-up
As such,

it examines and

questions existing conceptions of curriculum, teachers, and
learners.
This project seeks to show how one learning community
worked to bring about change.
history,

Because it is essentially a

it will necessarily include historical data

(the

school setting, the community, the impressions of people),
anecdotal material, and lived experience descriptions.

xiii
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CHAPTER I
INITIATING CHANGE
Introduction

In

September

of

1985,

I

commenced

a

new

and

very

challenging job--that of Special Education teacher at St.
James' Junior High School in Port aux Basques.
comes

under

the

jurisdiction

Integrated School Board.

of

the

It houses

This school

Port

aux

Basques

five classes each of

grades seven, eight and nine with a total student body o:f
approximately 460 who come
present,

the

teaching

from varying backgrounds.

staff

is

comprised

of

14

At

regular

classroom teachers, two physical education teachers who also
teach regular classes, a music teacher, a part-time guidance
counsellor, three resource teachers, and two

ad~inistrators

for a total of 23 people.
The first part of this chapter describes the structural
changes that we have made in our school.

The second part

focuses on the "learner" and the teaching strategies employed
to effect positive learning

out ~omes.

Situation As It Was in 1985

In

1985

educational

our

school

had

two

self-contained

classes consisting of seven and

respectively.

special

six students

All students were integrated into a grade seven

2

or eight regular classroom for physical education, music,
science lab, and library skills.

In addition, one student was

integrated for grade eight mathematics, two for grade eight
health science, end five for grade seven health science.
Essentially, our two special education teachers were responsible for their program ( ie. , we taught them Mathematics,
Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies).

Within this

group of 13, we formed two groups for Social Studies and two
groups for Science.
ability.

We s rouped them according to their

This meant that when I taught Social Studies to one

group, the other teacher taught Social studies to another
group.

Of course, we did the same for Science.

This particular setting was far from ideal for these 13
studP;nts.

Not only did it lead these students to believe that

they were unable to achieve very much, but it perpetuated a
belief

tha~:

was prevalent among teachers and other students

that these students were not expected to achieve very much.
Our school, it seemed, was unintentionally treating them as
second class students.

For example, scheduling for special

education students and teachers was completed only

af~er

all

regular teachers and students had their schedules in hand.
To compound the problem, the whole school went through a
couple of six-day cycles before we received a schedule for our
students and ourselves.

(The intention here is not to lay

blame, because I realize that it is not easy to provide class
one schedules on the opening day of school) .

To reinforce the

3

idea that these students were different,

we gave them a

diploma at the end of the school year stating that they had
completed year one or year two in a special education program.
By stigmatizing and treating these students as we did, we
helped them create and maintain a very low self-concept.
episode that

follows

The

sheds much light on this unhealthy

situation.
Our first day in the school year is usually spent getting
to know each other.

I shall never forget my first day at St.

James' Junior High.

After telling my students about myself,

I asked, "Would you like to tell me about yourselves?"

One

student who was very polite responded by ?.sking, "Sir, can I
talk about what's on my mind?"
was "Yes."

Needless to say, my response

What follows is a summary of his story.

"Sir, I have been in a special education class for (_)
years.

I

spent

(__ ) years in special education in the

elementary school, and I have been in a special education
class in this school for two or three years.

When -r: was first

put in special education, I understood that I would some day
get a chance to go back into a regular class.
Sir, I have no faith in special education classes.

The

teachers are good but everyone else thinks that we don't have
a clue.

Other teachers and students think we're dumb.

not very happy in this class; I want to get out.

I'm

I've tried

to get out but teachers don't really listen to me.

I want to

go to a regular grade eight class with my friends.

Will you

4

help me?"
As I worked with these students, I found that Paul (not
his real name) was speaking for his classmates.

Perhaps, too,

he was speaking for most special education students in the
province at that time.

Low self-esteem, a sense of hopeless-

ness, cynicism, dep1:·ession, anxiety, and low achievement were
common among my students.

Van Vliet (1972) in Self-Concept

and Reading, puts the plight of the student with low selfconcept very well when she states:
Many low-concept children appear to be the sum of
countless mistakes. They accept the reality created
for them by the reflections of others' opinions.
The behavioral manifestations for poor self-perception may be expressed by a child in many ways.

He

may see himself as an inadequate reader incapable
of learning, be filled with fear of failure and
anxiety, restless and unable to attend, or quiet
and withdrawn. (p. 26}
She goes on to say that studies have indicated a cause/effect
relationship between self-concept and reading achieve·ment.
Lassy (1963) and Wallenberg and Clifford (1964) found that
measures of self-concept during kindergarten are predictive
of reading achievement.
as well

a.s

Giuliani (1968) found self-concept

verbal inental ability significantly related to

reading readiness.

Tobler (1968), comparing self-evaluations

of achieving and non-achieving readers,

found significant

5

differences

favoring

achievers

on

acceptance,

adequacy,

security, and consistency of view of self (p. 26).
Perhaps the saddest reflection on us teachers is that
these

students

honestly felt

that

no

one

really

cared.

Perhaps I should also add that I presented Paul's argument to
the administration.

Within a few days, Paul was placed in a

regular grade eight class with his friends.

Although he found

grade eight difficult, and was later advanced to grade nine
and found that grade difficult, he told other teachers and
myself that he felt much happier than when he was in a special
education class.

Furthermore, he seemed to have a better

self-concept.

Proposed Changes

My special education colleague and I

share a common

philosophy of education concerning special needs students.
We believe that the aims for special needs students should be
the same as for regular students.

We believe that each

student should be placed in the most enabling environment.
While total integration into a regular classroom may not be
feasible for every special needs student, we believe that it
is imperative to integrate them as much as possible.

In other

words, we agree with the global, n:..tional, and provincial
consensus that every child without exception has the right to
an "equal opportunity" so that sjhe may achieve "fullest and

6

best development" individually and socially.
This common belief or ph.i .losophy plus day-to-day interactions with our students caused both of us to question very
seriously what we were doing.

After much discussion we

eventually

with

shared

our

concerns

the

administration,

regular class·.coom teachers, and the special education coordinator.

We found these people to

~e

very sympathetic.

Many teachers even expressed the view that they would not want
one of their children placed in such an environment.
agreed that something needed to be done.

Everyone

The question often

asked was "what can we do?"
Because our principal is extremely interested in catering
to the needs of each student in our school, he decided to take
some action.

Initially, he spent a considerable amount of

time trying to find out what other schools were doing for
their special needs students.

sometimes this information was

forthcoming when he attended seminars, workshops, · or meetings
outside the district.

On a number of occasions, he t .elephoned

certain principals.
In late March of 1988 a date was set for sometime in J1..me
for

our principal,

vice-principal,

special

education co-

ordinator, and one of our special education teachers to visit
a school in Stephenville where a special education program was
in place for junior and senior high school students.

7

1986-87 school Year

Following the visit to Stephenville, a number of options
were discussed and because the end of the school year was fast
approaching,

the

proposa!.

development

was

accelerated.

Finally, the group decided on the following aims for the 198687 school year.
1.

(Note:

they were not committed to print):

To reverse the feelings of low self-esteem, a sense

of hopelessness, cynicism, and frustration present among our
special needs students by:
(a)

trying to cater more to their individual needs

(b)

integrating them more into the regular classroom

(c)

abolishing self-contained special education classrooms, and

(d)

creating a climate that would help other students
and teachers become more aware of the needs of these
students.

2.

'!'~

expand our program to provide remediation in

language arts and mathe'r.'latics for a number of students in
grade seven.
Once we decided that we would cater to an additional
group of students, we had to make some changes.

First, we

decided to have the two resource rooms adjacent to each other.
Therefore,

we decided to use a

lal:'ge classroom that had

earlier been divided into two classrooms.

To provide an

environment conauc:i..ve to easy movement of students and teacher

8

collaboration, we decided
rooms.

tr1

put an entrance

~etween

Figure 1 is a diagram of our resource rooms.

the two
Included

in our plans were the erection of shelves and cupboard space,
painting of the walls, installation of carpet, the purchasing
of trapezoidal tables, a filing cabinet, and special materials.

Fiqure 1.

In June of 1986, we decided that fer the 1986-87 school
year, five of our 1985-86 core grouns of 13 special education
students would be integrated with a regular grade seven class
for all s :..\ bj ects except Social Studies; two would be integrated with a regular grade eight class for all subjects.

In

order to give the five grade sevens extra support, they would
become a part of the grade

~even

remedial groups.

Although

the two special educa·· :ion classrooms would no longer be
homerooms, we did not decide in June of 1986 which regular
classes our core group of students would be a part of for the
1986-87 school year.

We did, however, decide that our two

9

special education teachers would be primarily responsible for
their program.
We were excited because we felt that we were beginning
to plan something that would really benefit our core group of
special education students.
ating a

nurr~er

In addition, we would be remedi-

of slow learners in grade seven.

The real world of September 1986, however, was not so
exciting.

We were now faced with the problem of implementing

our proposed program changes.

To compound the problem, the

renovating of our resource rooms was still in progress.
First, we decided how our present core group of eight
(two students from 1985-86 plus six new ones from the elementary school) would be placen.

our core group of September 1986

was smaller than we had anticipated because in July two older
students were placed in work programs, three dropped out, and
one had been integrated with a regular grade eight class.
Because we were abolishing special education homerooms,
assigned two students to the 703 class,
class, and three to the 705 class.

WE

three to the 704

When the bell rang in the

morning and afternoon, these students went to their assigned
classes.

In other words, their homeroom teacher was the

teacher assigned to 703, 704, or 705, and they were registered
with the class.
hom~room

Although they were integrated with their

class for music, physical education, science lab, and

library skills, they received most of their instruction from
the other special education teacher and me.

10

By the end of September, the two of us had a permanent

scheclule for the core group of seven, and each of us was
providing remediation in language arts and mathematics to an
additional total of four groups, one from each of 702, 703,
704, and 705.

In order to receive remediation, these students

dropped Social Studies.

1987-88 school Year

For the 1987-88 school year, our administration set the
following aims:
1.

To expand our program to provide remediation in

language arts and mathematics for students in grade eight, and
remediation in mathematics only for two groups of grade nines.
2.

To put a three year program in place for our core

group of special education students.
3.

To lobby the school board for a special education

program at the senior high school for students completing our
three year proJram.
4.

To make the resource room a place where all teachers

and students could obtain materials.

How We Implemented These Changes

In March of 1987, our administration and the two of our
special education teachers met and decided to arrange a
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meeting with the district superintendent and the special
education co-ordinator to explain in detail what we were
doing, and to present our plans for the next school year.
our meeting with these two gentlemen in early April
proved to be most fruitful.

Not only did they support us, but

the superintendent committed himself 'co providing us with
another special education teacher for the 1987-88 school year.
Furthermore, he assured us that much serious thought would be
given to establishing a senior special education program at
the high school.

Although we did much collaborating among

ourselves, few concrete plans were made between April and June
of 1987.
During the

sumiii~r

a new teac:1er was hired whose primary

responsibility was to teach the core group of special education students.

This allowed one teacher to spend three

fourths of he.r time remediating small groups of grade sevens,
eights, and nines in mathematics.

This arrangement allowed

me to spend half of my time remediating small groups of grade
sevens and eights in language arts.

The r emainder of my time

was spent teaching language arts to two groups within the core
group.

The following explains how we formed our small groups

within the core group and our remedial groups.

12

Guidelines for core Group Formation

1.

students spending their first year in our junior

high special education program are to register with one of the
grade seven classes.
2.

(This is their homeroom).

students spending their second year in our program

are to register with one of the grade eight classes.
3.

Students spending their third year in our program

are to register with one of the grade nine classes.
4.

In order to receive remedial help in language arts

and mathematics, students will be distributed over a number
of classes.

For example, three students were assigned to the

702 class, five were assigned to the 705 class, and three were
assigned to the 803 class.
As stated earlier, all core special education students
were

integrated

with

their

homeroom

class

for

Physical

Education, Music, Science Lab, Guidance, and Library Skills.
In addition, one student from group one was integrated with
his homeroom

cla~s

for mathematics, and all of group one were

integrated with their homeroom class for remedial reading.
The following information helps to clarify the above.
Number of students in the core group at the end of 198687

= 8.

Number of students who dropped out

=

2.

Number of students who were transferred to another school

= 1.

13

Number of students who were integrated with a regular
class in September of 1987

= 2.

Number of students who came from the elementary school
in September of 1987

= 8.

Total number of core students in September 1987

=

11.

Within two years, each of us special education teachers
had moved from teaching a self-contained class of six or seven
special education students to catering to approximately fifty
students in small groups.

As mentioned earlier,

our new

special education teacher, who was hired in september of 1987,
taught only the core group.

The following tables will provide

some insight into our workload.
for all three of us for 1987-88.

Table 3 is mine, Table 4 is

14

Table 1
Core Groups

Group

Class Assigned To

Number in Group

1

702

3

2

705

5

3

803

3

Table 2
Remedial Groups

Class

Number in Group

Group

Grade

1

7

702

6

2

7

703

5

3

7

704

3

4

7

705

3

5

8

801

5

6

8

803

5

7

8

804

5

8

8

805

3

9

9

901-2

5

10

9

803-4

6
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Table 3
Individual Workload

Periods

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

1

705(R)

Reading
1&2(C)

705(R)

804(R)

Reading

803(R)

2

1&2(C)
Language

80l(R)

Language
1&2(C)

Reading
3(C)

Reading
1&2(C)

Free

3

Free

Reading
l{C)

Reading
3(C)

Language
1&2{C)

803(R)

704(R)

4

Reading
1&2(C)

702(R)

Reading
2(C)

Free

Reading
(l}(C)

Reading
3(C)

5

702(R)

703(R)

801(R)

Free

805(R)

804(R)

6

801(R)

Free

805(R)

702(R)

801(R)

703(R)

7

704(R)

Language
1&2(C)

Free

Reading
1&2(C)

Reading
2(C)

702(R)

C - Core Group

1 - Group of 3 Within Core Group

R - Remedial Group

2 - Group of 5 Within Core Group

Remedial Students Dropped French

3 - Group of 3 Within Core Group
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Table 4
Group Workload

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

1

Tl-free
T2-705(R)
T3-2&3

Tl-803(R)
T2-1&2{C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-804(R)
T2-705(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-703(R)
T2-804(R)
T3-1&3(C)

Tl-1&2{C)
T2-3(C)
T3-free

Tl-701(R)
T2-803(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

2

Tl-903-4(R)
T2-1&2{C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-901-2(R)
T2-80l(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-901-2(R)
T2-1&2{C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-901-2(R)
T2-3(C)
T3-1&2(C)

Tl-901-2(R)
T2-1&2{C)
T3-3{C)

Tl-2(C)
T2-free
T3-1&3(C)

3

Tl-2(C)
T2-free
T3-3(C)

Tl-804(R)
T2-l(C)
T3-2&3{C)

Tl-1&2{C)
T2-3(C)
T3-free

Tl-802(R)
T2-1&2(C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-free
T2-803(R)
T3-2&3(C)

Tl-805(R)
T2-704(R)
T3-2&3(C)

4

Tl-802(R)
T2-1&2{C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-free
T2-702(R)
T3-1&3(C)

Tl-704(R)
T2-2(C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-free
T2-free
T3-free

Tl-704(R)
T2-l(C)
T3-2&3(C)

Tl-903-4 ( R)
T2-804(R)
T3-1&3(C)

5

Tl-803(R)
T2-702(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-802(R)
T2-702(R)
T3-1(C)

Tl-free
T2-801(R)
T3-3(C)

Tl-l(C)
T2-free
T3-3(C)

T1-701(R)
T2-805(R)
T3-l(C)

Tl-free
T2-3(C)
T3-l(C)

6

Tl-703(R)
T2-801(R)
T3-1&2(C)

Tl-l(C)
T2-free
T3-free

Tl-903-4(R)
T2-805(R)
T3-1&2(C)

Tl-705(R)
T2-702(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-903-4(R)
T2-801(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-705(R)
T2-703(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

7

Tl-701(R)
T2-704(R)
T3-1,2&3(C)

Tl-701(R)
T2-1&2(C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-1&2(C)
T2-free
T3-free

Tl-SOS(R)
T2-1&2(C)
T3-free

Tl-802(R)
T2-2(C)
T3-3(C)

Tl-1&2(C)
T2-702(R)
T3-3(C)

1 2 3 R-

3 W1th1n Core Group
5 W1th1n Core Group
3 W1th1n Core Group
Group

Per1ods

Tl
T2
T3
C

-

Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3
Core Group

Group of
Group of
Group of
Remedial
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conclusion

our primary objective was the betterment of conditions
for the educable mentally handicapped and slow learners in our
school, and within a two year period we had put in place
structural changes that helped us to realize this objective.
What is more, these changes helped us to set our sights a
little higher.
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CHAPTER I I
PLANNING FOR CHANGE

Introduction

Each year a new group of special education students
graduate from St. James' Elementary School in our community
and enter our school for the first time.

For the past three

years,

to

it has

been my

responsibility

instruct these

students in language arts for two of the three years that they
spend at our school (unless in their second year they are
integrated into a regular grade) .
The 1988-89 group consisted of six students plus one who
transferred into our school from a Stephenville school.

When

they registered in September, one was 15 years old, two were
13 and four were 14.

One of the 13 year olds reached 14 by

the end of September 1988.

One of the 14 year olds reached

15 in October, 1988 and two reached 15 by January 31, 1989;
the other student reached 15 by the end of March, 1989.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe in detail the
curriculum that I developed for and implemented with this
group of seven students.

The curriculum discussed i i:l this

chapter is not simply an experimental one; it is based on a
belief that:
1.

Illiteracy is crippling in that it can alienate

students from other family members, other students in school,
and significant others in society.

Furthermore,

it often
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creates and perpetuates low self-esteem.

Literacy.. on the

other hand, empowers by being a positive force in their lives.
2•

Li teraturejreading can be powerful forces in helping

students live fuller and richer lives.
3.

Read.i.ng and writing are not entities in themselves,

but inseparable; they are opposite sides of the same coin.
4.

Teaching and learning are more than slavery to a

· textbook and an acquisition of facts that may have 1 i t,tle
relevance to the real world outside of school.
5.

Students' expariences, knowledge, and needs should

be crucial factors in their learning.
6.

Students should participate in the shaping of their

curriculum.
7.

All students, whether labelled learning disabled,

educable mentally handicapped, or slow learners, have physiological, psyche logical, emotional, and intellectual needs just
as other student.i;: do, and although they may be slower in
learning certain skills or concepts, they should not be denied
exposure to these skills and concepts.
8.

Teachers have a grave responsibility in that they

can have (a)

a tremendous influence in changing students'

perceptions of themselves, and (b) in helping them maximize
their potential.
9.

No

student

should

leave

school

without

being

introduced to good reading material and becoming interested
in recreational reading.
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10.

Curriculum is more than product or process.

more than formal

kno~;ledge

It is

or fac.;ts, it is more than perpetu-

ating values or standards.
11.

All students can learn to read.

Too often teachers

teach about reading rather than facilitate the actual task of
reading.
12.

Too many reading teachers are practitioners who do

not think about what they do.

For example, they jump on the

bandwagon and get "caught up" in fancy educational jargon such
as whole

language approach

or

language

arts

across

curriculum without seriously thinking about what they do.

the
In

many instances, they may be afraid to be different because of
what their superiors may think.

For example,

if their

superiors want results on standardized tests, they'll try to
produce these results.
13.

In order to cater to the needs of all students, a

teacher needs to take an eclectic approach to
14.

~ - -:--::: ding.

Environment is very important in developing dv:unant/

latent abilities.

There~ore,

all students should be placed

in the most enabling/enhancing environment.
15.

Although it is not easy, it is possible to 0'-"'-::.J..'Come,

to some degree at least, the negative effects of years of
stigmatization that learning disabled and educable mentally
handicapped students acquire after having spent a number of
years in a special education class.
16.

Every individual can make a contribution to society.
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17.

School, although not considered by many students to

be the best place in the world, can be fun, can be like the
world outside, and can better equip students for life outside
of school.
Although I was unaware of it when I began to develop this
curriculum three years ago, other educators seem to support
my philosophy.

Considering Curriculum Theory

In the 1960s Freire devised a method for teaching adult
illiterates to read.

He and his colleagues chose not to use

books or primers as the format of his program.
used large posters,

filmstrips or slides.

Instead they
They avoided

primers on the grounds that they do not lend themselves to
flexibility and discussion (Fr5ere & Shor, 1987, p. 228).
For Freire (1987), learning to read is a step toward
political participation.

But how people

exercise their

ability to read reflects in part the political activities of
their teachers.

If non-readers learn to read by writing and

reading their own words and opinions, then they learn that
their perceptions of reality are valid to others and can
influence even those in authority.

If, on the other hand,

their teacher requires them to learn the words and ideas in
a primer that is donated by those in power, then the learners
must accept that experience as more valid that their own.
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They must accept the concepts of social and economic structure
transmitted by their teacher or decide not to learn to read.
Wallerstein (cited in Freire & Shor, 1987) in ProblemPosing Education, puts Freire's ohilosophy this way:
Freire's central premise is that education is not
neutral:

whether it occurs in a classroom or a

community setting, the interaction of teacher and
student does not take place in a vacuum.

People

bring with them their cultural experiences of social
discrimination,

and

life

pressures,

and

their

strengths in surviving.

Education starts from the

experiences of people,

and either reinforces or

challenges the existing social forces that keep them
passive.

(p. 23)

Fiore and Elsasser (cited in Freire
Strangers No More:

&

Shor, 1987) in

A Liberatory Literacy Curriculum, add

another dimension when they focus on Vygotsky's and Freire's
philosophy concerning writing.

They state:

Vygotsky' s work clarifies the complex process of
writing.

He postulates that learning to write

involves the mastery of cognitive skills and the
development of new social understandings. According
to him we categorize and

synthesize our

lives

through inner speech, the language of thought.

In

inner speech a single word or phrase is embroidered
with variegated threads of ideas, experiences, and
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emotions.

(p. 88-89)

Focusing on the learner's environment,

Friere

(1987)

discusses the social and political aspects of writing.

He

maintains that the goal of a literacy program is to help
students

become

critically

conscious

of

the

connections

between their own lives and the larger society and to empower
them to use literacy as a means of changing their own lives.
Like Vygotsky, Freire believes the transformation of thought
to text requires the consciov.s consideration of one's social
context.

To encourage students to understand the impact of

society on their lives, Freire proposes that students and
teachers talk about generative themes drawn from the students'
everyday world.
Curriculum is a set of interactions, events, activities,
or encounters designed to have an educational consequence for
one or more people (Mulcahy, 1988).
both

the

explicit

This definition embraces

curriculum--expressed

in

the

written

curricula and in courses of study; and the implicit or hidden
curriculum--those unstated norms, values and beliefs embedded
in and transmitted to students through the underlying rules
that structure the routines and social relationships in school
and classroom life.
In the traditional approach to the study of the hidden
curriculum, the focus is on how the system of

schoolin~

serves

to reproduce stability and cohesion in a wider society.
the liberal approach,

social structure

is put aside

In
for
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analyses

of

how

people

produce

and

negotiate

classroom

meanings (Giroux, 1983, p. 56).
Teachers can be either active or passive in the curriculum.
a

For example, sjhe can be a slave to a program guide and

textbook

or become very involved by supplementing or

modifying the existing programs,

or sjhe can develop new

programs and implement them.
Goodson (1988) adds to our understanding of curriculum
and how involved teachers can become when he states,
A curriculum area is a vibrant human process lived
out in the rough tumble, give and take, joys and
despai:=s,
life.

plots and ·::ounterplots of a teacher • s

It is not simply a body of knowledge or a set

of skills nor simply a result of group activity.
To some extent at least,

individuals can and do

chart their own courses, and can engage with the
curriculum at a deep personal level.

(p. 71)

Grundy (1987) not only implies what curriculum is but
states quite emphatically the teacher's responsibility when
she states,
If practitioners take seriously their obligations
to regard the interpretation of the curriculum texts
as practical action, that is, as one which engages
their judgment, they will also take seriously the
status of the students as learning subjects not
objects in the curriculum event.

This means that
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learning, not teaching will be the central concern
of the teacher.

Moreover, learning will involve,

not the production of certain artifacts (whether it
is the child or hisjher products which are regarded
as the artifacts in the educational system) but the
making of meaning.
such

t~achers

It would follow from this that

will not only be concerned that they

understand the purposes of the prescribed content,
but they will

reject as legitimate educational

content that which does not have at its heart the
making of meaning for the learner.

(p. 69)

The theories propounded by Freire ( 1987)
Grundy

(1987),

and

Giroux

(1983)

seem

Goodson ( 1988)

1

to

enlarge

1

what

curriculum is and what the teacher's role is within a given
curriculum.

A Lived

Exp~rience
11

Description

o~

Teachinq Reading"

The next part of this chapter will demonstrate how I,
although unaware of their theories at the time, was doing
something similar to what they suggest.
When I met my group for the first time my objectives were
to:

(a) have them realize that I value reading; (b) get to

know each other a little; (c) set the goals for the year; (d)
have them realize that they are in a classroom \•/here freedom
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of expression with responsibility is valued

(e) have

highly~

them think that they have a teacher who knows what he is
doing; (f) have them realize what my expectations are of them;
and (g) have them realize that this year they will undoubtedly
become better readers and writers.
My first period with them went something like this.
My name is [ ____________ ].

I will be your teacher

for this year and my job will be to help you become
b~tter

readers and writers.

All of us can read and

write, but all of us, no matter what age we are, can
improve our reading and writing.

After you have

spent this year with me, yc1u will know what I mean.
In order for you to do that, you have to do your
part.

You need to have the right attitude toward

your work and try to do your best.

I assure you

that I can not always do my best, but I will try.
You will be free to discuss many things; of course,
we have to respect the other person and listen to
what he has to say.

We also need to get along well

together and be willing to help each other because
students in most instances learn better from their
classmates than they do from their teachers.

I can

guarantee you that by the end of this year you will
have become better readers and writers.

I am able

to go to certain classes in this school,
students here,

bring

and prove to you that what I

am
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saying is true.

Someone you know very well who

never read a book before, read more than 75 books
last year.

As you can see by the books around you,

I value reading.
I then took 30 or 40 of the best books I have and put
five or six on each student's desk.
them."

I said, "Have a look at

They showed some interest but I could see that they

had never been "turned on 11 to reading.

This was confirmed

when the three students returned their books without having
read them.

Furthermore, for the next week or so, they simply

browsed through the books in the room.
The remainder of the period was spent getting to know
each other.

They ide::.tified themselves by name only, their

place of residence, and any interests they had.
Diagnosing or assessing reading strengths and needs is
an ongoing process; however, I spent my first week trying to
acquire some basic information about each student.
thing

I

did was

Inventory.
1.
~nd

administer the

Ekwall

The first

Informal

Reading

This was done to:
Find a "fit" between thE:• student 1 s reading ability

the materials used for instruction.

(To accomplish this,

1 determined his/her independent and instructional reading
levels).
2.
abilities.

Analyze the students I or.a l reatiing and comprehension
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What Kind of Information Did I Get?

1.

What word identification strategies is he using?

(a)

Is he relying too heavily on phonics?

Does he spell

the word firs.t?
(b)

Does he sound the word letter by letter?

(c)

Does he rely only on dividing the word into syllz.bles?

(d)

Is he analyzing unknown words by picking out already
known meaningful parts of words?

(i.e. structural

analysis)
(e)

Is

he

using contextual

surrounding context to

Is

analysis?

he

using

identify an unknown word

(i.e. is he making an educated guess?)
For

example,

supermark~t

in

the

sentence,

"mother

went

to

the

to buy her groceries," does he stop at the word

supermarket or does he read on and then guess the word?
2.

Oral reading.

(a)

Is there a pattern of errors?

For example,
horse for house?
For example,

is he making many substitutions such as
Are the substitutions meaningful?
in the sentence,

"Kathy peered out the

window," if he reads "peeped", it is a meaningful substitution
because he is using syntactic,
knowledge.

"Peered"

and

graphophonic,

"peeped"

are the

and semantic
same parts of

speech, the words look somewhat alike, and either makes sense.
If,

on the other hand,

in the sentence

11

one day her
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father told her that she could go for an airplane ride," he
reads "took", then the substitution is non-meaningful because
it interferes with the meaning or message.

It also suggests

that he is using graphophonic and syntactic cues, but not
semantic cues.
Sometimes I notice that a student is paying attention
only to the beginning sound of a word, or maybe he is just
guessing at the word without paying attention to any of its
parts.

If I want to get a better picture of his word identi-

fication skills, I can administer the Doren Word Recognition
test.

It covers a number of skills such as letter recogni-

tion, beginning and ending sounds of words, blending, words
within words, words in context, etc.
(b)

Is he reversing words?

If so 1 are they meaningful

or acceptable?
For example, in the sentence, "The old fisherman found
his nets much heavier than they had ever been before," if he
reverses to "ever had", it is an acceptable
(c)

revers~!.

Does he read in thought units or does he read word
by word?

(d)

Does he pay attention to punctuation or does he just
move on into another sentence without pausing?

(If

he puts part of one sentence with another, it will
interfere with comprehension) •
(e)

Does he like 't.o read orally?

Is he nervous?

If a

student says, "I don't like reading out loud," I
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ask
3.

11

\-Thy not?"

Is he really good at pronouncing words, yet compre-

hends very little?
4.

Is he having difficulty with basic sight words? How

many does he know at each level?
is having much
5.

difficul~y

Are there certain ones he

with?

Does he comprehend better in oral reading?

comprehend better in silent reading?

Does he

Does he comprehend

approximately the same in both?
6.

Is he having more difficulty with inference type

questions than with factual questions?
8.

Is there a big discrepancy between his independent

or instructional level and his listening comprehension level?
If so, I ask why?

Perhaps he needs to be referred to the

special needs coordinator for further testing.
9.

Does

this

student

exhibit

behaviors

that

may

indicate vision or hearing problems?
Because the grade levels obtained in the informal reading
inventory

are

only

readability formulas

approximations

and

because

different

are used by different publishers

to

indicate the reading levels of books, I spend time trying out
books.

I begin by giving each student a book tc

~ead:

if he

finds it too easy, I will give him another one to try.
student will

select a

book he

In

almost all cases

a

feels

comfortable with.

Sometimes I will ask him to read a para-

graph to me, or I will have him read a page silently to find
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the answer to a particular question.
I find that this procedure works very well.

Not only

will he be using materials at the appropriate reading level,
but he has a say in choosing his materials.
I have quite a few

book~;j ~aterials

(Appendix F) and over

the past four years, I have made a special effort to become
familiar with all of them.
September is a difficult month both for students and
teachers.
As

I

The environment is not always conducive to testing.

mentioned

earlier,

assessing

a

student's

reading

strengths and needs is ongoing. Things that I found out by
administering the IRI may be confirmed or denied as I work
closely with students.
In the meantime, I spend much tim·s in September either
individually or in groups gathering information.
period,

\Hthin that

I will have administered not only the IRI but an

interest and attitude inventory to be followed by an

in~erview

later, the Schonell or Kottmeyer Spelling test to find out a
student's pattern of spelling errors, the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary test to determine his receptive (hearing) vocabulary: a listening ca1 ?. city test to determine his list : "ling
comprehension level, and a sample of his writing to determine
his writing ability.
specific when I

(In chapter three, I will be much more

report on a case;

therefore,

I will not

discuss assessment until then.
My initial attempt at trying to turn on this group to
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reading was the last period on Friday, September 16.

:i'he

session went as follows:
Teacher:

Because it is the last period on Friday afternoon,
would you like me to read to you?

Students: Yes, sir.
Teacher:

The title of this book is Wade's Place.

I'll read

chapter one to you.
As I read chapter one, I noticed that they were captivated;
they were very attentive.

When I had finished the chapter,

I asked, "Should I continue?" Their response was, "Yes, sir. 11
Because the two main characters' names, at first, can be
confusing, I put their names on the blackboard--Hal and Allan.
My main objective was to create interest, therefore, I asked
no questions.

However, once in a while I would say, "Listen

closely to this
happen. 11
book.

p:~rt

because something unexpected is going to

By the end of the session I had read half of the

When they left, they asked, "Sir, will you finish it

on Monday?"

My response was, "I most certainly will."

On Monday, September 19, as soon as they came to my class
they asked, "Sir, will you finish that book?"
cated that I would, they were very excited.

When I indi-

Because I now had

them for two 40-minute sessions I not only read the book but
was able to stop occasionally to ask questions such as, "What
do you think is going to happen to Hal next?"
(When Hal was arrested by the police, he had to show some
identification).

After putting the word on the board I asked:
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What does identification mean?
this word?

What is the short form for

When do we show our ID and what do we show?

responses were:

Their

when changing a cheque at the bank, when the

police stops a driver - driver's license, social insurance
number, credit cards, and car registration.
As soon as

I

finished reading the book to the students,

I put the letters E = Excellent, VG = Very Good, F = Fair on
the board and asked them to rate it.

six rated the book as

excellent, and one rated it as very good.

Then I asked, "Were

you always wondering what was going to happen next?"
response wa::; "Yes, sir. 11
•suspense'."

My response was,

Their

"That's called

I put the word "suspense" on the blackboard.

We continued with a discussion prompted by my asking, "Do
you think Allan

~vade

was a ghost?" and

11

Do you believe in

ghosts?" Two £tudents each related the following experiences:
"Me and my friend saw what we believed to be a white horse.
We threw rocks at it but it didn't move.

We found out the

horse disappeared later." "My father and uncle kept following
a lisht one night but the light kept moving away."
We ended the lesson by my telling them about one of my
supernat.ural

experiences during my first teaching job at

Flower's Cove, on the Great Northern Peninsula.

Although my

primary motive was to entertain them, I also had them realize
that:

(a) reading is fun; (b) there

classroom;

(c)

books

are

about

e ~e

good books in this

people--we can

integrate

(relate) our own experiences when we read; and (d) books can
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be a great source of discussion.
This group was part of a larger group of 12 students that
carne to me four periods in the six-day cycle for instruction
in language, reading, or writing.

Because there were many

disasters happening in different parts of the world at the
time, I spent two sessions on this topic.

I began by asking,

"How many of you have seen in the TV news the country that is
Three of them had seen it so we had a brief

flooded?"
discussion.

Next, I pointed out Bangladesh on the map and

wrote the word on the board.

Next,

I

read to them two

articles from The Evening Telegram concerning the cause of the
flood, the severity of it, and Canada's $5 million in aid.
our discussion then went to Hurricane Gilbert, PCBs, and the
fishing failure here in Newfoundland.
I concluded the first session by asking the following
questions:
1.

How would you feel if you were living in Bangladesh?

2.

Should Canada have given aid?

3.

What did we say a monsoon is?

4.

What did we say a hurricane is?

Why?

Why not?

I ended by suggesting that they watch the CBC "Here and Now"
or the National News at 10:30.
I began session two the next day by asking the following
questions:
1.

Who watched the news last night?

2.

Did you see pictures of the destruction the hurri-
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cane caused?
3.

What effect is it having on people?

one student's response was:

"I saw where they went up in a

plane to find out about the hurricane."

I then asked, "Who

knows what these people are called?"

The response was,

"scientists."

I told them that these scientists are called

meteorologists and put the two words on the board.
Next, as a writing activity, I gave them three open-ended
questions.

They were:

1.

Yesterday in our reading class ...

2.

Hurricane Gilbert

3.

Last night in the news

I then asked,

"What words will we need to do this?"

They

responded by saying, "Bangladesh, Monsoon, floor, Hurricane
Gilbert, and meteorologists."
All 12 students wrote a paragraph of varying lengths.
one student wrote about the things we did in session one and
then

gave

his

(Appendix B) .

opinion
I

on

Canada's

helping

these

people

also put the newspaper articles on our

bulletin board titled, "What's New?"
Although I had planned a third session in which I would
bring information from the library concerning hurricanes and
floods, it did not materialize because they wanted me to read
them a

book.

In

the meantime,

I

following in these two sessions:
1.

Build background knowledge.

tried

t .o

achieve

the
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2.

Divert their attention to the media.

3.

Have them feel free to speak, yet give each other

a chance to speak.
4.

Build vocabulary.

5.

Have them analyze and evaluate information.

6.

Have them realize that reading, writing, speaking

and listening are not separate entities.
7.

Have them realize that reading is history, social

studies, current events and much, much more.

In other words,

reading is not a separate entity.
These two sessions were also an invaluable diagnostic
tool in that I learned about my students.

I found out whether

they had an idea of the outside world, whether they had
newspapers in their homes, whether they listened to the news,
how well they listened, how well they remembered, and how
extensive their speaking vocabulary was.

For example, one

student, who later became my case study, was reading at a
grade one level yet he ret..-; embered details fairly well, could
express himself well, and knew much about the world.

He knew

all about the Summer Olympics, where they would be held, what
countries were involved, etc.
During my first month with this group,
foundation for our year together by

(a)

I

laid the

gathering basic

information about them, (b) taking the time to get acquainted
with them and them with me, (c) establishing expectations and
guidelines, (d) creating a relaxed atmosphere where they felt
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free

to

interact,

i.e.

freedom with

responsibility,

(e)

setting the pace, (f) attempting to create some interest in
recreational reading, and (g) attempting to help them realize
to some degree that reading, writing, spelling, discussion,
and listening are all related.
The remainder of this chapter will attempt to describe
in detail some of what transpired and what was accomplished
as we worked together.

Reading

Reading to the students
When I read the book Wade's Place to the students, my
overriding concern

wa~

creating interest in reading.

However,

as important as this was, this was not the only reason I read
t":.o them.

An excerpt from my personal journal of Monday,

September 26 will help to illustrate what I mean.
On Friday I began reading Bag Full of Trouble to my new
students.
1.

My objectives were:
To continue to introduce them to material in my

class.
2.

To help them appreciate the pleasure of being read

3.

To gradually get them to read themselves.

4.

To build vocabulary.

5.

To develop interpretive and evaluative as well as

to.
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literal reading skills.
I asked them, "Would you like me to read you a book like
Wade's Place?"
buuk 11

They all said,

11

Yes, we really enjoyed that

and asked, "Is this one as interesting?"
Next I told them the title of the book and wrote it on

the blackboard.
writt~n,

I

told them who wrote it,

and the number of chapters in it.

when it was

I also indicated

that the pages where the chapters are listed is called a table
of contents.
I showed them the picture on the cover and then asked,
"What do you think this book is about?"
do you think is in the bag?"

I also asked, "What

They did not have any idea what

the book was about, but they felt that there was money in the
bag.

I then read chapter one.
As I continued to read the book, I stopped to ask the

following kinds of questions:
1.

Mr. Kellerman is a crook.

What is a crook?

are some words that mean the same as "crook"?
responses on the board.

What

I wrote their

I also did this for a number of words

such as gangster, kidnapped, etc.
2.

Do you think Tony did the right thing by returning

the money?
3.

When I came to the part where Mr. Kellerman captured

the boys I asked, "What do you think Mr. Kellerman will do to
them?" They then made a guess.
to confirm or deny their guess.

I then suggested that we read
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4.

Does this book have anything in it, ie. is it the

same in some ways as Wade' s

Place?

Because there was a

negative response, I then asked, "Do you notice that in each
book the characters have a problem?"

Their reply was, "Yes."

Then I asked, "What was Hal's problem in Wade's Place and what

is Tony and Pete'3 problem in this book?"
5.

Would you like to be kidnapped as Tony is?

Why or

why not?
6.

Sheila, Mr. Kellerman's daughter won't untie Tony

because she respects her father.
untie him·?

Do you think she should

Why or why not?

At the end of chapter eight, I asked, "Will Mr. Kellerman
get out of the country?
treat him?"
work

If he's caught, how will the law

At this point, I also had them do some written

(Appendix I).

individually.

For

As they did the work,
example,

one

student,

I

helped them

when

answering

question one, remembered almost every detail of the book, but
was unable to write his thoughts.
it on his book for him.

As he dictated it, I wrote

The next day I read chapters nine and

ten to them.
On October lB, I made this entry concerning a book that
I read to them.

on Friday I began reading Sky-Jacked to my

group of seven.

This is a book about a boy who works as a

cleaner for an airline.
appear to be sky-jackers.

One day he notices three people who
Although they had been checked by

the sky marshals, who didn't think they were dangerous, they
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later joined the flight and sky-jacked it.
ble for the capture of the sky-jackers.

Tony is responsi-

For this, he receives

a reward from the company - they let him complete his education by permitting him to work part-time and paying his way.
Today, I finished this book; my students could hardly
wait for me to read it.
asked:

Before I began reading the book, I

"Who knows what sky-jacked means?"

the same as slcy-jacked'?"

"What word means

"Wha.t words can we expect to meet

in this book?"
In response to this question they said,
police, arrest, gun, airplane, airport, etc."
words on the board.

•isky-jacke ~::s,

I then put the

As I read to them, I stopped to ask the

following kinds of questions:
1.

Although the Sky-Marshals don't think the three that

Tony suspected are sky-jackers, what do you think?
2.

Why do you think they sky-jacked the plane?

3.

Do you know where Cuba is?

I pointed it out on a

map of North America.
4.

After Tony overtook the sky-jackers I

following comment:

Older people seem to think that young

people can't be heroes.
5.

made the

What do you think?

Do you know of other heroes?

(One student mentioned

Terry Fox and what he did).
6.

What kind of person is Tony?

7.

Do you think he'll accept the company offer?

8.

What does this say about the company?
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9.

Would you like to work for the company?

Why or why

not?
In one part of the book the term "follow me" was mentioned.
11

Then the next two or three lines point out that a

follow me" is a jeep used to guide the plane on the runwGJ.y.

This is an example of a context clue given by definition; I
then explained to them how we can often get the meanings of
words without having to use a dictionary.
This book has a tremendous number of compound words and
words which end in er.

I put the

word~

on the board under the

following headings:
compound words

er words

runway

reporters

briefcase

cleaners

airport
Next I asked them to add to the list.
what the suffix er in each word means.

I also explained

Together, we said:

teacher - one who teaches
cleaner - one who cleans
report - one who reports, etc.
We also discussed the meaning of each word.
In the last part of the book, the press was mentioned.
I asked,
here?"

"Do you know what this word means as it is used
If they did not know, I explained it to them.

I also

explained that "press" has more than one meaning.
Before completely reading the book to them, I gave them
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some written work (Appendix I).
Friday,

on Fridays,

October 21.

especially in the

afternoon, our students are very restless; they seem to want
to do everything else but work.

When I had the group of

twelve (my seven plus five others) together, I began reading
to them The Pinballs by Betsy Byars.

I read three chapters

and every single student enjoyed it.
I took the opportunity to mention two or three things.
They responded a few times to what carlie said by laughing.
Teacher:

She has quite a sense of humor, doesn•t she?

do you

notice how this writer gives us details about the characters?
Do you notice what happens to us when we are (aren't) treated
with love?

(Harvey's father is an alcoholic; Carlie•s step-

father doesn't get along well with her.
physically.

He abuses her

Thomas J. gets abandoned when an infant and the

twins (two elderly ladies) find him and care for him).
(This is a very interesting book that in the end shows
the power of love.

I plan to read all of it to them).

Wednesday, October 2 6.

on Friday I began reading to

groups one and two, The Pinballs by Betsy Byars.
wanted me to continue it.
1.

Today they

As I read it, I did the following:

Helped them realize the plight of the three char-

acters.
2.

Helped them see how Byars• book is different from

some other books.

(Notice how she develops her characters.

We hear what they say, what others say about them, and we know
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their thoughts).
3.

I tried to convey to them how hard it must be for

these three children to be in a foster home.
4.

They seemed to

feel

for these three characters

because they were real people.
5.

I concluded by saying,

book is one of our best writers. 11

11

the woman who wrote thi:::
One fellow said,

11

I think

I know why. 11
(It is my belief that children need a rich exposure. They
should not be confined to books that are only interesting.
They

need

exposure

to the

best writers

for

a

number of

reasons).
October 31 1 1988.

When I had my group of twelve today,

I continued reading The Pinballs to them.

We had a discussion

on the following topics.
1.

Harvey feels very sad (depressed) when he finds out

from his father that his mother never ever answered one of his
letters.
2.

What must it feel like to be uncared for?
Will Carlie do something to help Harvey?

(Each

student

seems

to

understand

quite

Why?
well

(ie.

Harvey's plight) and I think they may appreciate their parents
a little more).
In the discussion,
teenagers to be in by a
night.

we talked about how parents want
cez~tain

time when they go out at

My comment to them was, "we ought to be very proud

that our parents care enough.

I think you can all understand
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how Carlie, Harvey, and Thomas J. feel.
in their position?"

Would you want to be

There was a very enthusiastic "no."

As I read to them, I also explained why Harvey's mother
joined the Hippie Movement.

I mentioned how this was popular

in the 1960s.
November 7,

1988.

Today as I

continued reading The

Pinballs to groups one and two, I emphasized the theme of
love.

Some questions we discussed were:
1.

Does Carlie change when she's loved by others?

2.

How does Mr. Mason show Thomas J. that he cares?

3.

How do Carlie and Thomas J. show their love for

Harvey?
4.

Do you see what happens when we show others that we

really and truly care?
(I want my students to realize that reading is more than
skills.

I want them to know and appreciate the fact that when

we read, we read about people, people who may have the same
hopes, fears, problems, and dreams as we all do.

I also want

them to appreciate both the darker and the better sides of
people).
In my opinion children need a rich exposure.
to hear what writers like Betsy Byars have to say.
I

They need
Although

am teaching students who are considered by many to be

intellectually dull, I try to expose them to a variety of
experiences.

I find that with help and proper questioning,

they provide some very worthwhile answers.

They, too, live
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in homes or know of people their age who have the same types
of problems.
They get a thrill out of high interest/low vocabulary
books,

but they get a different dimension from excellent

writers.
I think, too, that I should mention that as we talked
about Harvey today, who became very depressed, I asked, "Have
you seen people who were depressed? I!

Two or three of them

said "yes" and I could tell by the expression on their faces
that they were moved by how Harvey felt.

This literary

experience--emotional or intellectual response to literature-is the ultimate goal.
November 14, 1988.

Today when I had groups one and two,

I gave them some written work on The Pinballs (Appendix I).
We had discussed the different topics before.
Again, I helped them write some of their answers.
example,

For

"Carlie changed very much in a very short time.

Discuss or explain".

I showed them how to write a response;

they provided the details.

I wrote it on the board and they

then wrote it on their books.
answers.

I was quite impressed by their

At the end of the period I reminded them that if

they remember nothing else, to keep the following in mind.
"If we show that we care about others, they in turn will care
about us."
January 19, 1989.

Today I began reading Mystery on the

Night Shift to group one.

They found the book extremely
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interesting.

As I read to them I got them doing such things

as comparing characters and making predictions.

For example,

I asked, "What other character have we met in another book who
is like Bo or Perez?

How are they alike or different?"

I

also taught them the meanings of new words and expressions.
Yesterday we spent some time at expressions 1 ike "the
boss gave him the ax."

Today when one of the characters in

Mystery on the Night Shift said, "You•re in hot water," one
student noticed it.

I asked,

"What does it mean? 11

His

response was, "It means, sir, that he is in trouble."
(The more I work with these students the more I realize
how the little bit I do each day adds up in the long run.

For

example, lots of times as we read we run into expressions or
idioms and it helps a student get the textual meaning when he
knows what the expression itself means.

I find, too, that as

I read to them they are predicting and asking questions.
student predicts one thing, someone else another thing.

One
My

response is "Let's read to find out.")
January 27, 1989.

For a few minutes in the last period

before lunch I began reading Mad Enough to Kill to group one.
After lunch, when I had them again, they wanted me to complete
it.

After the book was finished, one student said, "Sir, read

us the book that you were reading to us a week ago that had the bear stories in it."

~he

one

(This was Rattles and

Steadies by Gary Saunders).
I read to them the chapter, "The Warden and the Bear."
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They really enjoyed it.

When I came to the part where Brett

saw the young naked woman lying on a rock, they really got
interes·ted.

As I read this chapter to them, I did several

things.
1.

I indicated that this is a true story.

2.

I showed them on a map of Newfoundland where the

Gander River is.
3.

I pointed out or asked them about certain words or

expressions such as sleveen, slewing around, grub box, slacked
off, to turn in poachers, biologist, parasite, and fringe
benefits.
4.

We had a short discussion on conservation - how

salmon werr plentiful in the 30s and 40s, and how and why they
are scarce today.
5.

We talked about the kind of person Brett was.

One student had seen a grub-box (ie. the old fashioned one)
and he knew exactly what it

w~s.

When the bell rang they said, "That's a good bonk.
got to read us more of it."

And, of course, I did.

You

I also

told them that this book and Will Anyone Search for Danny are
two books that their parents would probably love to read.
Between then and the end of the year, some parents did.
February 1, 1989.

For half the period today I read Ted

Russel l 's "Football", "Babysittin" and "Jethro Noddy" to group
one.

They really enjoyed the stories.

I indicated that Mr.

Russell was a Newfoundland story teller.

I pointed out the
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exaggeration, humor, and language he used.

I also mentioned

to them that Mr. Russell wrote many stories and that there is
a book in the library with many of his stories in it.

Their

response was, "Will you read us some more of them?"
February 24, 1989.

Today I read to group one a drama--

a real life story from Reader's Digest titled "Struck by
Lightening".

Before beginning the story, I indicated that

they would enjoy it; in the meantime, I instructed them to
listen closely because when I finished, I planned on asking
questions such as:
1.

Where did this story take place?

2.

What year did it take place?

3.

What happened to Nicky?

4.

What kind of injuries did he sustain?

5.

How do we know that he is a tough guy?

As I read this story to them, I explained many words such
as neurosurgeon, paediatrician, etc.
discussion.

At the end we had a

One of my aims was to introduce them to a good

magazine simply because most of what people read after they
leave school is magazines.
Because I have many copies of the Reader's Digest in my
class, I suggested that they could take one home if they so
desired.
March 8, 1989.

Today when I had groups one and two I

read them half a dozen stories from Amazing Newfoundland
Stories by Jack Fitzgerald.

I

read them the following:
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"Almost Cannibalism", "Mutiny and Murder", "A Ml;rder Mystery
in the Straits of Belle Isle", "Prison Escape", "Back from the
Dead",

"A Prophetic Dream", and "The Greatest Hero".

My

objectives were (a) to help them appreciate a bit of our past,
(b)

to build vocabulary,

((')

to entertain them,

(d)

to

continue cult.ivating an interest in reading, (e) to continue
to introduce them to Newfoundland writers, and (f) to broaden
their horizons.
March 14, 1989.

Yesterday, when I had groups one and

two, I read to them two stories from Passages, "The White Fox"
and "Willie".

Both are true stories and show some of the

hardships suffered by Newfoundlanders years ago.
shows the hard times people went through in the 30s.

"Willie"
"White

Fox" shows the courage and bravery of a boy who with the help
of his dog goes out in a snowstorm to look for his sick
father.

We were all moved by the stories.

Each student said

that he liked the stories very much.
April 6, 1989.

Today I began reading Journey Home by

Michael McCarthy to groups one and two.

I began by saying,

"I have read you a number of good books, but I think you'll
agree that this one is excellent."

After I read the first

chapter, I said, "Do you want me to continue?"

I read to them

the first five chapters and they enjoyed it thoroughly.
This is the story of a boy (David) who loses his parents
in an accident, becomes a ward of the state, lives in a number
of foster homes, and when he helps to rob a service station,
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the police kill his friend,
Newfoundland.

but he escapes and comes to

Narrowly escaping the police, he finds refuge

and a hard but satisfying way of life with old Silas,
fisherman in a lonely Newfoundland village.

a

With beautiful

Jeannie, he also finds love.
In the first close relationship he has known since the
long-ago death of his parents,
purpose and self-respect.

David dis,.: .:overs a sense of

When he and Silas investigate a

mysterious ship,

a terrifying encounter threatens his new

f ·, und happiness.

He proves his courage - only to find that

his freedom must be paid for.
As I read this book today, I did a number of things:
1.

I asked them, "what words can we expect to meet in

this book?"

r then put them on the board.

2.

I asked them to make predictions.

3.

How do you think he felt when his friend died?

4.

What must it feel like to be alone? .

5.

How did David feel when he met the boy on a boat

while crossing the gulf?
Today my group insisted that I continue

April 7, 1989.

reading Journey Home.
1.

Discussed

We did the following:

Newfoundland

dialect

-

the

way

Silas

talked, and words such as a "hot toddy" and "grog".
2.

I asked them to make predictions.

3.

We discussed:

been like at the time.

(a) what Port aux Basques must have
They seemed to know where Bear Cove
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and John's River was - later, however, we found out we were
incorrect; (b) Silas's treatment of David; (c) how salmon at
that time were plentiful - what has happened to them today?
4.

Two or three of them related stories of their own.

5.

They

were

very

excited

about

David's

meeting

Jeannie.
April 10, 1989.

Today I continued to read Journey Home .

. Our session went very well.
1.

The things we did were:

What does Silas mean when he calls Jeanie's mother

"the salt of the earth" and "a man must keep his
2.

~.rord?"

When David gave Silas the money to send back to the

service station owner, one student said, "I bet he' 11 keep
it."

Another student said,

11

No. 11

you to think he won't keep it? 11

Then I asked, "What leads

His response was,

11

Everything

he's done so far shows he's a good person."
3.

Silas explains to David what Christmas was like in

the old day.:;.

I emphasized it as I

compared it with the
4.

w~y

read it and we then

we celebrate Christmas.

When Jeannie's father died, Silas helps Jeannie and

her mother by providing food, fuel, etc.
periodically to check on them.
he's up to.

He and David go back

One student said, "I know what

He wants Jeanie's mother. 11

Later when we found

that Jeannie thought her mother might like to move back to
Bear Cove, other students seemed to agree that she and Silas
might get together.
read."

My comment was, "Let's find out as we
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5.

When Silas was telling Davld about how they used to

spend Christmas, he wiped a tear from his eye.

My question

to them was, "What do you think Silas is thinking about?"
Their response was, "The days when he had his family, sir."
I mentioned to them that I had read the book and that the
best part was yet to come.

Their response was, "Let's hurry

up and get over there."
April 13, 1989.

Yesterday, in the sixth period, \'l·a did

some discussing and writing on The Journey Home.
questions weren't strictly factual (Appendix I).

Again, my
As they did

the work, I talked with them and referred them to parts of the
book or read parts to them to help them decide on an answer.
For example, when I read to them about two or three things
Silas did, someone said, "He helps people, he cares about
others."
In the last period today, I continued to read this book.
When I read to them the part where David and Silas are taken
prisoners, they were making

a ~:

1 kinds of predictions and if

I stopped they would say, "Don't stop, sir.

Read on."

They

really enjoy this book.
After I complete reading the book,

I plan to have a

discussion that would again cause them to think, interpret,
weigh the information, look at the pros and cons, etc.

For

example:
1.
.

?

~~.

Did David make the right decision to turn himself
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2.

What can happen to him?

3.

What does he have going for him?

4.

What has he to lose?

5.

What has he to gain?

6.

What does the word

11

free 11 means as used in this

book?
April 14, 1989.

Home.

Today I completed reading The Journey

They agreed that of all the books I've

re~d

to them,

this one is the best.
We then had a discussion.
guide our discussion.

We used a set of questions to

When we came to number nine (Appendix

I) the following took place:
Teacher:

Have you read a book this year in which a person ran
away from home?

Student:

Yes, sir.

Barney McGee in Exit Barney McGee.

Teacher:

Why did he run away from home?

Student:

He didn't like his stepfather.

Teacher:

What did Barney learn?

student:

He found out about his real father and came back
realizing that both his mother and stepfat.her loved
him.

Teacher:

Who remembers the book Take-Off?

student:

I do.

A short fellow and a tall fellow were in the

book.

The short fellow ran away.

Teacher:

Hie name was Jimmy.

Why did he run away?

student:

To see what it was like?
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Teacher:

Did he learn anything?

student:

Yes sir.

It was better at horne where people cared

for him.
Teacher:

Who remembers Kathy in Runaway?

student:

I do sir.

Teacher:

Why did Kathy run away?

student:

Her father beat her up.

Teacher:

Did Kathy come back horne"?

student:

Yes, sir because her father quit drinking and joined
AA.

Another
Student:

Her boyfriend wanted her to come back, too.

(What I tried to do was show the relationship among the
books.

I wanted them to compare and contrast the characters.

I was pleased that they remembered the books they had read.
Had the bell not rung, we could have gotten into a deeper
discussion.)
What follows is a list of some of the other things I do
as I read to students:
1.

Teach them

about

1 i terature

story

elements,

character sketch, fiction, nonfiction, biography, etc.

For

example, sometimes when I read a short story or book to them,
we do the plot together on the board.

As I read The Mystery

of the Missing Treasure I mentioned how the writer could
easily put Pete back in time, and how it seemed so real.
indicated that this is called fantasy.

I
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2.
wanders.

Once in a while when I am

readin~

to them, my mind

Then when a student asks me a question, I have to

go back to get the answer.

I then say, "Can you see how

important it is to conc,.:::nt.rate when you • re reading?"
3.

If I mispronounce a word that is graphically similar

to another, I point it out to them.
I'm doing.

I explain or model what

I say, "As I read on I knew that what I called the

word is incorrect because it doesn't make sense.

I just paid

attention to what the word looked like."
4.

If I come to a word and I don't know its meaning or

can't get the meaning in context, I check with a dictionary.
Students often check, too.
5.

If a figure of speech such as a simile or metaphor

is used, I explain it or ask if they know what it means in
this particular context.
figures of speech.

I then explain why the writer uses

(I don't mind if they can't remember

whether it is a simile or a metaphor.)
6.

Sometimes

expressions,

words,

people,

foreign language, other books, etc. are =eferred to.

places,
I stop

to explain what it means and how the meaning could be lost if
we didn't know.
7.

I often reread certain comments made by a character

and discuss it to elicit either an
response.

i~tellectual

or emotional

For example, Carlie in The Pinballs says,

then, Harvey,

to make matters worse,

"And

here we are totally

unwanted - I think we have to admit - that - and then there
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are people in the world who really want children and haven't
got one.

a.

Life is really unfair."
If when I read I am reminded of some experience I've

had, I relate it.

I explain that this is what happens when

we read.
9.

I point out how in children's literature there is

an affinity with nature.
10.

Sometimes I intentionally do not pause at the end

of a sentence; I help them see how this can distort the
meaning.
11.

Reading to children is an excellent way to teach

mechanics of writing.

For example, I may ask:

the writer use an exclamation mark here?

(a) Why did

(b) Why did he use

commas, as in a list or when addressing someone?

(c)

Why is

there an 's addeu to Jack in Jack's coat?
12.

suffixes,

occasionally, I will direct attention to prefixes,
contractions,

plurals,

adjectives, and adverbs, etc.

For example, I may ask:

What does "pre" mean in precooked?
in reread?

degrees of comparison of
(a)

(b) What does "re" mean

(c) Why does the writer spell fairies as he does?

(d) Why is its used here and not it's or why is you're used
instead of your?

Quite often, students, when reading them-

selves, will direct my attention to things I have pointed out
to them.
13.
the

If a word like phone or knee is used, I point out

E sound

in phone and the silent K in knee.
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14.
ested

Most times when I read, the students are so inter-

in getting the story that I

expression.

However,

quite

forget to use proper

frequently,

I

emphasize the

necessity of doing this.

Things To consider As students Read and Do SRA Activities
Individual conferencing.
1.

Word ID strategies (as below).

2.

Discuss

completed.

a

book

sjhe

is

reading

or

has

just

For example, if he has just completed reading Fair

Play, I would conference with him using the following questions.
(a)

In two or three sentences tell me why John is not
a nice person.

(b)

What does the word

(c)

What two characters were prejudiced?

(d)

Did Carol make the right decision to date Andy?
Why?

11

prejudice 11 mean?

Why not?

(e)

Chris and Tony are not likeable people. Discuss.

(f)

What do you think Chris learned from Andy?

(g)

Will Andy and Carol date each other for very long?
Why or why not?

(h)

Did Andy and Carol do the right thing when they
helped Chris and Tony?

Why or why not?

(i)

Why did you like this book?

(j}

What did this book teach you or what did you learn
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about life or people?
3.

Listen to a student who is eager to tell me about

the book he is reading or has just read.
4.

Give him (her) a short story to read but first fill

in background knowledge, build vocabulary and set a purpose
for reading, and later determine whether he was successful.
5.

Listen to a student read orally.

I praise him when

he self-corrects, uses proper expression, pauses at the end
of sentences, identifies a word correctly, etc.
read,

he

listens,

and

then

he

reads

Sometimes I

it using

the

right

intonation, etc.
6.

I show them how to use a dictionary to confirm or

deny a word that they think they know the meaning of.
7.

If they are unable to sequence the events in the

story, I give them clues as to how to do it.

For example,

sometimes a writer uses signal words such as first,

next,

then, last, finally, etc.
8.

I show them the SQR method which is survey, ques-

tion, read.

For example, when reading a short story, look at

the title, then look at any picture that may be on the first
page, read the first paragraph, and then the last paragraph.
(This gives the reader some idea of what the story is about.
He then reads it to find out.)
9.

Occasionally

I

chat

with

concerns sjhe has in reading;wri ting.

a

student

about

For example,

faults in doing SRA, I try to find out why.

any

if he
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10.

Quite often students will say,

I have to do."

11

I can't follow what

Before I read it for them, I ask them to read

it over because quite often I have to do the same thing, and
reinforce the point that all good readers do this.

I also

indicate that sometimes it is useful to underline certain
things.
11.

If I've read a book that I think a student will

like, I discuss it with him to get him interested.

I may even

read two or three pages to him.
12.

Some students like me to sit with them and review

for a test that they are having in a day or so (ie. social
studies, health, science, etc.).
In many instances, I am a resource for all seven at one
time.

I may move from one to the other addressing minor

concerns.

For example, one student may want a word spelled,

while another can't seem to identify a word.

word Identification strategies
If a
strategy,

student is using only one word
I

identification

teach himjher others s/he can use

Chapter III on case study).

(refer to

For example, I find that when

most students come to a word they don't know, they either skip
it or ask someone.

I try to show them how they can get the

word themselves by using semantic, syntactic and graphophonic
cues.

For example, in the sentence "John went to the post

office to mail a letter," the student may stop at the word
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mail.

First, I ask him/her to read the remainder of the

sentence.

The individual may then get the word by making a

guess or by using semantics - putting in a word that makes
sense.
If sjhe doesn't get it, I"ll say, "You would go to the
post office to (
"post".

) what a letter?

The student might say

Then I reply, "It's a good guess, but the word we

need begins with M and it means the same as post."
What I am trying to do is develop a mindset.

I want the

student to know that it is all right to guess, and that I want
him/her to use other cues.

sometimes when a student is

reading a passage or when I am reading to a student, I explain
how sjhe can use semantic cues (synonyms, antonyms, definitions or examples, summary clues, and inferencing) to get the
meaning of a word.
Synonyms.

In the sentence "The force or pressure of an

electric current can be measured"

the words or pressure

provide a synonym to the meaning of force.
Definitions or Examples.

In the sentence, "The marsh was

a swamp where the land was low and wet," the writer has
provided a definition of the word "marsh".
Antonyms.

In the sentence,

11

Although Mary was thin, her

sister was obese," the writer has p.rovided a signal word,
although, to cue the reader to the antonym of obese.
Summary Clues.

The reader can often determine the

meaning of an unfamiliar word or phrase from the context that
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precedes or follows it by using a number of clues in combination.

For example,

in the following passage the

reader

obtains the meaning of dishevelled from a number of clues.
"The room was completely dishevelled.
thrown on the floor.

Books were torn and

Chairs were overturned and lamps were

brok,....,n ."

Inferences.

The reader can obtain the meaning of an

unfamiliar word by inferring the meaning based on information
in the text and the reader's experiential background.
example,

For

"The wind was blowing furiously and the rain was

pouring down.

It must have been a hurricane."

The reader's

familiarity with different types of weather and the first
sentence provide clues to what a hurricane is.
The above does not exhaust all the possibilities of what
a teacher can do as sjhe instructs students as they read.
However, I find that by doing these things it helps children
improve their reading because it serves to develop a particular mindset.
material,

but

Furthermore, not only am I using interesting
it allows me to

worksheets that
reading.

often have

spend less time preparing

little

relevance to

improving

I use the SRA Developmental Laboratory-2 that was

designed two years ago for remedial and special education
students in grades 4-8.
It is an excellent kit because it has activities
vocabulary

development,

comprehension.

word

analysis,

study

skills,

in
and

The students find the stories interesting, are
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successful with them, and like using them especially at the
beginning of the year.
One particular exercise requires a student to put the
correct word in a sentence.
paragraph in the story.
to China ( 4) . "

That word is found in a certain

For example, "Last year I

I instruct the student to guess or predict

what word would make sense in the blank.
of words that would not make sense.

I then try a couple

I say, "Suppose we use

the word visited, would it be okay; suppose we use travelled,
would it fit the sentence?"

If the student doesn't notice

that certain words are incorrect, I'll ask, "Why can we use
the word •travelled' but not the word 'visited'?"

I end by

asking the student to look in paragraph 4 of his story for the
word •t:::avelled'.

I also direct him/her to notice that the

word starts with •t•.
Structural

analysis

and

phonics

analysis

will

be

described in this chapter in the section on spelling and in
Chapter III (case study).

Study Skills and survival

Sk~lls

Throughout the year I taught this group a number of study
skills and what I refer to as survival skills (ie. being able
to use a phone book, order from a catalogue, and be able to
fill out certain forms (Appendix J) .
When I

first gave this group an application form to
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complete, they thought it was very difficult to do.

However,

with the assistance of classmates and myself, the task was
completed.

By the end of the session, three or four students

wanted me to get some application forms so that they could
apply for a part-time job.

Immediately after school closed

for the day, I went to a few businesses to pick up some forms
and the next day the students were much more interested.
I discovered that one student did not have a Social
Insurance Number.

I helped him get the form, assisted him in

completing it, and then he took it home for his parents to get
the necessary documents to go with it.
(In the real world,

we need to be able to complete

deposit and withdrawal slips, we need to be able to apply for
a

job,

we need to be able to apply for a motor vehicle

registration or

dr~.er's

license.

Furthermore, I wanted this

group to find out that forms are not something to be scared
of; that they could do them if they really wanted to.)

Writing
As indicated Larlier, I spend the first part of the year
getting to know my students.

Part of this getting to know

them is for them to write about themselves.

Not only do I

have a piece of writing to compare their year end work to, but
it gives me an idea of the calibre of their writing.
For a month or so I get them to write sentences, telephone messages,

not~~

to family members,

directions to a
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place, advertisements and comments on books I have read to
them.

For example,

himself;

I begin by saying,

"John is home by

Susan calls and asks for John's sister,

Amanda.

susan wants John to leave this message with Amanda.

I am

going away to st. John's for three days with mom and dad.
call me at 753-6024 after 12 tonight.

Later. in the evening

John's friend calls and wants him to go to
the night.
for susan."

~tephenville

for

Write the telephone message that John should leave
(I find out what they can do and then show them

the proper method, after which I get them to practice using
similar situations.)
I begin writing advertisements with them by going to the
newspaper to see how an ad is written.

I then say, "Pretend

you have a two year old Yamaha 250 Skidoo to sell.

Write an

ad that you would put in the Gulf News."
If I want them to write the directions to get to a place,
I say, "You go out on the school parking lot and a stranger
asks you how to get to the elementary school, tell me what you
would tell him."
This is an excellent activity in that they have to think
about what they're doing, organize their thoughts, put them
on paper, and then examine them.

Often times, they do not see

their own mistakes, but they see their classmates' errors.
In the process, they realize that clarity and preciseness are
important.
After I have laid a foundation by doing the above, I then
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do a piece of writing that takes them through the different
writing stages.

This takes a number of sessions.

in the following manner.

I do this

Because I sometimes teach two groups

together, I begin the first session with both groups and after
that work with one group at a time because they may need more
individual attention.

Pre-writing.
Session One - 40 minute period.
"teenager" on the board.

First, I put the word

Then I ask, "Please tell me whatever

comes to your mind when you see this word.
words on the board."
Next I

say 1

I'll write your

I end up filling out the board.

"Get yourselves into groups of four and

select a leader.

I want you to write down some problems that

teenagers have.

After 15 minutes, your leader will present

them to the class."

When this is completed, I notice that not

only are they interested but they have a number of concerns,
many of which concern venereal dis;eases, drugs, smoking and
alcohol.

(By the end of this session the conclusion seemed

to be that smoking 1 drugs, and alcohol are harmful to our
health.)
Group two is an older group and their concerns were a
little different.

They were more interested in talking about

unwanted teenage pregnancies, sexual problems teenagers have,
venereal disease, etc.
We sat in a small group (six of us) and because of the
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concerns they had I

told them that they could ask me any

question they wanted an answer to and I would try to answer
it or find the answer.

One student facetiously asked, "Did

you have sex when you were our age?"

We had an excellent

discussion and I referred them to some of the material our
guidance counsellor has on display.

session TWo -

group one only.

First,

I

got them to

reflect on the concerns they voiced in session one by asking,
''Please tell me some of
yesterday."

the problems

that you mentioned

A very interesting discussion followed.

questions I asked them were:
among teenagers?"

Some

"What is the biggest problem

"How many 13-15 year olds smoke, how many

use drugs, how many drink (ie. among the ones you know)?"

"If

a teenager drinks and uses drugs, what other problems may he
have?"

I mentioned to them what I had read concerning the

increase in women smokers, and lung cancer among women.

I

also read them parts of a brochure concerning the misuse of
alcohol.
This group concluded that unwanted teenage pregnancy can
cause many problems, that boys should be as responsible as
girls, and that smoking, drinking, and drugs are harmful to
one's health.

Writing.

session One -

group one.

We began this session by

writing topic sentences for paragraphs.

I put two or three
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topic sentences on the board and then explained what a topic
sentence is, how to write it, and its purpose in a paragraph.
I also gave them a paragraph as a sample.

They each wrote one

or two; I put them on the board and we discussed the quality
of each.

By the end of the session, they all seemed to have

gotten the idea.

session Two.
words

11

teenage

I

began this session by writing the two

pr~gnancy"

on the board.

I then asked them to

use these two words to write a topic sentence for a paragraph
that we could write together on the board.

One student said,

"teenage pregnancy causes many problems."

Because everyone

agreed it was a good topic sentence, we began to write the
paragraph.

First, they gave me their ideas and I jotted them

down on a corner of the board.
for the ideas.

Next we decided on the order

They then gave me sentences using the ideas.

If there was disagreement, we decided on the most acceptable
sentence and wrote it on the board.

We ended up with a fairly

good paragraph (Appendix I) .
session Three.

In this session my advice to them was,

"Select or write a beginning sentence for a

paragraph~

on what you want to say and get it on paper.

decide

Do not be

concerned about spelling, handwriting, capital letters, and
punctuation."

Although they asked me to spell a number of

words for them, they did a very good job.
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Revising and rewriting.
session One.

In this session my directions to them were

to get together in groups of two and do the following:
1.

Read your partner's piece of writing.

2.

Write down any good things you notice.

some of their responses were:

it is true to life; it is

interesting; it has good sentences; it has good handwriting;
and it has good ideas.
One student suggested that I read his friend's to the
group.

Because he would not read it, I did.

After I read it

the student who wanted me to read it said( "Sir, he got off
the track. 11

They all agreed, but we agreed too that it had

good J.deas, accurate information, and that sometimes when we
write, it is easy to get off the tonic.

Editing iJi.d sharing.
Session One.
directions.

In this session I gave them the following

"Look at your own paragraph, and using the guide

on the board rewrite it."
1.

Have I said what I wanted to say?

2.

Is my message clear?

3.

Did I use the correct punctuation?

If not, change it.
Did I use a

period or a question mark?
4.

Did I use capital letters correctly?

5.

Did I make mistakes in spelling?

They were not as enthused about doing this, but with the help
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of a frien1, they did it.

I then asked them to rewrite their

piece of writing using their best handwriting.
Session Two.

I tried to get each person to share his/her

piece of writing with the whole class, but they were reluctant
to do it, primarily because when they read each other's in the
revising stage, they knew what that person had said.

For the

remainder of the session, they did a variety of things (e.g.
two read a book, two listened to a tape, one did some written
work) .

I then took the time to confer with them about their

piece of writing.

Projects.
Sometimes I

found

it difficult to get this

group to

write; therefore, I capitalized on their interests in nature
and their artistic ability.

Throughout the year they did a

number of projects on animals, birds and fish.

We did these

writing projects in this manner.
First each student decided on a topic.

We then went to

the library together and searched for material.
nne student did a project on sharks.
him everything I

For example,

In the library, I showed

could find on sharks.

He had a

set of

reference books called Nature's Children that he brought to
class to use himself and for others to use.

As they decided

on the information they wanted, I xeroxed it for them.

For

the next three or four sessions they kept very busy.
I found this to be an excellent activity because not only
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did I

introduce them to certain reference materials, but I

taught them a number of study skills such as how to find
information in an encyclopedia.

Furthermore, they became very

familiar with these materials.
As they did their individual projects, they assisted each
other, and I became an assistant for a.ll qf them by:

(a)

getting the materials; (b) he1ping them select their infonnation; (c) helping them organize their information; (d) helping
them read and understand the information; (e) directing their
attention to the mechanics of writing; and (f) discussing with
them the value of what they were doing.
when we do projects like this,
spelling,

discussing,

(I emphasized that

we are reading,

listening,

doing

social

writing,
studies,

science, etc. and that it is an excellent way to learn and to
express oneself.)
I also allowed them to do a number of other things as
they did their projects.

For example, one student decided to

do a project on jokes.

He collected a number of jokes and

then wanted to read them to the class.

Then other students

got interested in jokes, wanted me to help them find some
books with jokes in them, and later read them to the class.
Whe,1 the projects were completed, they brightened up the
classroom by posting them on the walls.
made comments about the posters.

Each student then

Later the students and I

decided on assigning a mark of worth.

Because of the interest

in this, they usually put their very best into it, and usually
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received nine out of ten or ten out ten.
Not only was this type of writing assignment beneficial
to the students but this group helped me to become more
attuned to their strategies, interests and needs.

Writing activities.
The people of Port aux Basques and the area are very much
interested in and enthused about hockey.
won the Hardy Cup.

This past year they

I capitalized on this interest by getting

appropriate newspaper articles and displaying them on my
bulletin board.
them.

They usually wanted me to xerox copies for

Quite often we got into worthwhile discussions followed

by a writing activity.

Some students even did projects like

the ones mentioned above.
Because I read a great deal to my students, and they too
read a

good deal,

we sometimes discussed characters and

occasionally wrote a character sketch.

(Refer to Appendix J

for other writing activities.)

Teaching the mechanics of writing.
I have learned that the best way to teach the mechanics
of writing is to use the student's own writing, his reading,
and what I have read to him (mentioned earlier).
is how I reviewed the use of capital letters,

Following
the comma,

period, exclamation mark, question mark, and underlining:
Teacher:

Jimmy, did you read Micro Man?
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Jimmy:

Yes, sir.

I then wrote my query on the board, capitalizing the word
"Jimmy," put a comma after the word Jimmy and then underlined
the name of the book.

I then pointed out to them why I did

all three.
Next, I asked each of them a question:
Teacher:

Lawrence, did you enjoy Nine Lives?

Do you notice

that after I say each of your names, there is a
pause in my speech?
I then asked one or two students another question, told them
to take out the book they were reading, and directed them to
do the fol:'.. ~)~·ling:
1.

Look for a sentence where one character speaks to

another, and see if there is a comma after the name.
2.

Find a sentence where a question mark is used.

3.

Find where an exclamation mark is used.

4.

Find a sentence where a comma is used in a list.

In a few minutes they found a number of examples.
did, we discussed the reasons why each was used.

As they

I finished

by saying, "As you read boc1ks, think about what we did today."
This method I tind .i s best because my students do much
recreational reading;

I

am not suggesting that they will

always practice or transfer what they learn, but it is very
helpful: qui·te often they say to me as they read, "Sir, do you
remember what y·ou showed us about how to use commas after a
name?

Here's one."

In many instances a student will ask,

11

Do
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you remember what you showed us about contractions, homonyms,
etc.?"

I respond by asking, "What does that contraction mean

or why did the writer use the homonym

'your'

instead of

'you're'?"

Spelling

Early in September one student asked, "Sir, are we going
to do spelling this year; we did it last year?"

My response

was, "Tell me about what you did last year."
I found that they were used to spellers and that they
wanted one to use.

Because I did not have the appropriate

ones, one student went to the elementary school and got some.
Each student then decided on the words he wanted to learn.
A day or two later I explained why spelling is important
and how when I tested them I found out the kinds of errors
they made.

I also indicated that a fellow by the name of Horn

found that 100 words comprise 65 percent of all the words
written by adults and that only ten words (I, the, and, to,
a, you, of, in we, and for) account for 25 percent of the
words used.

I indicated that they can continue to use the

speller but I'd like to find out if they know these words, and
if not, we should probably learn them because spelling is a
tool for writing.

(FurtheL~ore,

I have a book here that names

the words most frequently misspelled.)
Horn's list and the latter.

I then gave them

They find that there are many

words they don't know, and a day or two later the;r decide to
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use some of the words from the speller and some from the
lists.
(Because
spelling,

I

my

case

study

will

detail

will not continue here.

what

I

However,

I

did

in

wish to

emphasize:
1.

That again I capitalized on their interests - I did

not say, "You can't use spellers."

Within two months, they

were referring to them.
2.

students need to be able to spell words that they

will be using in their writing.
3.

They need to be able to know how to find out the

spelling of a word if they do not know it.
4.

Learning words in isolation seems to be a meaning-

less activity.)
As the year unfolded, I tried to expose my students to
a number of learning possibilities.

Some, I found out, were

neither practical nor meaningful; however, a high
of them became seeds for learning.

~ercentage

For example, my students

became more independent in choosing with responsibility their
learning

activity.

In

one

period

two were

reading

for

pleasure, two were doing SRA, one was working at his project,
and two listening to the tape recording of a book.
did their work,
Again,

I

I

As they

conferenced with them or assisted them.

reiter~te,

not only din my students see:m to be

empowered but they empowered me because they taught me how to
become a better teacher.
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Evaluation
Chapter III will describe in detail how I evaluate a
student's performance in reading; therefore, this section will
deal only with evaluation in writing.
One of our objectives in the past three years has been
to try to make our special needs program more like that
offered to the

remainder of the school population.

this in mind when evaluating them.

I kept

For example, sometime in

January we have a mid-term exam and at the end of the year we
have our final exam.

The final grade for each student is 30%

cf the mid-term exam mark, 40% of his/her term's work, and 30%
of his/her final exam mark.

In early February and at the end

of the year students receive their report cards and each can
see how sjhe earned his/her grade for the year.
These restrictions are insignificant becam.,e
teacher,

still

have

much

flexibility

in

setting

I,

as a
goals,

deciding on the content, learning/teaching activities, and how
I will evaluate.

As I evaluate my students' writing, I am

guided by the following:
1.

Thr~

purpose of evaluation is not to arrive at a

final mark o1:- grade (as important as that is to students,
teachers, and parents); rather it is to help the student be
aware of hisjher strengths and needs and be proud of what sjhe
has done, yet at the same time letting it be the motivation
for them to want to be better.
co~es

m0re success.

In other words, with success
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2.

Writing

improvement

never ends.

It

can be a

continuum that begins when we first start to make marks on
paper and ends when we die.
3.

Writing is not easy; it is difficult work.

4.

The stages we go through in writing are important.

In other words, process is important.
also important.

However, product is

Let me illustrate by giving this example.

Late in the year, I wanted to review the friendly letter, and
I

wanted my students to see the kinds of mistakes they

sometimes make when they write.

Therefore, I devised a letter

that had various kinds of mistakes (refer to spelling, poor
handwriting,

punctuation omitted,

etc.,

Appendix I).

I

convinced them that it was a real letter that had been written
by a teenage girl.

When they read it, their comments were:

"What is the good to write somebody a letter if you can't read
it?"

"She can't spell."

letter."

"She doesn't know how to write a

on and on they went.

(I stress meaning very much, and getting your initial
ideas on paper are important, however, I wanted my students,
in this exercise, to see the importance of mechanics, too.)
5.

Many experiences such as reading help us become

better writers, however, teachers need to teach the basics in
writing.

For example, I have met many average students who

are unable to write a paragraph using a good topic sentence.
6.

Although we have

~nany

sophisticated ways to communi-

cate, writing is still very important.

For example, how can
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we do school work if we can't write?
7.

Although some students are better at writing than

others, they all can achieve more than they sometimes think
or are led to believe by us teachers.
8.

We need to write for a purpose.

If we really want

to communicate to someone/society at large, we may be motivated to try to do a good job.

In other words, writing does

not exist in a vacuum.
9.

Very little seems to be accomplished in helping

students become better writers when they receive their writing
from the teacher that is messed up with colored marks.

Things to consider.
1.

At the beginning of the school year, I get a sample

of a student's writing.

At the end of the year, sjhe and I

compare it with what sjhe did at the beginning of the year.
We compare on the basis of content, structure, organization,
clarity of meaning, and mechanics such as spelling, punctuation and handwriting.
2.

As they work at individual projects, I work with

them (as previously mentioned) .

When I have to assign a mark

or a grade, I consider the following:

(a)

purpose of the

project; (b) r.ontent; (c) organization; (d) appearance; (e)
mechanics; (f) student effort; and (g) originality-independence.
As I assign the grade, I ask questions such as, "Why did
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you decide to do this? 11

"Why did you change your mind?" "What

was the single most important thing you learned while doing
this project?"
3.

I am especially guided by the purpose or reason

students do a particular piece of writing.

For example, if

I instruct students on how to write a paragraph with a topic
sentence, then when I read a piece of writing that will be my
overriding concern.

If, on the other hand, I am reading a

student's piece of writing to see if sjhe used story elements,
that will be my overriding concern.
if I notice certain

strengtr.~

This is not to say that

and needs I will dismiss them.

Instead, I will deal with it then or assign a later date to
deal with it. For example, I may suggest
taken another route.

~ow

sjhe could have

The way I administered my final exam in

writing with this group, will, I think, provide some insight
into how I evaluate students' writing. The following is how
it went:
Teacher:

Throughout the year, we have done much writing, and
as you know, each of you has improved quite a bit.
As we do this exam, I do not want you to think of
it as yot.:. would your social studies or science exam.
This test is not to test facts, instead, it is a
test to practice what we have learned, and to learn
more.

Therefore,

don't

worry

about

how

many

questions you do, because that is not why I
giving you this exam.

am

Does everyone follow what I
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am saying?
students: Yes, sir.
Teacher:

As you know there are stages or steps that we follow
in the writing process.

They are:

1.

Think about what you want to write about.

2.

Get your ideas on paper.

3.

Check to see if you said what you wanted to

say.
4.

Make corrections.

5.

Check

for

mechanics

spelling,

capital

letters, punctuation.
6.

Final draft - write it over the second time

using your best handwriting.
I then gave them a short piece of writing that illustrated the different stages.

I gave them the final draft too.

Although it was difficult to do the pre-writing stage this
way, I did set a purpose, and indicated how I made a plan for
my piece of writing.
Teacher:

As you write you are to follow the model.

As you

realize, I am gi··- ing you a number of topics and you
select one.
to

write

Because each of you will probably want
on

something

different,

it

would

be

difficult for us to discuss the topic as we did
throughout the year in the pre-writing stage.
you all sure what you have to do?
Stadents: Yes; sir.

Are
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I then put the following guide on the board and asked
them to follow it:
1.

Pick out your title (from the list given).

2.

Think about what you want to say.

3.

Write down what you have to say.

4.

Read it to make sure that what you've said is clear

and that you've said what you wanted to say.
5.

Change words, sentences, parts of sentences, if you

need to.
6.

Check for mistakes in spelling.

7.

Check for mistakes in punctuation.

8.

Check to see if you have used capital letters

properly.
9.

write it over again using your best handwriting and

putting your title at the beginning of your piece of writing.
As they did their work, they kept me moderately busy.
First, I had to do special work with my case study (to be
mentioned in Chapter III).

As I saw them doing well, I said,

"I'm very pleased with your work.

I can see that you guys

have learned something this year."

If I

saw a

forgetting something, I mentioned it to him/her.

student

For example,

if, as the student wrote his/her title, sjhe used capital
letters incorrectly, I mentioned it.

If I saw that his/her

meaning was unclear, I had him/her reread it, think about what
sjhe had written, and suggested that sjhe probably change it.
At first,

one student seem confused and decided that he
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couldn't do it, however, after some prompting and watching the
others, he began his work and ended up doing very well.
When we are writing, I like to have it quiet, so I kept
the noise to a

minimum.

resource room.

The door was open so I could move back and

forth.

Two students used the adjacent

I even let students help each other.

At the end of

the exam, one student said, "This is the best exam I ever
did."
This was my first time conducting a writing exam this
way,

but I,

as a

teacher,

enj eyed it thoroughly for the

following reasons:
1.

My philosophy of what is involved in writing was

being practiced.
2.

students got much pleasure and at the same time

learned much about writing.
3.

My objectives were met.

4.

I learned much about the strengths and needs of each

student - more than could ever be reflected in a final grade
on a report card.
I

took

the

seven

exams

and

graded

them

using

the

following criteria:
1.

Observations about each students as sjhe did his

exam:
care taken to do hisjher work - effort
determination to do well
attitude toward his/her work
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kinds of questions sjhe asked
willingness to share ideas with others
steps s/he followed in the process, ie. did sjhe
take the time to follow all the steps?
2.

Meaning

content

(structure,

organization

and

originality); and mechanics (neatness, punctuation, spelling,
capital letters, and usage).
(May I remind the reader that this group of students did
not understand the writing process prior to this past school
year.)

Conclusion

My intention is not to leave the reader with the impression that the environment I

provided

for this group of

students was utopia - a place where there were no problems,
no frustrations, no dull moments, and where everyone was doing
his/her own thing and developing to the fullest.
My goal was simply to attempt to develop students 1
reading/writing competencies and to help them understand the
role of reading/writing in their lives.

To do this without

divorcing reading/writing from the real world was indeed very
challenging and at times very frustrating.

However, it was

most g ratifying when I saw my students reaping the benefits.
I agree with Young (1971, cited in Fagan, 1979) when he
states that t:eachers have a crucial role to play in the
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empowerment of children through literacy.

The power of the

children is limited by the power of the teachers (P. 576).
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CHAPTER III
IMPLEMENTING CHANGE:

ONE STUDENT'S STORY

As indicated in Chapter II, there were many occasions
when I taught those seven students as a group.
because each had different strengths
frequently instructed them individually.

and needs,

However,
I

very

One student, Bill

(not his real name), who was a part of this group, received
more individual attention than the other six each day from
8:40 - 8:55 when his classmates and all other students in the
school were engaged either in uninterrupted sustained silent
reading or journal writing.
st·L.l.~ent--how

a

p~ogram

This chapter will focus on that

I gathered information about him, how I set up

for him, and how at the end of the year I evaluated

him.

Backqround

At the beginning of the 1988-89 school year, Bill was a
fourteen year old young man who though integrated with a
regular class for some subjects, and always for mathematics,
had spent the greater part of the previous (latter) five of
his nine school years in special education classes.
After all these years in school, he was nervous about
reading and considered individual words to be more important
than meaning.

Although he was virtually a non-reader (grade
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one instructional level), he considered reading to be very
important and
pleasure.

wi .:~had

to be able to read for information and

Moreover, he was prepared to attempt to improve his

reading.

Assessment

The purposes for assessment are to:
1.

Reveal strengths and weaknesses in a child's profile

in the area of the process/mode.
2.

Reveal strengths and weaknesses of previous instruc-

3.

To make other

tion.
in~ ~ructional

decisions such as those

involved in screening (programming), placement, and identification.
4.

To be accountable, to provide benchmarks of progress

to oneself and the school and to parents.
My initial assessment of Bill was to find answers to the
following questions:
1.

What are his interests?

2.

What is his attitude towards reading?

3.

What are his instructional and independent reading

levels.
(a)

Graded word lists

(b)

Oral reading

(c)

Silent reading
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4.

What word identification strategies does he use?

5.

Is he having difficulty with basic word recognition

skills such as initial consonants, final consonants, vowels,
structural elements, etc.?
6.

What is his verbal IQ or receptive language level?

7.

What level is he achieving in mathematics?

8.

Does he know basic sight words?

9.

Does he know contractions?

10.

What is his spelling level?

Is there a pattern o·f

errors?
11.

What is his listening comprehension level?

12.

Does he confuse certain words like "saw" and "was"?

The Instruments used

1.

Teacher-made

attitude

and

interest

inventory

(Appendix I).
2.

Cumulative records.

3.

Previous teacher's report.

4.

Ekwall Reading Inventory (with modifications to have

four factual, four inferential, and two vocabulary questions forms A and B) •
5.

Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of word recognition

skills.
6.

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test (form A).

7.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
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8.

Schonell Spelling Test.

9.

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

(form A -

red

level; form A - green level test 1 only)
10.

List of confusing words xeroxed from Zintz and

Miles, Corrective Reading, 1977.
11.

A writing sample.

12.

Teacher observations and interview with student.

(Note:

The Ekwall Reading Inventory contains sight word

lists, contractions, and any passages from forms A, B, C or
D can be used to determine listening comprehension level.)
13.

The school nurse did a vision and hearing test.

Strengths

1.

He has a listening comprehension level of 7.0.

2.

He

is doing well

enough

in mathematics

to be

integrated with a regular class.
3•

He has a fair amount of general

knowledge~

his

3peaking vocabulary is much like an adult's.
4.

When read to he remembers almost every detail.

5.

He is very much interested in becoming a better

reader.
6.

His handwriting is fairly good.

Because there was such a big discrepancy between his
instructional

level and listening comprehension level,

I

referred him to the special services coordinator for further
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testing.

Needs

1.

To be able to read for pleasure and for information

and to establish a continued appreciation for reading.
2.

To learn to develop a variety of word identification

strategies :lu.ch as contextual

clues,

word

analysis,

and

dictionary skills.
3.

To develop confidence with his oral reading.

4.

To develop confidence in spelling by becoming aware

of his errors, and by achieving success in spelling new words.
5.

•ro expand his knowledge of words and their meanings.

6.

To

develop

interpretive

and

critical

re~ding

abilities as well as literal abilities.
7.

To experience success in reading.

a.

To change his self-esteem.

9.

To express himself in written discourse by doing

such things as:
(a)

using a variety of sentence structures

(b)

producing a topic sentence

(c)

producing supporting sentences

(d)

using proper capitalization and punctuation

10.

To learn the Dolch Basic Sight Words.

11.

To learn to pronoun·c e and know the meaning of the

Ekwall list of contractions.
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My first two 15 minute sessions with Bill were spent:
1.

Explaining why I had chosen him for my case study

and getting his permission.
2.

Discussing

the

results

of

the

testing

and

my

sessions

by

observations.
3.

Setting the

environment

for

future

listening to his concerns and attempting to assure him that
by the end of the year he would likely see a big difference
in his reading.
He had already spent a month in our school so I was able
to use other students I had taught as an example.

This he

found most encouraging and was reflected in his comment,
couldn't read at all last year, now he can read. 11

11

At the end

of the second session he asked, "Can I bring along the set of
books I told you about yesterday to show you?"

This set of

books, Nature's Children p:r:oved to be an invaluable asset; I
soon discovered that he had a genuine interest in nature, and
an insatiable thirst for knowledge.

(For other materials used

refer to Appendix I).

Comprehension strategies

We began our sessions by using the book from his set
called Moose.

Later we used Grizzly Bears,

Sharks, Geese, etc.
I read them to him.

Polar Bears,

Because he was unable to read the books,
As we progressed through the year, the
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following strategies were utilized:
1.

arranged.

First, I pointed out to him how the books were
The table of contents was a list of questions such

as "Where do moose live or what do moose eat?"
a glossary at the end.

Each time that I

Each book had
read to him I

established purpose by saying, "We'll now read to answer this
question."

Example:

Where in the world do moose live?

We

· often referred to the glossary for the meaning of a new word.
2.

Quite often as I

personal experience.
example, on.

onr~

read, he was reminded of some

I stopped and he related it to me.

For

occasion he mentioned to me about a hu ::.·ting

trip that he, his father, and his uncle had enjoyed very much.
3.

I sometimes read to him articles from the newspaper

concerning the topic we were reading about.

For example, in

one session when reading about moose, I read him the article
about how two bull moose's horns were interlocked and how they
eventually died.

This provoked a

good discussion.

He

indicated that he had seen a television program about the very
same occurrence.

On another occasion, when we were reading

about sharks, I read him the article concerning how a man and
his son were swimming together
by a shark.

a~d

the father had been eaten

This article was excellent in that I was able to

ask him questions that developed inferential and critical
reading skills.
4.

Often I

read to him parts of books that were

relevant to his topic.

For example, when I read him the story
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about how Brett Saunders climbed a tree to get away from the
cow moose that thought Brett was going to harm her calf, he
was fascinated.

s.

Occasionally, as I read to him I asked him to think

of a question or questions that he could

~sk

me.

Not only did

he ask me a question about what I was reading to him, but he
would ask me a general knowledge question related to the
topic.
6.

Sometimes

I

would

say,

"Please

listen

closely

because I am going to ask you to summarize it orally for me. 11
He

~as

a virtual expert at this.

7.

Many times throughout the year,he and I had some

excellent discussions.

For example, the following took place

one session when we were reading about the moose's diet.
Bill:

Moose eat plants, twigs, and water lilies.

Teacher:

This is probably why moose meat has no cholesterol
in it.

Bills:

Do you know what cholesterol is?

Yes, sir.

It is fat.

Eggs, meat, milk and cheese

are high in fat.
Teacher:

Some of us have too much cholesterol in our blood
and we have to watch our diet.

Bill:

Cholesterol in the blood can cause heart attacks.
Bears eat meat, but moose don't.
would have cholesterol in it.

A bear's blood

My uncle or someone

related to him once killed a moose, a bear found it,
and ate it all.

Al l was left was the bones.
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(I then told him about how Brett Saunders saw a bear belch up
five gallons of blueberries.)
We ended the session by deciding to go to the library the
next day to get more information on bears and moose.
7.

I also did the kinds o1: things that I mentioned in

Chapter II.

For example, I often showed him how to get the

meaning of a word without using a dictionary.

Each night he

listened to and followed along with the words, a book that I
taped for him (Appendix E) .

As he did this each night I often

instructed him to:
(a)

firLd

the

example,

answer to a

particular question;

for

tomorrow I' 11 ask you about a certain

character.
(b)

what do you think this book will be about?

(c)

what new words do you think the writer will use in
this book?

After he read the book, I would do a number of things such as:
(a)

summarize it.

(b)

have him ask me some questions about it.

(c)

discuss the kinds of questions that I referred to
in Chapter II (Appendix I).

Vocabulary strateqies

To build a basic sight vocabulary,
following:

I had Bill do the
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1.

Put the word on a

think of a sentence

~ith

3

x 5 index card using a marker,

the word in it, writG it underneath

the word, underline the word, and then read the sentence.
2.

Put other sentences that he or I constructed on the

board using the same word.
3.

Think cf other words that were similar and put them

on the board, then write them in his book.

Example:

moose-

goose-loose.
4.

Review the words each day.

5.

Direct him to look at words that were used fre-

quently in a book he was listening to.

For example, a certain

1:.-ook might use the word "anything" quite frequently.
6.

Find a sentence in the book he was listening to and

write if (ie. after
7.

completin~

the

tap~).

Put a number of sight words on the board and have

him circle the words I dictated.
B.

Pick out certain sight words in a book that I was

reading to him.
9.

Do activities such as:

(a)

Circle the word "will" when you see it below:
wxrwill

(b)

thwywill

fillwillts

Write two sentences using

11

will 11 with different

meanings:

eq.

I will do my work
I was not mentioned in my uncle's will.

(c)

Use the words below to fill in the missing letters
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in each word:

(d)

t __s

wi __h

w__ s:

this

wa.s

with

Put who, how or now in the following sentences:
come here

---

did it?
is the time to go home.

10.

Read!

Read!

Read!

every single day because it is

the most beneficial way to build a sight vocabulary.

Word Identification Strategies
Phonic Analysis

Bill

relied

too

heavily

on

phonics,

therefore,

I

instructed him to use contextual analysis more and phonic
analysis less.

I

tried to put phonic analysis in proper

perspective (method discussed in Chapter II) .

structural Analysi§.

1.

As I taped books for him to read, I did the follow-

ing:
Have

him

contracted

notice
words,

prefixes,

suffixes,

inflectional

plurals, comparative and

compound

endings

{possession,

s~perlatives degree~

and adjectivesj, consonants and vowels.

words,

of adverbs

Examples of the
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kinds of comments I would make:
The re in reread means "to read again".
The un in unhurt means "not hurt".
The er in painter means "one who paints".

The

suffix has a meaning.
Notice the sound of ly as in slowly or quickly.
Not.ice when you are comparing two people or things,
the writsr used er - eg , John is taller than his
sister.
The ou sound in double and trouble sound like u.
The k in knee is silent; we don't need the k to
pronounce it.
Occasionally I gave him direct instruction in structural
analysis (one method was mentioned earlier in Chapter II).

Activities

1.

Underline the correct word.

("Pete took the bag and

(opening, opened) it.")
2.

Add ly to loud, glad, sad, slow.

3.

Add s to job, shop, letter.

4.

Write the plurals for family, baby, daisy.

5.

Add ed to work, talk.

6.

Add ing to knock, look, send.

7.

Add un to fit, able, heard.

8.

Add re to pay, paint, write.
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9.

Write sentences using the new words in 2 through 8.

How To Use a Dictionary
Beca~~e

of his many other needs, I did not show him all

of the many ways a dictionary can be used in word identification (Appendix J).

Picture and configuration Clues
At the beginning of the year,

Bill was using picture

clues as well

as phonics analysis as word

identification

strategies

get meaning.

develop

to

I

helped

him

other

strategies.

oral Reading strategies

Because Bill was apprehensive about oral
strategies were aimed at building confidence.
by using the
along

11

Occasionally

question by reading it orally.

he

was

my

First, we began

neurological impress method."

together.

reading,

He and I

asked

to

read

answer

a

By the end of the year he used

to read orally as I listened to him.

He also read his journal

entries after he dictated and I wrote them.
model :i. ng oral reading, refer to Chapter II).

(For details of
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vocabulary Development strategies

The following strategies were used in vocabulary development:
1.

As we read some of the Nature's Children books, we

often referred to the glossary for the meaning of a word.
When I completed reading the book, I asked h .. ~ to tell me the
meaning of each word.

He also constructed sentences using the

words.
2.

Sometimes after he read a book, I would ask him

questions about certain words.
you read Hot cars.
means?"

For example, Bill, "Last night

Did you find out what the word 'sabotage'

His response was, "Yes, sir.

It means destroying

other people's property."
3.

Once in a while if we met a word in reading that

we had discussed before, I would ask,
that word means?

11

Do you remember what

Please give me a word or two that means the

same."
4.

If a word used in a book had one meaning, I would

teach him another meaning, and emphasize to him that we get
the meaning of a word by the way it is used in a sentence.
For example, in the sentence,

11

I put my money in the bank,"

bank has a different meaning than it does in the sentance, "I
landed the Salmon on the river bank."
5.

I also utilized other meaningful vocabulary techni-

ques such as semantic mapping and antonym and synonym activi-
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ties.

Writing strategies

Because Bill was unable to spell very many words, I had
to assist him in many writing activities, especially longer
pieces of discourse.

He was able to do the same work as

others in the group because of the extra attention I provided.
For example, the objective in one long piece of writing was
to write a story using all story elements such as conflict,
spelling, plot, resolution, climax, and characters.
After I had completed the pre-writing stage with the
whole group, he and I, in a 15 minute sessiun, planned his
story.

He told me what he wanted to include and I wrote it

on his book.

In the second and third sessions, as he dictated

his story, I wrote it.

In a fourth session, I read it to him

slowly and asked if he wanted to make any changes in the
meaning.

In other words,

.:. asked,

11

whether ti1is was what you wanted to say.
and we can change it. 11

As I

read it decide

If not, let me know,

In the fifth session, we did the

editing in much the same way.
errors in usage, grammar, etc.

A5

I read, he listened for any

He later wrote it himself.

When we shared his work with his classmates, they were
all excited.

As I read it to them, one student said, "Sir,

you wrote that."

When I finished reading it, I asked,

do you like about this story?"

Their responses were:

11

What

(a) it
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is good; (b) there's lots of action; (c) there's conflict; (d)
there's

(e) it makes sense; (f) the characters are

suspen:=.~;

described well:

(g) he uses some big words;

(h)

it has a

beginning, a middle, and an end; (i) there's a resolution; (j)
the plot is good; and (k) it is interesting.

Bill was very

pleased when he heard these comments.
When I indicated tho.!: Bill had written this story, they
were surprised.

I then had Bill explain to the group how he

and I did this.
Because I was doing much reading to him, I frequently
gave him a beginning sentence for a paragraph such as "The
calf moose learns many things from its mother," and he wrote
a short paragraph by referring to the book from which the
words he could not spell were taken.
prepared

questio~s

On other occasions, I

from his readings for him to answer.

enjoyed predicting different endings for stories.

He

Sometimes,

I had him write these endings.

spelling strategies

First, I began by having him learn some of the easiest
words that he did not know from the Horn List.

I

also

indicated that he could refer to this list as he was writing.
When we were doing the Nature's Children books,

he

indicated to me that he found it easy to spell words using
word families.

We then began with the most frequent phono-
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grams that should be recognized at sight (_ack, _ail, _aim,
_ake, _ame, _an, _ank, _ap, _ash, _at, _ate, _aw, _eat, _ell,
_in, _ine, _ing, _ink, _p, _t, _ock, _op, _ore, _to, _eck,
_ug, _ump, _unk- selecting words from his readings).

As the

year progressed, he used other words from his readings.
taught him the following method, which he found very

I

helpful in learning to spell new words.
1.

Look at the word.

2.

Say it.

3•

Close your eyes and say it as you see it in your

4.

Say the word again.

5.

Cover it.

6.

Write it.

7.

If correct, move on, if not go back

mind.

ov~r

the steps.

Activities.
We did a number of spelling activities such as:
1.

Put the words in sentences.

2.

Make new words by changing the first letter and then

put that word in a sentence.
3.

Write synonyms and antonyms for words.

4.

Write homonyms for words, use them in a sentence,

and watch for them as he reads.
5.

Put a word such as think on the board and have him

tell me two or three words that begin the same.
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6.

Put a word such as thinking on the board and have

him tell me two or three words that end the same.
7.

Put words on the board such as "phone", or "Phyllis"

and show him that ph sounds like f.
B.

Do other word analysis activities mentioned earlier.

9.

Pay attention to a word that he had difficulty with

when he saw the word in his readings.
10.

Do other word analysis activities mentioned earlier.

Because Bill had spent so many years in school,

and

progressed very little in reading, his self-esteem was low.
Consequently, I spent much time throughout the year doing a
number of things to reverse ti.ds situation.
1.

They were:

Trying to ensure that he was successful in all

activities.
2.

Praising him for his efforts.

For example, this

conversation took place in early April after he read aloud to
me and had done very well:
Teacher:

Bill, I'm very pleased with the progress you're
making.

Bill:

I know I'm improving.

Teacher:

I

mentioned to you before that one of the reasons,

probably the main reason you we1::-e not reading is
that you felt you couldn't do it.
Bill:

That's right, sir.

Teacher:

Bill, do you feel

Bill:

Yes, sir.

different about reading now?

Now I can do it.

I see my progress.
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Before this year I only knew a few words 1 reading
was boring, a waste of time, and I thought I 'd never
read, and I thought I couldn't do it.
3.

Reminding him

of how

friends

couldn't read very well are now reading.

of his who

once

This proved invalu-

able because these people were real and often one of his
classmates.
4.

Turning him on to reading and then making sure he

had a book taped to listen to.
5.

Discussing with him the values of reading.

6.

Suggesting privately to his classmates that they

praise him for what he could do

in reading rather than

criticize him.
7.

Establishing good rapport by trying to be his friend

rather than an authoritarian figure.
In the first part of this chapter, I indicated that the
assessment of a student is ongoing throughout the year.

As

Bill and I worked together, I either confirmed or denied my
initial assessment of him.

For example, I found that he was

indeed a visual learner, that he was an intelligent young man,
that he knew much about the outside world, that he was a hard
worker, and above all, that he could learn to read.
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Evaluation

In early June I

administered tests 1 and 5 of the

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (Green Level) to Bill.
scored a

g.r·ade equivalent to

5. 2 compared with a

equivalent of 4.5 in early October.

He

grade

Although he would not

attempt test 5 (comprehension) in September, in June he wanted
to do it, stopped when the passages got too difficult, and
scored a grade equivalent of 1.6.
Because he experienced much difficulty with the Green
Level of the Stanford Diagnostic Test, I administered form B
of the Red Level.

The results compared with the results of

the initial testing in September are as follows:
September 1988

June 1989

Auditory Vocabulary

3.1

3.4

Auditory Discrimination

1.7

Phonetic Analysis

2.0

Comprehension

In September,

1.8

I

did not administer test 3

1.9

(Phonetic

Analysis) because I administered the Doren Diagnostic Reading
Test of Word Recognition Skills.
Next I administered the Ekwall Informal Reading Inventory
(forms C and D) .

The following results were obtained and

compared with the initial testing in September.
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September 1988

June 1989

San Diego Quick Assessment List
(Graded Word List) .
Independent Level

pp

I

Instructional Level

p

II

Oral Reading
Independent Level

pp

Instructional Level

I

Silent Reading
Independent Level

I

Instructional level

P-I

III

The above tables may be significant; however, I feel that
the following information I gathered while administering the
Ekwall Informal Inventory is probably more significant.
1.

Ir. September, when I administered forms A and B, he

would not attempt ·them.
He said,

11

He was extremely nervous and gave up.

I can't do it. 11

In June, he was eager to do the

When I indicat.e d that I was going to administer the

test.

test, he said, "I feel different about reading now.
I can do it.
I

I feel

Last fall I did not know very many words, and

was scared to death."

Although he found 3C (oral reading)

confusing, he wanted to attempt 3D (silent reading).
he began he said, "I

~an

read better to myself . 11

Before

In this test

he asked me only two words and scored 80% on comprehension.
even attempted 4D silently, but found it was too difficult.
2.

In September, his two word identification strategies
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were picture clues and phonic analysis.
clues.

Now, he used other

For example, when he r-ead the sentence,

11

Many of the

boys and girls say they would like to have a pet pig," he
substituted Mary for many and \<.tas for say.
himself and used "many" and "say".

He corr€'cted

When I asked him how he

arrived at the correct words, he said, "These two words don't
make sense and they don't fit."

I noticed that he self-

corrected in many instances.
3.

He makes many substitutions which are meaningful.

For example, when he read the s 'antence, "Dave and Tom' s mother
goes to school in a car," he substitutsd gets for goes which
is perfectly acceptable because it does not distort the
meaning.
4.

Earlier in the year, his pre-occupation was with

individual words.

Now his concern is getting the meaning.

This is reflected in the following statement that he made
before beginning 20 (silent reading).
words that I don 1 t
important \vords.

know but I

"There may be certain

am interested in t:he very

Names are not so important.

as I do when I read aloud if it doesn 1 t

I also go back

make sense.

I 1m

interested in what is said."
5.

EarlieL

i~

the year, he was petrified when someone

mentioned oral reading.

By the end of the year, he would read

out answers to questions in the presence of his six classmates, and he would read to me in our 15 minute sessions as
I listened.

Furthermore, he was neither nervous or inhibited.
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He also paid attention to punctuation and liked to put the
correct expression into what he read.
to

~lace

For example, he liked

emphasis where an exclamation mark was used.

6.

In September he knew 134 of the 299 Ekwall Basic

Sight words.

In June he knew 160.

However, when many of the

ones he doesn't know at sight are in context, he knows them.
For

ex~mple,

I determined this by taking 50 of the words he

didn't know and putting them in sentences.

He identified 33

out of 50 in context.
7.

He is unable to pronounce all 48 of the Ekwall list

of contractions, however, he knows most of their meanings when
he sees them in context.

For example, instead of saying,

"Where's the book?" he says, "Where is the book?"
8.
how.

He still confusGs certain words such as who, now and

However, he is more a:ware of this and consequently, when

he reads the rest of the sentence , he knows he is wrong and
then says the word correctly.
There are a number of other indicators

t~1at

reflect his

progress:
1.

He now produces a higher calibre of writing.

writing has originality, excellent content,

His

integration of

background knowledge, organization, story elements, and proper
use of the mechanics of writing.
2.

There was no appreciable gain in his grade score in

spelling, however, he is not so apprehensive and has more
confidence than he did in September.

He experienced much
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success, realizes the role of spelling in writing, and knows
how to find the spelling of basic words used in writing.
3.

He was integrated with a regular grade seven class

for mathematics, and although he received no support (ie.
resource room help) he passed.
4.

He was integrated with a regular grade seven class

for health, science and with support, passed.

s.

He was integrated with a regular grade seven class

for science lab and did very well.
6.
attitudes.

He exhibits some very worthwhile reading behaviors/
He:

(a) likes to be read to; (b) likes to read

at home and at school; (c) knows some of the many values of
reading; and (d) feels confident - feels that he can read and
will continue to improve his

readi~g.

Tests, whether informal or standardized,

and teacher

observations are significant in evaluating reading progress,
however; there are other significant indicators.

(Refer to

Appendix B for Bill's comments re his progress in reading at
different times throughout the year.)
In late June, I phoned Bill's mother to get her opinion
of his progress.
1.

The following is a summary of what she said:

Bill is more interested in school; he goes to his

room every night and does his work.
2.

He understands things better.

3.

Last year he could read nothing; this year he can

read his work.
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4.

He hasn't said in words that he

feel~l b 1.~ tter

about

himself, but I know he does •
.J.

He is reading now and that makes him more like

everyone else.
6.

He is interested in all kinds of books now.

My final question to this lady was, "What do you suggest
for Bill for next year?"

Her response:

"The same thing."

I do not want the reader to think that Bill was my only
concern.

Because he was my case study, he received extra

attention during the 15 minute sessions each day.

However,

the other six students also received extra attention, and they
too made much progress.

Perhaps one of the greatest indi-

cators of success is that students such as Bill may return to
school in September of 1989 feeling much less

appreh~nsive

about reading and having the confidence and determination to
do even better.
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CHAPTER IV
REFLECTIO~~S,

INSIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reflection on Errors Made in Implementinq Proqram

Although we had the best of intentions, we made too many
unnecessary errors.

Our major error was not taking sufficient

time to plan thoroughly.

We had an idea of what we wanted to

achieve both in 1986-87, and 1987-88, but we were too hasty
and ignorant of the proper procedure.

We definitely treated

implementation as an event or a series of events rather than
as a process. We should have taken the time to address some
of the following kinds of questions:
1.

What are our beliefs about

2.

Who should be a part of the planning group?

~.;hat

we should do?
Who

will the stakeholders be?
3.

What are our aims?

Should we put them in writing?

4.

Should we put everything we plan to do in writing?

5.

What will be the content of our program?

6.

What teaching strategies will we employ?

7.

How will we implement our changes?

What problems

will we encounter in doing so?
8.

How long will we take to i mplement our changes?

Will it be one year, two years, or three years?
9.

By increasing the workload of our special education

teachers, will it have a detrimental effect on our core group
of special education students?
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10.

How many students should each special education

teacher be expected to teach?
11.

What criteria should we use for selecting students

for the resource rooms?
12.

What should be the maximum and minimum number of

students in our remedial groups?
13.

What subject will students drop in order to receive

resource room help?
14.
later go

What will happen to students who drop a subject and
'~:lack

into the regular program?

l~ill

they be able to

continue with that subject?
15.

Should some students be dropped from the remedial

group after mid-term examinations?

Should others be added?

What criteria will we use to make these decisions?
16.

How much time does a student need to attend the

resource room in a six-day cycle?
17.

How will the specific needs of each student be

determined?
18.

What kinds of s r.heduling problems are we likely to

encounter?
19.
roles?

Who will determine these needs?

How can we solve them?
How will our regular classroom teachers know their

What kinds of information do they need to know?

problems are they likely to encounter?
will be provided for them?
20.

How do we

How much in-servicing

Who will do the in-servicing?

foster positive

teachers toward our changes?

What

attitudes

among

all
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21.

How often will our resource teachers and regular

classroom teachers meet to discuss students' progress?
22.

How will our resource teachers know what the regular

classroom teacher is doing at a particular time?

(i.e. what

topics sjhe is doing in language arts or mathematics).
23.

Who reports to or communicates with the parents?

(eg. in the case of the regular teacher who now has some of
the core students on his register) .
24.

How will we describe our program to parents and the

general public?
25.

How and when will we evaluate our program?

what will we evaluate?
we do right?

Who will do the evaluating?

What mistakes did we make?

we make in the future?

Who and
What did

What changes will

Are we following school board policy?

As mentioned earlier, we did not take the ·i.:ime to analyze
sufficiently what we were about to do.

Consequently 1 all

teachers and the administration experienced varying levels of
frustration.

As indicated earlier 1 the problem was compounded

for us special education teachers because we had no schedule
until everybody else's was in place; the situation probably
should have been the reverse.
Recently,
addressed.

a

number of the above problems have been

For example,

in September of 1988, we special

needs teachers and students received our schedule on the
opening day of school.

Not only was this a tremendous asset

in orientating the new special needs students to our school,
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but it helped to alleviate much frustration both for students
and teachers.

Above all, it was a landmark in that it helped

to eliminate the segregation and stigmatization of these
students.

Learninq

Outcomes~

A Guide for Future Implemention

Although we made too many unnecessary mistakes,
frequently

experienced

much

frustration,

the

indirect outcomes were well worth the effort.

direct

and
and

The following

is an examination of these outcomes.
As mentioned

we

removed seven

students from our special education program.

We placed six

ea~lier,

in 1986-87,

of them in a regular grade seven program, and one in a regular
grade eight program.

The following is a brief account of

their success.
1.

The student, who was placed in grade eight, passed

and one year later passed grade nine.

Although her marks were

not high,

she passed without any help from the resource

teachers.

As mentioned earlier, the other student who was to

be placed in grade eight, dropped out.
2.

Of the five who were placed in grade seven in 1986-

87 and who received help from us resource teachers, at the end
of the 1987-88 school year one passed grade eight, while one
failed language arts but attended summer school and passed.
one failed his study subjects but was advanced to grade nine
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because of his age, one repeated grade seven, but failed; and
one dropped out at the end of the 1986-87 school year.

(It

is interesting to note that although all six were encountering
difficulties with the regular program,

not one wanted to

return to a self-contained special education class.)
3.

As mentioned earlier,

two

of our 1986-87

core

special education students were placed in a regular grade
eight class in 1987-88.

Neither of them passed grade eight,

but one of them averaged forty to forty-five percent which was
quite an achievement for him.

His teachers predicted that he

would pass grade eight the next year.
In June of 1989, he lived up to his teachers' expectations.

The other student also passed grade eight.

It may be

interesting to note that in September of 1986 when I first met
the former student, he was a very good oral reader but was
comprehending only at a 2.0 - 3.0 level.

After spending his

first year in our school in a resource room setting, where he
received most of his instruction from both of us resource
teachers, his comprehension improved tremendously.
more, he became an avid reader.
completed, he acquires another.

Further-

As soon as one book is
Within the last three years

he has read at least one hundred books.

He told me that prior

to his coming to our school he had done no recreational
reading.

On several occasions throughout the 1988-89 school

year, his language arts teacher mentioned to me how well this
student was doing in that area.

Both students dropped French
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to receive support from us resource teachers.

Several times

within the last two years these two students have emphasized
that under no circumstances would they want to return to a
self-contained special education class.
In 1987-88 approximately 75% of the grades seven, eight
and nine slow learners who received resource room help passed
their grade.

One teacher, in my opinion, summed up the effect

of the remediation when she said, "very few if any of these
students would have passed, had they not received extra help. 11
Not only did a high percentage of these students pass
their grade, but the following changes were significant:
1.

A noticeable change in self-concept.

2.

A dramatic change in attitude.

3.

A change in behavior; some of our students who were

formerly getting low marks, and who were behavior problems,
became some of our better students.
4.

All of them did a significant amount of recreational

reading.

My hobby (passion--call it what you like) , is acquiring
age

appropriate

readin~

material,

promoting

recreational

reading, and trying to remediate reading problems.

I agree

wholeheartedly with Pearson and Johnson (1978), who state,
A teacher can serve no greater end than to help a
student

comprehend,

interpret,

appreciate the written word.

evaluate,

and

For if you have done

that, you have given the student a gift that will
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last a lifetime and make that lifetime more worth
1 i v ing .

(p • 2 )

The structural changes made in our school were instrumental in changing my once self-contained special education
classroom

into

a

resource

room

where

selected

students

received remediation and/or extra help and the establishment
of a mini-library where any student could eventually acquire
recreational reading material.
At first only the students I taught took recreational
reading material from my room.

However, during the 1988-89

school year other students began to access the facility.
example,

during the 1987-88 school year,

I

For

was teaching

approximately 50 students, and for most of the year an average
of 50 to 60 books were checked out at any given time.
the 1988-89 school year,

During

I was teaching approximately 40

students, but by March of 1989 an average of 130-140 books
were checked out of my room at any given time.
In June of 1988, a grade eight student who

cam~

to me for

extra hslp in language arts, and who told me that prior to
coming to my room had never read a book for pleasure asked me,
"Sir, do you know how many books I've read this year?
read 85."

I've

This student continued to be an avid reader until

she transferred to a St. John's school in December of 1988.
Not all students read 85 books in one year, but many
students who had never read before read 25 or more books.
followin~

The

will give the reader an idea of the interest in
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recreational
school.

reading that

is

gaining

in momentum

in our

When Dr. Wolfe looked at my data, he described this

momentum very well when he said,
spreading fast."
literature,

"It is catching;

it is

Charlotte Huck, an authority in children's

expresses the same view when she says,

"If a

teacher thoroughly enjoys and appreciates the lovely books
available for children, his boys and girls will become excited
about books, for enthusiasm is ccntagious 11

(Huck, 1971, p.

13, cited in Fisher, 1987, p. 19).
In November of 1988, I administered at random a questionnaire to 20 of my 1987-88 students to
1.

dete~ine:

How much recreational reading they had done prior

to September of 1987.
2.

Why they became interested in reading.

3.

The number of books they had read the previous year.

4.

Whether or not they still continue to read fvl:'

pleasure.
5.

Whether or not they have recommended a book to a

friend.
6.

Where they prefer to get their recreational reading

material and why.
7.

Whether or not an intervenor was helpful in creating

interest in reading and helping them to select books.
8.

How they benefited from their reading.

9.

Whether or not their parents had read some of the

material they took home.
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Six students indicated that prior to September of 1987,
they had never read a book for pleasure.

Ten said they had

read sometimes, and four said that they read often.

When

asked why they had begun to read in September of 1987, four
indicated for pleasure, five to pass away the time, three
because the books were interesting, two because the teacher
read an interesting book to them, and six read because they
· felt it would help them with their school work.

Although four

had said that they read often, when asked what person was
mainly responsible for getting them interested in reading, 95% .
said that I did.

One student read fewer than five books,

three read six to ten, three read 11 to 20, two read 21 to 25,
and 11 read more than 25.

One student indicated that he had

read 75 while one other indicated that he had read 35 to 40.
Only one student indicated that he was reading fewer books in
the early part of the 1988-89 school year.

Ninety-five

percent of the students indicateC: that they prefer to get
their recreational :.-.;ading material from the resource room.
Ten students indicated a preference because the books are
interesting, five said the books are easy to read,

L~ree

liked

someone to help them select a book, and two liked the idea
that no restrictions were placed on the length of time they
could have the book.
Ninety-five percent of them indicated that they have
recommended a book to a friend.
question number

11 because

(There were 75 responses to

students gave

more than

one
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response.)

seventeen indicated that they get much pleasure

from reading, 18 understand better what they read, 17 learn
about different things, 11 said that reading helps them dOlve
personal problems, and 12 find reading beneficial because it
helps them write better.

Seven indicated that their parents

sometimes read the booY.s they take home, while three indicated
that their parents often read their books.
The last question elicited a number of statements which
I feel seem to verify the foregoing.

Their responses are:

Well, what I have to say is mostly thank you because
last year I hardly touched a book and this year I
take two or three at a time.

I

get a better

understanding in school work by reading these books.
My marks are gone up

:. r~

school really high this year

compared to last year.

I think it's based on my

reading I'm doing.

(Student 1)

There's a lot of books and variety here, but I wish
there were more books.
was the Payoff Game.

The last book I think I read
When I first came here I only

used to come every once in a while but now I come
all the time.

(Student 2)

I came to the resource room because I wanted to get
more help in different subjects.

I wanted to start
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to read too.

I love reading now.

the books in your classroom.

Especially from

(Student 3)

I found since I been coming here I found my marks
were improved, I am a better reader now than last
year and it helps me understand what I read better
and it is also because I read books mostly for
pleasure.

(Student 4)

I like the resource room because I like the teacher
and I

love the books I

read.

I

really didn't

understand things in school but now I read I know
more.

I can read better so this room has brought

me a long way.

(Student 5)

I like reading because it helps me learn.

When I

write a story, the book I read gives me ideas to put

in my story, and gives me higher marks.

(Student

6)

I started read books a couple of years when I came
down here for a test in read and I saw the book so
I took one and I still comes back.

(S·cudent 7)

The above statements seem to suggest that the amount of time
spent reading is a very important variable in reading achieve-
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ment (Hiebert, 1983: Allington, 1986: Harris, 1985: Anderson
et al., 1985; Martin & Brogan, 1971; Moore & Anderson, 1968;
Maring, 1978).
The

students

also

seem

to

suggest

that

classroom

libraries not only are a factor in their reading behavior but
they express better attitudes toward reading than students who
do not have this facility (Chall, 1967; Zimet, 1975; Fisher,
1987; Bond et al., 1979; Huck, 1979).
In June of 1989, I administered a questionnaire (Appendix
D) to 55 students whom I had either taught for the first time
during the 1989 school year, or ones who had begun to use the
mini-library for the first time that year and had continued
to use it regularly.

My objective was to determine the

following:
1.

How much recreational reading that they had done

prior to September of 1988.
2.

Why they read during that year.

3.

The number of books they had read throughout the

4.

Where they had acquired most of their recreational

year.

reading material.
5.

Their place of preference for acquiring reading

material.
6.

Whether

or

not

they

had

recommended

books

friends.
7.

~ihat

they felt they had gained by reading.

to
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In response to question number one asking, "How often did
you read before this school year? 11

One indicated that he had

never read, eight had seldom read, 35 had read sometimes, and
21 had read often.
When asked why they had read this past year, they gave
a number of reasons.

The one who had never read before said

simply, "I was interested."

Because some students gave two

reasons, there were twelve responses among the eight students
who indicated that they had seldom read before.

For reasons

and the number of responses to each, please refer to Table %.

Table 5
Students Who seldom Read

Reasons

To improve my reading

No. of Responses

4

The books in the resource room are
interesting

3

Mr. Bown got me interested

2

For pleasure

l

I found a place to get books I enjoy

1

My teacher picks out good books

1
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The 26 students who indicated that they had read somHtimes gave a total of 28 responses to the above question.

For

their reasons and the number of responses to each, please
refer to Table 7.

Table 6
Students Who Read Sometimes

Reasons

No. of Responses

The books in the resource room are
interesting

9

To improve my reading

4

To pass time

4

Other students told me about the good books

3

For pleasure

2

Books are easy to understand

1

Everybody else was doing it

1

(Vicarious experiences)

1

The books gave me some feeling about life

1

I am interested

l

Mr. Bown got me interested

1

The 21 students who indicated that they had read often
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gave a total of 30 responses.

For their reasons and the

number of responses to each, please refer to Table 7.

Table 7
students Who Have Read Often

Responses

No. of Responses

For pleasure

12

To pass time

7

Availability of interesting books to

choose from

5

For information

2

Had been a habitual reader before

2

To improve my reading

1

To help me understand certain problems

1

The responses to question number three concerning the
number of books that each student had read throughout the year
indicates that not only did many who read often (ie. prior to
September of 1988) read more than 25 books, but 50% of the
ones who had read seldom also read more than 25, 46.1% of the
group who had read sometimes read more than 25 while 57.1% of
the group who had read often read more than 25.

To get a
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clearer picture of the reading habits of these groups, please
refer to Table 8 below.

Table 8
Number of Books Read From september 1988 - June 1989

Category

0-5

Never

6-10

11-20

2

4

Often

Never -

More than 25

1

Seldom
Sometimes

21-25

2

2

4

2

6

12

4

5

12

never engaged in recreational reading prior to
September of 1988

Seldom -

seldom engaged in recreational reading prior
to September of 1988

Sometimes -

sometimes engaged in recreational reading prior
to September of 1988

Often -

often engaged in recreational reading prior to
September of 1988

Ninety-two percent of these students indicated the minilibrary as their preference for acquiring recreational reading
material.

One student indicated the school library as his/her
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preference while three students had no preferences.
The group gave 72 responses to the question, "Why do you
prefer to get your recreational reading material in the mini
library?"

For their reasons and the number of responses to

each reason, please refer to Table 9.

Table 9
Why

students Get Their Recreational Material

in the Mini

Library

Reasons

Books are interesting

No. of Responses

35

I can keep the book until I have read it
(no time limit)
It is easy to get a good book

14

12

Books are easy to read

4

There is someone to help me get a book

4

The mini library is not so crowded as the
school library

2

I can take my time to get a book and no
one will say anything

1

Thirty-one of the 55 students indicated that they had a
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friend visiting the mini-ibrary regularly because they had
suggested that they do so.
The

l~st

question concerning the benefits students derive

from reading provided a total of 82 responses.

For their

reasons and the number of responses, please refer to Table 10below.

Table 10
Benefits Students Derive From Reading

No. of Reasons

Reasons

It helped me improve my reading

38

I learned new words

12

It helps me occupy my spare time

8

I get information

4

It helps me spell better

4

It helps me get higher marks

4

It helps me write better

4

It widens my imagination

1

It gives me pleasure

1

It helps me solve personal problems

6

Not

only

do

the

above

responses

support

what

many
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researchers say about the value of recreational reading, but
the following comments by seven of these students also seem
to indicate the tremendous therapeutic value of literature
(Huck, 1986, cited in Fisher, 1987; Arbuthnot, 1968, cited in
Fisher, 1987; Olsen, 1973).

Well, since I started reading I can get along with
people.

(Student 1)

Reading helped me think about my problems and
different things.

(Student 2)

Reading helps my temper to stay low.

(Student 3)

Reading helps me in life out around.

(Student 4)

Reading has helped me this year because sometimes
I read books like Sweet Valley High and they help
me with my own life.

(Student 5)

I've learned more about drugs and teenage pregnancy.
(Student 6)

Reading has

helped me

this

year by coming

to

resource and talking out in class about my ideas and
thoughts.

(Student 7)
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Jenn~ngs

cited

(1964,

in

Zimet,

1975)

reiterates

succinctly the same values of reading as the above group of
students when he state ..; :
We read to learn. We read to live another way.

We

read to quench some blind and shocking fire.

We

read to weigh the worth of what we have done or dare
to do.

W•a read to share our awful secrets with

someone we k.now will not refuse us.

We read our way

into the presence of great wisdom, vast and safe
suffering, or into the untidy corners of another
life

w~

fear to lead.

(p. 24)

As illustrated above, a very significant outcome of the
structural changes that we made in our school was the increase
in recreational reading.

Although at first the increase was

gradual,

today,

some three years

later,

it is spreading

rapidly,

especially among students who did little if any

before.
Perhaps the most significant change is that our core
group of special ; eeds students are less st)1matized.

The

whole school (teachers and students) have higher expectations
of them, and have a more positive attitude toward them.

There

is also more collaboration between regular classroom teachers
and resource teachers.

Instead, they are more sensitive to

the educational, social, psychological, and emotional needs
of these students.

Instead of being isolated in self-con-

tained classrooms, they are very much a part of our school .
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They are involved in more activities and they move around for
classes as other students do.

On graduation night in June of

1988, one mother was ecstatic when she saw her son receive his
diplr.:-:ma with his homeroom class.

No distinction was made

between special education and regular students.

If the mother

felt ecstatic, we can well imagine how her son felt.
As mentioned earlier, when trying to implement these
changes, we frequently found it extremely difficult and very
frustrating.
1.

However, our experience taught us the following:

I have to concur with Miller and Seller when they

state that the four stages of the curriculum process are
interconnected and interdependent.

Because of the countless

problems that we encountered, many of which we had to solve
on the spur of the moment, we learned that thorough planning
is essential.
2.
affected,

Because regular classroom teachers were very much
they needed to be part of the planning team.

Furthermore, they needed much in-servicing.
~
,_

.

Because a change made during one year can have

serious repercussions the next year, we need to analyze our
decisions more carefully.
4.

Consultation with schools who have made similar

changes can be an invaluable asset.
5.

The programs for the core group were developed by

the three special education teachers.

There needed to be more

consultation with regular teachers, co-ordinators, parents,
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and students.
6.

It should have been a team approach.

Mutual respect for the ideas and opinions of each

other is crucial.

7.

Special education teachers are expected to be more

informed about the special needs stu.dents than the other
teachers;

therefore,

priority

should

be

given

to

their

opinions on certain issues.
In order to provide each student with the best

8.

possible program in the least restrictive environment, we need
2.

closer liaison with the elementary school.

(A

meeting with

the new special education co-ordinator in June of 1988 set the
stage for this close relationship.)

conclusion

The foregoing account of our experience at St. James'
Junior High reveals that we made a number of mistakes, and
that quite frequently, we were very frustrated.

However, our

intentions were good; we wanted to make some real changes that
would benefit significantly the lives of a certain segment of
our school population.
benefited.
enough.

In the process,

the whole school

We learned, however, that good intentions are not

Had we been more enlightened, our task would have

been far easier because we would have avoided certain problems.

In the meantime, we are proud of our effort.

individual

is responsible

for our errors;

neither

No one
is one
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individual responsible for our success.

The real consequences

of our effort, we hope, will be reflected in the lives of
those most affected.

As we continue to make changes in our

school, we hope to avoid the mistakes of the past.

After our

experience, I think I can appreciate quite fully what James
Russell Lowell meant when he said,

11

0ne thorn of experience

is worth a whole wilderness of warning" (Schubert, p. 212).

Recommendations

The real-life success stories that this thesis speaks to
are grounded in a number of beliefs and practices.

The

following recommendations are offered because they may be
beneficial to others who find themselves in similar circumstances or similar teaching positions.
1.

The relationship of the self-concept to students'

success in reading is crucial: therefore, it is imperative for
teachers to ensure the development of a positive perception
of self

(Lamy,

1963;

Clifford,

1964;

Giuliani,

1968; and

Toller, 1968, cited in Van Vliet, 1972, p. 26).
2.

The

relationship

of

teacher

expectations

to

students' success is crucial not only in reading but in all
school activities; therefore all teachers should raise their
expectations concerning the educable handicapped, the learning
disabled, and the slow learner.
3.

Teaching reading to 14-16 year olds who are learning
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disabled or educable mentally handicapped and who have spent
years in a special education environment can, at times, be
very frustrating but in the end can be very gratifying.

A

teacher should be committed to the belief that sjhe will
eventually have a certain amount of success with every single
student.
(1985),

Brophy et al.

(1976),

agree when they state:

cited in Anderson et al.
11

0ne characteristic that

· distinguishes effective classrooms from ineffective ones is
the teacher's commitment to the belief that all children can
learn to read" (p. 87).
For example, in 1987-88, I taught an educable mentally
handicapped fifteen year old boy who was a quite interested
in school became further interested in what I read to him and
continually asked if I would read another book to his group;
however he read very little himself.

Nevertheless, when he

returned the following year, he still enjoyed my reading to
his group, but he also enjoyed reading independently.

He

began reading the Tom and Ricky books (Appendix F), listened
to books that I tape recorded, followed along with the words,
and was excited abut discussing them with me.

Above all, his

self-esteem sky-rocketed.
4.

Junior high

singled out.

school

students do

not enjoy being

They want to be like their peers.

If they are

different, they apparently feel segregated, stigmatized and
stymied.

Therefore, if a student is not reading, it is the

responsibility of the teacher to find out why.
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5.

Students have different tastes and abilities.

like to read high interest/low vocabulary books, Sweet

They
Vall~y

High books, Sweet Dreams books, Hardy Boys books, magazines,
newspapers,

comit..~.

literature.

Accordingly, they should have easy access to an

pamphlets and

the

best

in

children's

abundance of various kinds of recreational reading material
that is interesting, age-appropriate, and suitable in leval
of difficulty.

Elley and Mangubhai (1983) and Ingham (1981),

cited in Anderson et al. (1985), reflect the benefits students
derive from the above when they state:
rooms with libraries

read more,

"Children in class-

express

better

attitudes

toward reading, and make greater gains in reading comprehension than children who do not have such ready access to books"
(p. 78).

Fader (1968), cited in 0 1 Connor (1988) expresses a

similar view when he puts it this way:

"A student who is

exposed to a wide variety of reading experiences comes to
perceive them as pleasurable means to necessary ends 11 (p. 38).
Students spend up to

70%

of

the

time

allocated

reading instruction in independent practice or seatwork.

for
Most

of this time is spent on workbooks and skill sheets (Fisher
et

al.,

1978,

cited

in

Anderson

et

al.,

1985,

p.

76).

However, classroom research suggests that the amount of time
devoted to worksheets is unrelated to year-to-year gains in
reading proficiency (Leinhardt et al., 1981, cited in Anderson
et al., 1985, p. 76).
suggest

that

the

In the meantime, certain researchers

amount

of

independent,

silent

reading
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children do in school is significantly related to gains in
reading achievement (Allington, 1984, p. 76, cited in Anderson
et al., p. 76).

In addition, the amount of reading students

do out of school is consistently related to gains in reading
achievement (Fielding & Greany, 1980; Heyns, 1978; Walberg et
al., 1984, cited in Anderson et al., p. 77).

The amount of

silent reading in the average classroom is small.

Therefore,

increasing the amount of time students read silently ought to
be a priority for teachers and parents (Anderson et al., 1984,
p. 76-77).

7.

Several

administrators,

colleagues,

and

other

teachers have indicated that every school needs a reading
teacher who is committed and enthusiastic about reading and
who in turn will be a model for other teachers in the school.
Therefore, when hiring new teachers or transferring tenured
ones, schools boards might well attempt, where possible, to
try to place this type of resource person in each school in
its district.
8.
education

A number of educators-colleagues with a special
degree,

other

colleagues,

other

teachers with a special education degree,
classmates in graduate school,

special

needs

administrators,

university professors,

an

assistant superintendent of a large school board, and parents
have indicated to me that the special education degrees at the
bachelor's and master's levels at most, if not all universities, is insufficient in preparing teachers to teach special
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children to read.

They feel that these teachers need exten-

sive training in Language Arts/Reading.
boards

should

consider

encouraging

Therefore, school

their

special

needs

teachers to upgrade themselves and when hiring new special
needs teachers, hire only the ones who have extensive training
in Language Arts/Reading, plus training in special education
or a special education degree.
For example, a teacher who teaches learning disabled and
the

educable mentally

handicapped

would

almost

certainly

benefit his/her students more by doing courses in reading
instruction and children • s literature.

The intent here is not

to discredit any course or person.
9.

The benefits of recreational reading seem to be

invaluable.

However, many students may come from homes that

have no books,

magazines or newspapers.

motivated to read.

They may not be

Therefore, teachers have a responsibility

to get students excited about books, or at least to introduce
them to books.
10.

Students like the freedom of checking out a book

from the school library and keeping it until it is read.
do not like the restrictions imposed by time limits.
fore,

schools

that

follow

this

practice

should

They
There-

probably

discontinue it.
11.

The literature indicates that teachers can spend too

much time teaching about

literature but very little time

actually teaching it (Pittman, 1989; Kelly, 1979; Fox, 1977;
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Huck,

1979;

Dunn,

1985).

Therefore,

literature/reading

teachers should spend much more time creating

life-long

readers.
12.

Students dislike being dictated to.

Occasionally

they like the freedom of choosing what they will do at any
particular time.

Therefore, teachers should be sensitive to

their needs.
For example, I may plan to teach the concept of conflict
to a remedial group of grade eights, using their literature
text, but they instead may want me to read them an interesting
book.

I would not hesitate to read to them because I might

well be able to teach them

th~

same concept using that book.

(What is probably more important is that they would likely
enjoy the experience.)
13.

Standardized tests are not the only measurements for

reading success.

·reacher observations of a student's changes

in reading behavior and attitude can be far more important.
Therefore, when assessing a student's reading achievement, a
teacher should address some of the following kinds of questions:
Is there a change in the student's attitude towards
reading?
Is he showing an interest in what is read to him?
Is he becoming enthused about reading?
Is he asking to have more books read to him?
Is he listening to the books which have been tape-
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recorded?
Is he taking books home for his parents to read to
him?
Is he beginning to read independently?
Is he talking about the books he reads, the ones
read to him, the ones h -'_:::. parents read to him, or the ones he
listens to on tapes?
If his word identification competencies have been
weak, do I see a change?
Is he becoming more self-confident?
14.

A large majority of

teachers

ask questions

in

reading that call for the recall of details (Guszak, 1967).
Therefore, they need to ask questions that develop not only
literal but interpretive, critical, and creative abilities as
well (Appendix K).
15.

When learning disabled,

educable mentally handi-

capped or slow learners read certain books, listen to them on
tapes,

or are read to by the teacher,

intellectual or emotional

response.

they too have an

Therefore,

teachers

should not only promote group discussion but confer witi1
students individually, listen to what they say, and attempt
to guide or to help them in their experience.

(For example,

they may be grappling with a personal problem that the teacher
may be able to help them with.)
Holdaway (1980,

cited in Carter,

1988),

stresses the

importance of conferencing when he states that teachers shoul;l
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help children develop a sense of commitment to the books they
choose by
reading.

conferring with children

about

books

they

are

Carter (1988) emphasizes the necessity of confer-

encing and group discussion when he states, "giving children
an opportunity to respond to their reading in a variety of
ways provides a necessary outlet for expression which deepens
the reading experience" (p. 19).
16.

Each student is special.

physiological,
Therefore,
actions,

psychological,

all teachers
and

words,

Each is a human being with

emotional,

and social needs.

should attempt to treat in their

the

learning-disabled

and

educable

mentally handicapped as they treat any other students.
17.

Although some students are very intelligent, they

seem to accomplish very little in school.
they become discipline problems.

In many instances,

Turning on this type of

student to reading can sometimes be the turning point in
his/her life.

Quite often the student's attitude changes

his/her grades and he is no longer a discipline problem.

My

experience is that this is the type of student who will quite
likely

read more than

75

books

in

a

given school

year.

Therefore, teachers should attempt to i nterest this type of
student in recreational reading.
18.

Teachers need to be informed about books that are

available to children so that they can guide students in
making selections (Carter, 1988, p. 15).

Not only do they

need to know what books to obtain, and where to obtain them,
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but they need to become familiar with the books by reading
them. Therefore, reading/literature teachers should subscribe
to professional magazines such as The Reading Teacher or The
Journal of Reading.
19.

Reading aloud to students is very important.

We

know, for example, that reading aloud to young children helps
them in beginning reading
Durkin,

1966;

McCormich,

(Holdaway,
1977;

Anderson et al. , 1985, p. 2 3) .

1980;

Chomsky,

Newman,

1972,

1985;

cited

in

We know too that reading aloud

to students improves comprehension (Newman, 1985).
The most direct way of communicating the special qualities of written language to children is through reading to
them (Holdaway, 1980; Smith, 1989).

Children can learn new

vocabulary by having books read to them (Elley, 1989, p. 475).
Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) report that daily reading aloud from
enjoyable books has been the key that unlocked literacy growth
for many disabled readers (p. 475.

Probably the most import-

ant aspect of children being read to is that this very process
can be instrumental in getting them to read and to develop a
love of reading (Cochrane et al., 1984; Huck, 1979; Smith,
1989).

Therefore, since literature serves many educational

purposes in addition to entertainment and enjoyment, teachers
should place a high priority on sharing literature by reading
aloud to children (Huck, 1979, p. 708).
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Appendix A
How I Taught Paul to Reau

There is a tendency for all of us to forget many of the
students we teach, but there was one young man in my special
education class of that first year in my new job that I shall
never forget. "Why?", you may ask.
Paul (not his real name) was a young fourteen year old
who had a number of problems. First, I noticed that he was
very shy and insecure.

When he spoke,

I

noticed that he was

unable to articulate very well. I had to listen very closely
to understand him. Consequently, he felt very embarrassed.
This embarrassment was accentuated by the occasional remark
by one of his classmates.
out that

Withi~

just a few short days I found

in elementary school he had been a

discipline

problem, often times sought attention and was a loner.
During my first few days with Paul, I found that he had
a number of weaknesses. I was appalled to find that he knew
only a few basic sight words. He was reading at a level at
that of a child in the middle of kindergarten. Needless to
say, he could spell only a very few

~,rords,

he was unable to

write a short sentence, and his handwriting was illegible. The
more I conversed with him the more I found that he had a very
limited knowledge of the world around him. At home, he had
never been read to, and it seemed that he had not learned very
much by watching TV.

He was

cla~sified

as an EMH Student.

163

Although I was fresh out of university, and had had a
number of years of teaching experience, this young man seemed
to me to be an enigma. He caused me much concern because it
is almost incredible that someone could spend so much time in
school and yet be so illiterate.
Former Premier Joey Smallwood's passion was providing
facilities to educate illiterate Newfoundlanders. My passion
is exposing students (be they young or old) to literature.
That exposure means creating interest and providing them with
age-appropriate reading material.

Accordingly, I tried to

forget his weaknesses and determine his strengths.
The more I interacted with this young man the more I
learned about him. In conversation with him, I found that he
was like the rest of us in many ways. Not only did he have
psychological needs, but he was very interested in learning
how to read, write, and spell words. He was interested in
carpentry, and enjoyed collecting antiques; he enjoyed it very
much when I read to him and the rest of the class. I also
found that his listening comprehension level was 5. 0, his
visual memory was excellent. For example, if I presented him
with almost any word ;.n isolation one day, he could remember
it the following day. If I read him part of a story, he could
provide a ver7 good ending to it. If I gave him a sentence
such as,

"John went to ------- to buy a bike, " he could

provide a word that was both syntactically and semantically
correct. He liked to do basic math.
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In the initial stage, i.e. the first month or so, my aim
was to provide a relaxed atmosphere for my students. I wanted
to create an environment where each student would not feel
inhibited to speak or do anything that he wished to do. I
wanted to build rapport, I wanted them to

know and feel

assured that I was a genuine person - that I really cared for
not only their academic problem, but that I cared for them as
fellow

hu~an

beinga. In other words, I wanted to provide an

environment in which not only Paul, but each of my students
would feel secure.
As I got closer to Paul, I was able to understand his
speech much better. He conversed with me about a number of
things that he was concerned about. Occasionally, he would
tell me about something that had happened

~- n

the community.

One day as we were conversing he asked, "Sir, Would you let
me use the grade four speller to learn how to spell some
words?" ?!..y response was, "Paul, sure you may · use the grade
four speller, furthermore, whenever you want to do something,
feel free to let me know". He selected five words from the
grade four speller to learn that night; next day he was eager
for me to ask him his words. He spelled each word correctly.
Then I asked him if he would like to give me a sentence for
each word; again, he was eager to do this. I wrote them on the
blackboard. Afte:.: I had them written down, I asked "Paul, can
you think of a word that means much the same as this one? !'
(i.e. one of the ones he had learned to spell). Again, he

HiS

provided a good response. Next, I said, "please tell me a word
that begins like this one 11

(e.g.

spell)

-

~pot

- then I

provided one - spit - after which he provided fo·lr or five
more. Needless to say, I was delighted.

After he had learned

twenty words, he wanted me to test him on all twenty. When I
tested him, he got them all correct. My response was "I •m
really pleased with the progress you're making. We are indeed
going to have a good year". My facial expression and the tone
of my voice must have revealed to him that I was no fake. Here
is someone who is going to help me. Here is a friend. This was
reflected by the happy expression on his face.
As mentioned earlier, one of my aims is to create in my
stude!'\t.s a

lasting

interest

in reading for pleasure.

My

strategy in doing this is to read to them a high interest-age
appropriate book. For example, The Break-in is one of the
action library books. As I read to them, I have a number of
objectives in mind, namely, to (a) extend their knowledge of
the world - to add to their schema, script - call it what you
like,

(b) have them discover that literature is about real

people (c) that reading about others can be much fun (d) learn
about the language -

sentence patterns, vocabulary,

story

structure, intonations, etc. (e) promote a conversational and
relaxed atmosphere ( f'

help them in their personal lives,

(e.g. as they read about a young person who got into trouble,
how he got out, how others helped, etc. they can identify with
him); it can help them in their personal lives.
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Initially, as I read to my class, I simply asked "Would
you like me to read you this book?" If their response was low
kayed, I'd read them the first page or sometimes I'd have to
read a chapter. When I asked "do you want me to continue?" the
response was obvious. One very important thing I

learn~d

early

in my teaching career is that students love to be read to.
When I began to read the second book, I was more methodical and meticulous (not to the point of destroying interest) .
There is a fine line that the experienced teacher has learned.
My approach goes something like this: First, I show them four
or five books that I know they will really like. I put the
titles on the board. After, they have selected one I bring to
their attention the title and the pictures. I then ask "what
do you think this story of about?" The title of the book \-le
chose was, Crash at Salty Bay.

"Do you think it is about an

airplane crash? Next, I asked "what kinds of words are we
likely to meet in this book?" Then I put them on the board.
Then I say "Let's find out by reading the first chapter".
After the first chapter is read one student says "I didn 1 t
really think the book would begin that way. The two characters
Ape and Shortcut are about ready to fight each other. There
seems to be a problem between them."

My response is (a) from

what we're reading, who do you think is the more likeable
character? Why? (b) Although those two young men seem to be
at odds, do you think that something can happen which will
bring them closer together? (c) Do you know of things that
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have happened to people that brought them closer together?
These questions provoked a very worthwhile conversation.
After the conversation, I asked, "Do you want me to continue
this book?" Invariably, they would say "yes, because I want
to find out what happened. I like that book". As I continued
reading the book over the next day or so (I try to finish
reading a book over a

two or three day period) ,

I

would

occasionally pause to ask questions like the following:
1.

I can think of someone like Ape or Shortcut. can

2.

What does ape mean when he says ---------

you?
(some

idiomatic expression) .
3.

(The boys while fishing together find a crashed

airplane. One of them goes for help while the other stays
behind to help.)

Do you think Shortcut can trust Ape? i.e.

will he return? How do we know that Shortcut is doubtful?
4.

What is your opinion of ..... .

5.

Is Shortcut in any way like the character we read

about in (one of the previous books)? How?
6.

At the end of the book?
(a) was there a change in Shortcut?
what was the change? Do you like him now? Why?
Do you think he has learned something?
Have you learned anything from this book?

As I continued throughout the year, I asked a

numb~r

of

questions similar to the above. I did not limit my questions
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to literal recall, rather I asked questions that were inferential, interpretive, and evaluative. I often stopped reading
for a moment to ask them what a certain word meant in a
certain context. I often asked them to provide me with a
synonym or antonym. Sometimes, I woulcl ask "Why did the writer
use an exclamation mark here, a question mark there, etc." As
I began to read books by authors such as Betsy Byars, I would
occasionally say to t .hem "Do you notice how this writer
describes her characters better than some of the other books?"
They would often say, "She makes them seem like real people".
I would then respond by saying, "that's one thing we've talked
about - literature is about real people, this is how real
people are, don't you think?
There is no ·.:!nd to the things a skillful teacher can do
as sjhe reads to children. Many literary terms need not be
just talked about or written in notes never to be understood,
but

they

can

become a

part of

the student's

script or

schemata. For example, I taught them about conflict, plot,
character sketch, suspense, exaggeration, surprise ending etc.
I also find that the more I read to students and the more they
read themselves, the more we have to share to talk and write
about.
Now, I shall retDrn to Paul

agai~.

All of the students

in our school spend the first 15 minutes of each day either
journal writing or reading. I usually did the following with
Paul. First, he would tell me what he wanted to say. As he
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dictated, I put it in his journal. Then he wanted to write it
himself following which he wanted to read it to me.

For

example, on one occasion his journal entry was "Yesterday,
after I went home from school, I helped my uncle paint his
house. I like doing that kind of work". My immediate response
was, "Paul, that's nice of you to do that. I got an idea that
your uncle liked that."

I said it seriously and genuinely

making sure that there was eye contact when I said it. After
the above, a conversation such as the following ensued"
Me: Did you have to get up on a high ladder or scaffold?
Paul: Yes, sir.
Me: Let me tell you what I've found out about painting.
I then ended up going to the lib!:'ary and getting the
volume of World Book that tells about paint. I read parts to
him that he was interested in. The following day, he probably
wanted to talk about what we learned about paint on the
previous day. I may add, I wasn't always restricted by the 15
minute session.
By the middle of October, the spade work had been done
with Paul. He began to show

~

high level of interest, could

read simple senten-ces and :L iked to be read to and seemed to
feel more secure. He began to develop a better self-concept,
and did not become frustrated as easily. (I shall never forget
one day around the middle of October when I received a phone
call at the school.

"Mr. Bown, what's going on? My God, I

can't believe it, please forgive me for using that word. Paul
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is interested in school."

Needless to say, a long conversa-

tion ensued between his grandmother whom he lived with, and
me.
That telephone conversation was for Paul the beginning
of another vital part of any student's school progress parental involvement. I shall never forget her because she
provided me with a treasure house of information concerning
Paul. Not only that but she had the wisdom that comes with age
and experience. She gave me the impression that she was a very
caring person. She said, "Mr. Brown, I'm not educated, but I
can read and write fairly well. What can I do for Paul?"

My

initial response was, "Mrs. -----, you are doing something
that is very important; you are his grandmother, I can tell
that you really care about Paul. I know that, too, because he
tells me about you. You get him up in the mornings, you feed
him, clothe him, provide shelter, and really care about him.
That, to me, is number one. Paul is going to be allowed to
read this year, and I am going to recommend to you a few
things you can do because I can tell by what you're saying
that

you

are

more

educated

that

you're

letting

on."

I

explained briefly what I had been doing and suggested the
following:
1.

Ask him - uiscuss with him any book that he read or

that I read to him recently?
2.

Ask him if he'd like to bring home a book fer her

to read to him?
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3.

Then I told her about how I approached reading. My

crucial point was "Do not apply pressure. Put out the bait".
She knew what I meant. Here was a young man who needed to be
built up rather than torn down. She knew by the time I was
finished, the kinds of questions to ask him (i.e. not only
literal questions).
4.

Another teacher was teaching Paul curreni: affairs.

I suggested to h is grandmother that he watch 'Here and Now'
with her. Her reply was "He watches the news and if he doesn't
understand it, I explain it to him". My reply was "good for
you!"
As the year progressed, I had a a number of telephone
conversations with this beautiful lady. On one occasion, maybe
sometime in February, she told me "Paul is very interested in
the local newspaper , the Gulf News. He looks at the pictures
and reads some of the articles. If he is not sure of something
I help him; sometimes I read the article and then explain it
to him." Needless to say, I was overjoyed because I had a very
crucial ally - the pars ntjguardian .
Because I place a high value on bridging the gap between
what the student knows and what he is about to learn, I spend
much time increasing general knowledge, building concepts,
ideas -

~hatever.

The following description will give an idea

of how I integrated reading with health, science and language.
I didn't teach Paul other subjects. In my opinion, a person
reads to learn, not the opposite.
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If, in class, we were doing a unit of work on safety, I
would show a film that talked about safety. For example, I'd
show a film on boating safety. After watching the film, we
would discuss it. I tried as much as possible to relate it to
their experiences. For example, do you know of someone who
didn't follow these rules? If not, have you heard in the news
or read about someone who didn't follow these rules? What can
happen if we don't follow them?
In a language period we would do a writing activity
related to safety rules. My students were weak in writing, l
usually asked them what they would say about a topic, then I
would write them on the board. Then they would write them in
their books.

In other words,

I would begin in one of the

following ways:
1.

Yesterday, the film I watched ..•......

2.

There are five boating safety rules that we need to

follow.
3•

When we're out in boat, there are certain rules we

should follow.
I also suggested to Paul that some of his spelling words
could come from his health science or mathematics. This he
did; he also continued wanting to take five words per night
as homework. He also liked to put the words on a 3x5 flashcard, put a sentence underneath the word, and t.hen put the
card in his Scrapbook that he had made. Anything he wanted to
do I let him do. Sometimes, he wanted to put a small picture
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by the word. This I also allowed him to do. His scrapbook was
personal and wasn't shared with other members of the class.
Another special education teacher taught him social
studies and science. She and I have a very similar philosophy
concerning teaching, learning and students. She reinforced
everything I did or what we did complemented each other. She
provided a very relaxed atmosphere, had an excellent rapport
with him,

created a conversational environment,

suggested

words to him from science and social studies that he could add
to his spelling list, and if she had ten minutes at the end
of a period, she would read to the students.
Almost every week without exception I showed a film to
my students. Most of the films came from the National Film
Board. These films were instrumental in broadening students•
general knowledge because they included topics such as acid
rain, weather, animals of the arctic, search and rescue at
sea, how to survive if you were lost at sea, etc. Again, much
time was epent in discussion. Of course, these films also
provided us with writing material. A writing activity such as
the following might be "In my opinion, acid rain .•••.••••.. , "
or "it would be difficult for us to live in the arctic."
Most, if not all, of my students

wer~

interested in 'Land

and Sea'. Each day after they watched the program we would
take some time to discuss it. In many instances, we needed to
refer to a map of Newfoundland. I took this opportunity to
broaden their knowledge of the province. I also encouraged
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them to ask questions about anything they saw or heard of.
A very important aspect of a classroom is its appearance.
For example,

if you visited my classroom you would soon

discover that I'm not an artist or very creative. However, you
would soon see that here is a teacher who values reading. on
the bulletin board I have a What's New section where we put
clippings from newspapers or magazines. on the wall there are
posters that call attention to the importance of reading and
writing, there is a large map of Newfoundland, posters about
Hibernia and off-shore oil, etc. There are newspaper clippings
and grocery ads from a supermarket or sales from different
stores. There is a large number of books that come from the
public library, school library, or from the students themselves. These books are age appropriate -

they are high-

interest low-vocabulary books so that they can be read by the
weaker students. I also have copies of the telephone book,
Sears

catalogue,

Canadian

Tire

catalogue,

and

I

borrow

magazines from the school library. (Although Paul could not
read the magazines, he liked to look at the pictures and ask
questions. For

e~ample,

if he saw a particular kind of car :

he 1 d ask questions about it.) What I'm trying to say is that
!

SHrround my students with reading material that will not

collect dust, but will be read. consequently, I provide time
almost every day for a student to read (SSR). I read as well.
Each year we have a few students wno are exempt from
doing religion. That particular year two of these students
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carne to my class during that period. When I went to the
library with four or five students, one of them read to Paul
and another student in my classroom.

I

suggested to her

privately some things she could do. She read to them books
they liked. She developed a good relationship with these two
students - the rapport was super. She received a very worthwhile reward - I introduced her to good literature. This past
year, she did grade nine; I noticed that she continued to read
for pleasure. (By the way, I also introduced the other student
who came with her

~o

recreational reading. Throughout the

year, he must have read thirty or forty books, probably more. )
Some readers may be asking, "Didn't you do anything else
with Paul? Didn't you have a reading lesson as such?" As
implied earlier, I used the language experience approach at
first. Because of the things we

~·rere

doing, he had no problem

talking about something. Sometimes he talked about something
he saw on TV, saw in the newspaper, s omething he did at home,
something he did in another class, something he saw on a film,
something about his community or something that he had on his
mind. I
1.

us~ally

did some of the following:

As he dictated, I wrote what he was saying on his

book. He then wanted to read and write it himself. Next day,
he liked to go back and read it again.
2.

We sometimes pursued what he talked about by discus-

sion, going to the library, or asking other students about it.
3.

I

often picked certain words

an~ ·

asked him for
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synonyms or opposites.
4.

I

sometimes had him clarify what he meant if a

statement was vague.
5.

occasionally he liked to draw a picture related to

the above and put a sentence or two underneath.
Next, he moved
Skills Series A,

~o

a book, on a series called (Multiple

by Richard A.

Boning).

Before he began

reading the story (one page in length} I provided background
knowledge. Again, I attempted to bridge the gap between the
old and the new. This I often did by brainstorming or semantic
mapping. For ins·t ance, supposing the story was about a farmer,
I'd do the following:

workers

animals

animals used for,

F A R M

who-jobs

kinds

meat, milk, etc.

Tell me everything that comes in your mind when

you see

that word.
Next, I would set a purpose. For example, "Paul, this
short story is ahout what happened to a farmer one day as he
took his animals to the slaughter house. Read to find out what
happened."
SO!i.Letimes, I read part of the story, then he completed
it (silently). After he finished reading the story, we engaged
in a number of activities.
1.

He summarized (with my help at first} what the story
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was about.
2.

Again, depending on the story, all types of ques-

tions were asked.
3.

Use cloze procedure - he'd fill in words from the

story (story was reworded).
4.

Sometimes,

kinds of things,
question
write

(c)

I

e.g.

gave him a worksheet that had many
(a)

literal question,

opinion question

(d)

inferential question

all the words that begin with sp__ ,

put work (g) Add - ing to work, jump,
jump, (i) add- ing to run,
the story.

(b) vocabulary
(e)

(f) add s to stop

(h) ac'd - ed to work,

(j) select two compound words from

If you can think of others write them.

(k)

The

farmer (working, worked) hard to ....•.••. (1) The f •.... took
his animals to the slaughter house,

(m) I burned my back in

the hot sun. Did you ride in the back seat of the car?

(m)

write two questions you would ask me or someone else about the
story.
Sometimes, I asked "would you like to read it orally?"
(I emphasized how we need not stop and sound out a

word~

we

can often predict what the word is because of other words
around it. For example, "It is dangerous to start a fire with
gasoline.")
11

If you don't know the word, fin ish reading the sentence,

then you' 11 most 1 ikely know it. 11 If he made a mistake and
corrected himself,

I

assured him that this was one of the

marks of a good reader. In other words, I capitalized on his
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strengths.
After he had read orally a few times, I showed him how
to read in thought units.

I

read the sentence,

then he

repeated it after me. I also had him understand why it was
necessary to pause at the end of a sentence . (If he didn't,
he might find it hard to understand.)
Later in the year, I moved him

t~

another book (book B

of the Multiple Skills Series). We approached it in much the
same kind of way.
As mentioned earlier, his handwriting at the beginning
of the year was illegible. To help him improve, I spent some
time showing him how he could do better. For example, I also
provided him with a sample of capital and lower case letters.
He may have made e's and l's alike, as in 'feel' or o•s and
a's. Again, he practised this a few minutes each day; soon I
saw that he was particular about his writing.
As I worked with this student and others,

l

follow

certain principles or guidelines. They are:
1.

A remedial program has to be individualized.

2.

A remedial

program must encourage the disabled

reader.
3.

The materials and exercises must be appropriate.

They must be geared to the student's reading abilities and
instructional needs; they should be at his level of difficulty
and type of content; they should be as near as possible to his
interests and they should look mature to the student .
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ef.f~ct.ive

4.

The remedial plan must employ

strategies.

5.

The remedial plan must employ cooperative effort.

6.

Growth must be demonstrated.

7.

Materials must be plentiful.

8.

The teacher needs to be optimistic - he needs to

develop a very good rapport with the student. Students need
to be treated with respect; they are people, too.
9.

We learn to read by reading.

10.

We learn to write by writing.

11.

No one learns to read by doing work sheets only.

12.

Students are nc.)t taught to read; they are enabled

to read.
13.

Students need to understand the basic reading act.

14.

students need models.

reading.

They need to see the teacher

They also need to see the teacher's reactions to

what sjhe reads.

For example, if something is comical the

teacher may share it with hisjher students.
At the beginning, I referred to Paul as an "enigma." I
am not suggesting that everything we did was easy - pat i ence,
caring, hard work, and planning were essential ingredients.
However,

by the end of that school year not only was his

instructional level elevated (if I remember correctly, it was
between

[ 2. 5 and 3],

but he had achieved well

in all his

subjects. School had become meaningful for him; he realized
that he could learn to do things , and

h ~.

a noticeable change in his self-esteem.

did them. There was
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(The reader, I hope, from the foregoing, can most definitely U':"derstand why I concur with Pearson and Johnson (1978)
when they say:
A teacher can serve no greater end than to help a
student

comprehend,

interpret,

evaluate,

and

appreciate the written word. For if you have done
that, you have given the student a gift that will
last a lifetime and make that lifetime more worth
living. p.2

Other Things I did With Paul
1.

We wrote a letter to one of his former teachers who

lived in another community. We received a reply ar:d wrote a
second letter.
2.

We wrote a business letter ordering posters that he

wanted. In each case, he told me what he wanted to say, and
I wrote it. He then wrote it himself.
3.

I showed him how to use a basic dictionary.

4.

I

showed him how to find information in an en-

cyclopedia.
Quite often he did pieces of writing by first getting
information in an encyclopedia.
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Appenc:Hx B
Questions

I

Asked Mrs. Gaudon

1.

When did Robert first show a keen interest .in reading?

2.

How many books has he read this year?

3.

Why does he like to read?

4.

How would you describe Robert's vision?
General Statement: observations over past 2 years

1.

Noticeable change in Robert,

e.g. request for reading

material.
2.

More interest in school.

3.

Better knowledge of things in general

4.

Talks about the books he reads

5.

Why you think he reads so much

6.

How other students read

7.

Kinds of books available in resource room

8.

How reading is promoted, etc.

As follows are the comments of 15 of my colleagues in
response to "My classroom has become a mini library. Explain
briefly what it is doing for the school".

Response #1
Many schools have only one library at their disposal but
at our school we are fortunate to have two. Melvin has created
a

mini-library

within

the

confines

of

his

own

resource
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classroom.
I believe that this has been beneficial to the entire
school. The doors of his classroom were open to each and every
student in the school and not only those who attended his
class for resource help.
Many

times throughout the day (before classes, recess

time, noontime) a steady flow ·Of stuuents in grades 7, 8 and
9 would visit Melvin's room in search of a new book. Why were
so many students, even those who were considered non-readers
by their classroom teachers, suddenly

intE~rested

in obtaining

a book? I believe that the answer to this question lies in the
nature of the books that Melvin chose to

ke~ep

available in his

classroom. The books contained a variety of topics that were
of interest to the teenage student body in our school. Some
of the books were high interest/low vocabulary which also
encouraged the poorer readers as well. The mini-library had
something for everyone.
The overall effect of having this mini-library in our
school was the creation of an atmosphe re conducive to reading.
many students now see reading as a pleasure rather than a
chore.

Response i2

Great interest has been shown in reading in our school
over the past couple of years.

Our 1 ibrary has become a

beehive of activity and this has flown over into the class-
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room.
Students in each and every class spend much of their free
time reading.
With the introduction of reading as an alternative to
writing as a journal activity; the introduction of remedial
reading classes; full use of our library, and the work done
by our resource teacher, Mr.

Bown, the reading level and

reading interest has increased immensely in our schools. This
interest is reflected in the amount of time students spend
reading and consequently in the interest our students have in
our book fairs, etc.
Each classroom has books and magazines at the back of the
room which are used to the fullest. I can honestly say that
I

see more students today reading for pleasure than

I

have

seen at any time in the past 17 years of teaching.

Response #3
Students usin9 our resource room as a mini-library have
found that the number of books there are on a more acceptable
reading level to them and are more numerous. Also, because Mr.
Bown has read the books, he can disc·1ss with them the type of
reading material they enjoy and prefer,

making the book

selection less difficult and more personalized.

This has

encouraged more students to read books and to continue reading
on a regular basis. Many students who have not been readers
in the past are encouraged by this type of arrangement and
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become repeated users of the resource room.
The overall effect of this use of the facility is that
we now have many students in our school who have not been
encouraged at home or by fear to read now doing so on a
regular basis. This has had many positive consequences; (a}
graduating to more difficult reading material in our regular
library; (b) greater utilization of time in USSR period; (c)
more responsible research in assignments; (d) greater use of
newspaper

and

magazines

articles;

(e)

improved

reading

abilities of the students, (f) more valuable (academic] use
of leisure time.
I personally, am greatly pleased with the advantage that
the resource roora as a mini-library has afforded our students.

Response #4
Our resource room has become ver.y beneficial to me first
as a teacher. It is not very often that reading material is
based on a Junior High level and at a low reading level. The
resource room contains these materials which were helpful to
my special education students.

It alsv provided me with

resources such as reading tests, individualized reading kits,
resource teacher books, etc.
I have witnessed other students use the mini-library.
Books are constantly on the move by all students in the
school.
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Response ts
I have found that my students enjoy going for a book to
read that is recommended to them.

They seem to like the

'personal touch' and the individual attention they get when
they visit the resource room.
I have also taken books myself from the resource room and
brought them to lliY classroom. I was pleased to know that the
· books were previewed and were of adequate ability level and
interest appeal.

Response #6
The resource room is a very important area within our
school because it enables all students to obtain books quite
easily. This is essential for students who are weak in reading
to have such a room by where they can find a book at their
level. On the whole,

it has greatly improved the attitude

towards reading within the school.

Response t7
Many of the lowest level students have availed of this
service during the year

(as well as many of the better

students). The key to this service appears to be the high
interest provided for this age group at a reading level that
they don't have to struggle with. Reading materials from this
source has become an enjoyment for most of these students.
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Response ta

Our resource room has encouraged many students to do much
rnore reading on their own. Before they got involved with the
resource room,

some students read almost nothing.

It has

greatly improved their attitude towards reading and their
overall study habits. I consider our

r\~source

room a great

asset. A student that improves his or her reading usually
improves academically and the overall grades improve.

Response f9

students who .would probably feel inhibited or shy about
using a larger library have probably overcome this through the
use of our mini-library. A smaller room, with a teacher to
help them choose a book of interest

~o

them, may instill

better reading habits. With a little confidence gained, these
students may then make better use of the main library in the
school.

Response #10

For some students in my class it means access to books
that they normally wouldn•t have. As a result I have noticed
that many of them have more reading material in their possession which, inevitably, can only increase their interest in
books and reading.
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Response t11
I believe that the resource room has been a most worthwhile and beneficial addition to our school. Not only are more
students reading overall, but students who probably never read
books in their lives before are now reading the low vocabjhigh
interest books.
Finally, many of our students are realizing and reaping
the rewards of simply reading a good book.
A project in the RIGHT direction.

Response t12
I am really pleased with the increase in reading which
Melvin has generated in my school during the past three years.
Through his own initiative Melvin has held four book fairs in
the last two years and has used the proceeds to stock a large
number of high interest-low vocabulary books in his

class~oom.

This has enabled a larger number of our students to get
involved in reading who otherwise might not have done so.

Response f13
Many students in my class have made use of books in the
resource room. It is providing books with low vocabulary high
interest. The students also enjoy contact with a resource
person, suggesting suitable books or generally helping with
book selection.
Every book appears to be suited to the average or below
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average

reader~

therefore, students don't appear as mesmerized

in making a book selection.

The congestion of the main

library is avoided; therefore, sort of caters to a selected
group.
The resource room appear to have gotten some students
interested in reading who in the past appeared to have an
aversion to reading for enjoyment.

Response f14

I

have many of the resource room students and the

remedial reading classes. During the pc,st few years these
students have been reading more. I think this is because the
resource room is comfortable to them and not as overpowering
as the main library. Usually the students in the resource room
all have reading problems so they are not intimidated by the
'superior students'. Also the books are high interest-low
vocabulary so they can read this material and experience
success. Nothing motivates like success. These students have
to be turned on.

Response 115

Many kids go to the room to read. Some of the reading
students read books and frequent the room quite often.
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students • Reponses to "Since september, I Have Lt!arnel'l a Lot
About Reading"

Response il

I have learned about reading a lot over the last two
years. I have read over 75 books and I enjoyed it very much
because you will learn a lot about people and the people who
wrote the book. I will read more books next year and the year
after that. I love reading: it is fun and you can't make me
stop reading because I love it. The first year I came here I
did not learn anything; I did not even read a book but when
I met Mr. Bown everything changed. I started to read. I could
not believe it but Mr. Bown got me to read and I loved it all
the way. The next year I hope to read more books and find out
about the people in the books.

Response f2

Since September,

I

have learned a lot about reading

because Mr. Bown got me interested in reading because he said
that you need to know how to read to get a job. You got to
know how to read things in case

som~~body

sends you a letter

you got to read it. He showed me the good books and the bad
books in his class. I 1 ike to read more no·J than before. He
s aid reading is something that everybody likes to do.
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Response #3
Since September I have learned a lot about reading. I
learned how to read better. Mr. Bown helped me a lot since
September. I'm glad to be in his class because he helps a lot
of people. The people that he helps can't believe it - that
people can read better.

· Response #4
Since September I had learned a bit about reading. Then
after I went and started reading books. But first I did not
read very much but Mr. Bown is a good teacher because he helps
me get a good book and that's how I read a lot.

Respon:.'le ts
In the last two yeaJ:s I have learned a lot about reading.
I know I read a lot of books in the years because the books
I read were interesting and good to read all the years on last
years and these years was the good books I read.

Response f6
Since September I learned how to read better. I learned
how to look

~p

words. Mr. Bown has taught us how to do better

things 1 ike ••.
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Response #7
In the last two years I have learned a lot about reading.
Yes, I learned a lot about reading in two years.

Response #a
September I have learned a lot about reading. I

Sin~a

have some new words and how to go back and get the words.

Response #9
I

didn 1 t

not learn nothing because I

learn I

learn

before.

Response #10
In the last two years I ha·;re learned a lot about reading.
I

didn 1 t

boring.

not learn anything at all in school.

School is

I cannot wait until I get up in grade 10.

Excerpts from

Ca~e

Study Journal

November 2, 19£8
Since I have come here I have

improv~d

in some reading

and some other stuff. In my reading I know a lot more words.
Yesterday I had a test .

The first two pages Mr. Bown read out

and the last four pages we had tv read ourselves. I got three
pages done reading by myself.

In Mr.

Hull's class he is

learning us how to get bstter at looking up words

in a
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dictionary. The Haunting at Cliff House Mr. Bown taped off.
The first two chapters are good. I ain 1 t

lis·ten~d

to the third

chapter. I hope it is good 1 ike the other one. I am more
interested in reading this year because we have more good
books than what we had last year. In all my work I've improved
20 percent better than what I was when I came here. Mr. Bown

reads us books, he has already read us five books. The one
he's reading now is interesting.

I

like it because it tells

some real things that happen in the world to real people. The
name of this book is The Pinballs.
MY COMMENT
I am pleased that you feel this way. I too, can see that
you are making excellent progress. Keep up the good work.

Tuesday, November 29, 1988

The three previous books that I read are called Gang War,
Hot cars, and Burn out, and Spin Out. I

like these books

because some are funny and some are true facts like Gang War.
It is a true fact.

These books have increased my reading

skills. They helped me enough that I can read short stories.
The SRA is helping me catch up on words I did not know but the
books Mr. Bown taped off for me are better because they are
interesting and they is fun to read. Everybody in our cJ.ass
was reading at the beginning of the year except me but now
this year isn't only partly gone but I am reading. I have
learned the meanings of some words such as •sabotage'. When
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Mr. Brown stops as he reads and its new he tells how I can get
the meaning. sometimes the writer gives the meaning of the
word. As

I

follow along it helps me recognize new words. And

some of it is fun but the best is when you tapes off a book
and reads it for me.
As
cars.

I

read Hot Cars

I

found out that hot cars means stolen

The next one may be Dope Deal.
MY COMMENT

I'm glad that you are enjoying the books and that you
feel you are learning something. Keep up the good work!

December 21, 1988
This term I have improved my reading

~ ~dlls

a lot. I have

learned a lot of new words and I have learned how to do
assignments and many other things. When I come to a word in
a story I may skip it or look at it and then come back to see
if I know it. I like reading the set of books Dope Deal, Spin
Out, Hot Cars, No Way, and Burn out. There are many other
books but they are some of the books I have read.
This year I have many books to choose from. Last

year

I only had a few, they were filed up on a shelf and I like the
way Mr. Brown helps me.
When I read I r e ad to get the meaning rather than the
words.
Last year I did not want to read the books because

th~y

weren't interesting. The books I got now are interesting, and
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some are true facts. I like to be read to.
When I was in the elementary school, Richard, Wanda,
Robert and other students were in my class. They all changed
in this school; they have improved their reading a lot.
Last year I didn't feel like reading because I spent so
long at the words that it fooled up the story.

June 19, 1989

I have learned a lot of new stuff this year and this is
only some of them. I have improved my reading pretty good. I
have learned a lot of other new stuff. Last fall I could not
read what I read now because it was hard and it was really
boring to read books. When I'm reading a book and I come to
a word I don't know I'll skip it and go on but .then I will
come back and may know the word. Last fall I used to stop at
the word and sound it out. And I used to read the pictures
instead of the words. Now I may not know every word but I can
read better than I could before because I now try to get the
meaning.
I have listened to a lot of books on tape. I've done all
the 'Tom and Ricky' books.

I done almost all the 'Canada

Series' - the only two I didn't listen to was Micro Man and
Baby Baby. Listening to tapes and reading along gave me a new
idea of

re~ding.

I did not read to get meaning or pleasure.

I also learned new words and new bigger words. Some books like
the story Runaway is true and I learned a great deal from it
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because it was true.
I read some books em my

owr~

at the end of this year but

next year I expect to read more.

students 1 Comments Concerning Work we Did in Class at the
Beqinninq' of the Year

Yesterday in our reading class we talked about all kinds
of things. I found it very interesting. We talked about the
floods that are going on in Bangladesh. There have been lots
of rain and the rivers were over flowing and all the

water

come out of the river and into the city. so Canada will give
Bangladesh 5 million dollars to help get some food and water.
We also talked about the hurricane. The winds have destroyed
many of the houses and lots of people. If I was the government
I would give them lots of money to help the people to get
everything fixed up but I don't think that they would get
everything fixed up again because it destroyed most of everything. The flood that hurt and killed lots of people to people
had to go around in boats and lots of people got sick because
the water was polluted and they had to drink it. So they all
got sick or died. It was a Big disaster. I hope nothing ever
happens like that again. There is another big problem to that
is PCB. Somebody broke in and caught the place on fire and the
smoke went into the air and you would get cancer so people had
to move out of their houses and the police had to wear gas
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masks on their faces so they would not get cancer. I will say
it again if I had lots of money I would send 6 million dollars
to put people in other homes and buy some food for them so I
would want to go to that place.
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Appendix c
Questionnaire Given to 1987-88 Students

1.

Indicate how often you read for pleasure before coming
to my resource room last year.
Never

Sometimes

Often

2.

Why did you begin reading last year?

3.

How many books did you read last year? ________________

4.

Did your parents read any of the books you took home.
Never

Sometimes

Often

5.

Were the books in the resource room books that you liked:

6.

Are you reading books this year? _________________________

7.

Have you recommended a book/books to a friend?

8.

Would you rather get your books in the library or the
resource room?
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9.

Why do you prefer to come to the resource room for books?

10.

Which teacher got you interested in reading?

11.

Explain how you have benefited by reading by putting a

J mark before one or all of the following:

12.

get much pleasure

a.

I

b.

I understand what I read

c..

I learn about different things

d.

It helps me to solve personal problems

e.

It helps me writer better

In the space below write any comments you wish:
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Questionnaire Given to 1988-89

1.

stu~ents

How often did you read before this school year?
Seldom _____

Never

Sometimes

Often

2.

Why do you read this year? ______________________________

3.

How many books have you read this year?
0-5

6-10

11-20

21-25

More than 25

4.

Where do you get most of the books you rad?
Library

Resource Room

Classroom

5.

Do you prefer to get your books from the Resource Room?

6.

If your answer to 5 is yes, explain why:
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7.

Do you have a friend coming to the resource room for
books because you suggested that he come here for books?

8.

Explain how reading has helped you this year. __________
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Appendix D
Interviews

Interview with Case study Student at Beginning of School Year

1.

How important do you think it is for a person to be able
to read well?
Very Important _l__

2.

not at all

a little

How much do you read? Very much ________ , not very much
_l__

Not at all
Why not?

3.

Sometimes.
Not able to read.

What do you read? Comics

--~----'

Newspapers

Magazines

4.

Do you read at home?

5.

Does your family read?

No

Si ster,

father can't read;

mother can

6.

Do your father and

7.

Would you like them to read to you?

mothe~

read to you?

What kinds of books? Ones in Sche el.

no

yes
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8.

Did you read in elementary school?

Yes, some

9.

Do you have books of your own? Encyclopedias. but can't
read them.

10.

When did you begin to have problems with reading? Grade
one

11.

What is your reading problem as you see it? Can't get
words, they come out mixed

12.

t~.

When you come to a tvord you don't know what do you do?
Skip it or stick to it for a while or ask someone

13.

You don't continue on and try to get the word after
you've read the other words?

14.

no

You tell me that when you're reading there are many words
you don 1 t know. Do you depend on the pictures to get the
meaning?

15.

yes

Do you sometimes forget or confuse certain words?
how and who
very often
sometimes
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16.

Do you sometimes forget or confuse certain? Letters
as b and p?

17.

~uch

no

Are there may words you would like to be able to spell?
yes

18.

What things is reading would you like to be able to do
at the end of the School Year that you find hard to do
now? Read some books for pleasure and for information

19.

Are you willing to try hard to achieve these things?
yes
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Interview with student From Group of seven

This student transferred into our school in September and
transferred back to a school in Stephenville in April.

Teacher:

What was your idea of reading before you came
to my class?

Student:

Something to do.

Teacher:

What is your idea of reading now?

Student :

Interesting, exciting, pleasure.

Teacher:

Did you read for pleasure before coming to my
class?

Student ;~

No.

Teacher:

How many books have you read so far this year?

student:

Twenty-four.

Teacher:

Have you improved your reading this year?

Student:

Yes.

Teacher:

How have you improved?

Student:

I read faster, I know more words - vocabulary,
I'm interested in reading, and I understand
better what I read.

Teacher:

Have you improved in what to do when you come
to a word you don't know.

student:

Yes, I read on, then I come back; most times
I get the word.

Teacher:

What would you say about the other six students
in your group (i.e. about their reading)?
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student:

They all like to read.

Teacher:

Why do you think they like to read?

Student:

We have a lot of interesting books?

Teacher:

Did I do anything to get you interested in
reading?

Student:

You read very interesting books to us.

Teacher:

Is there anything else you'd like to say?

Student:

Jimmy wasn't very interested in reading at the
beginning of the year; now all he wants to do
is read.

Teacher:

Do we do enough reading? Are you bored? (i.e.
with reading too much).

student:

No, because we don't do enough reading.

Teacher:

You reali<.:.e that every single day you read?
Would most teachers let you read every day?

student:

No.

When this student became turned on to reading, every
single period that he came to my class, as soon as he opened
the door, he would ask

11

can we read today?"

After I tested this st:tdent,

I

said to the visually

impaired student, "------ has really improved his reading this
year". His response was "He could hardly read in September 11 •
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APPENDIX E
Books Read by Group of seven

student A
Scholastic Sprint Library
Cheap Skates
One More Miracle
Action on Ice
Scholastic Action Library
The Break-In
Wade's Place
Cop's Son
Sky-Jacked
Bag Full of Trouble
Stop Thief
Series Canada
Gang War
No Way
Spin Out
Wild Night
Ice Hawk
Get Lost
Take off
Burn out
Head Lock
Rally!

A Reading Program

Level B
Deep Sea Adventure Series
Treasure Under the Sea
The Pearl Divers
The Sea Hunt
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student B

Scholastic Sprint Library
Cool Calvin
Danger at Eagle Park
The Prize
Black and White Jones
Karate Ace
Scholastic Action Library
Cop's Son
Dave's Double Mystery
Dead Start Scramble
Wade's Place
Paramedic Emergency
Sky Jacked
Night Driver
Bag Full of Trouble
Ride Along
Apprentice to a Rip-Off
Mystery on the Night Shift
Series canada
Gang War
Dead On
No Way
Hot cars
Wild Night
Dope Deal
Burn Out
Amy's Wish
Spin Out
Runaway
Ice Hawk
Dirt Bike
Rebel Yell
Take Off
Snow Ghost
Series 2000
The Wimp and the Jock
South city Cops
Murder Behind the Wheel
Hit Man
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Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 2
The Chocolate Machine Mystery
Fastback Mystery Series
Shootout at Joe's
Others
Brothers by Choice
Exit Barney McGee
Walk with Danger
Stories in Openings - one of Grade 7 literature text
The Lifeguard
Scary stories to Tell in the Dark
Tales of Shipwreck
student c
Scholastic Sprint Library
Danger in Eagle Park
Karate Ace
Scolastic Action Library
Night Driver
Million Dollar Hunt
Mountain Rescue
Break-In
Tom and Ricky Mystary Series 2
The Oil Well Mystery
The Birthday Present Mystery
The Unlucky Number Mystery
Mystery at Bear Lake
Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 3
The Junk car Mystery
The Persian Cat Mystery
Series Canada
Spin
Wild
Take
Spin

Out
Night
Off
out
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Gang War
Snow Short
Jim Hunter Adventures
Diamond Smugglers
Sniper at Zimba
Rally!

A Reading Program

Levels A and B
Others
Silly Jokes and Riddles
student D
Scholastic Sprint Library
One More Miracle
Karate Ace
Danger in Eagle Park
Black and White Jones
Action on Ice
Scholastic Action Library
Best Friends
Sky-Jacked
Wade's Place
Bag Full of Trouble
Wrecker Driver
on the Run
Dave's Double Myster
Ride Along
Cop's Son
The Strikeout Gang Strikes Again
Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 1
Mystery of the Flying Wheel
Tom and Ricky Myster Series 2
The Birthday Present Mystery
The Garage Sale Mystery
The Oil Well Mystery
The Chocolate Machine Mystery
Mystery at Bear Lake
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Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 3
The Junk Car Mystery
The Tall Man Mystery
Fastback Mystery Series
Shootout at Joe's
Series Canada
Burn out
Dope Deal
Runaway
Hot Cars
Dead On
Dirt Bike
No Way
Fair Play
Spin Out
Ice Hawk
Tough Stuff
Amy's Wish
Baby, Baby
Gang War
Snow Ghost
The Beast
Wild Night
Fastback Horror Series
Mad Dog
student E

Scholastic Sprint Library
Danger in Eagle Park
Action on Ice
One More Miracle
Scholastic Action Library
Cl:·ash at Salty Bay
Paramedic Emergency
Jim Hunter Adventures
Jim in Training
The Sniper at Zimba
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The
The
Jim
The

Island of Helos
Desert Chase
and the Sun Goddess
Diamond Smugglers

Series Canada
Fair Play
The Beast
Gang War
Snow Ghost
Dope Deal
No Way
Take Off
Pacemaker Vocational Readers
Give the Kid a Chance
You Know How Children Are
Power on and Start Print
Fitting Right In
Someone for the Summer
Ready to Go
Until Joe Comes Back
The Other Side of the Counter
And It's So Quiet
I'll Try Tomorrow
Fastback Horror Series
Mad Dog
Night Ride
Rally!

A Reading Program

Level B
student F
Scholastic Sprint Library
One More Miracle
Black and White Jones
Scholastic Action Library
Listening In
Between Friends
Paramedic Emergency
Felina
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The Promise Ring
Series Canada
Baby, Baby
Take off
The Beast
No Way
Snow Ghost
Burn Out
Hot Cars
Get Lost
Pacemaker Vocational Readers
Power On and Start Print
Fastback Mystery Series
No Witnesses
A Game for Fools
Cardiac Arrest
Shootout at Joe's
Jamie
Fastback Romance Series
Just Like Everyone Else
Fastback Horror Series
Mad Dog
student G

Scholastic Sprint Library
Black and White Jones
Danger in Eagle Park
one More Miracle
Scholastic Action Library
crash at Salty Bay
Tom and Ricky Mystery se.ries 1
The Gold Coin Mystery
The Thief in the Brown Van
The Mystery in Room 512
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Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 2
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Chocolate Machine Mystery
Oil Well Mystery
Purple Bottle Mystery
Garage Sale Mystery
Motorcycle Race Mystery
Roving Robot Mystery
Secret Code Mystery
Unlucky Number Mystery

Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 3
The Ghost Town Thief
The Purple Bottle Mystery
Diamonds ir. the Sky
The Persian Cat Mystery
The Tall Man Mystery
The Medicine Bottle Mystery
The Blue Mouse Mystery
The Junk Car I<lystery
The Chinese Vase Mystery
The Mystery of the Missing Dogs
The Mystery in the Woods
Fastback Mystery Series
The Diary
Mad Enough to Kill
A Game for Fools
Bill Waite's Will
No Witnesses
Cardiac Arre=.t
Jamie
Fastback Horror Series
Tomb of Horror
Mad Dog

Message for Murder
Night Ride
Fastback Crime and Detection Series
The Kid Who Sold Money
Series Canada
Gang War
Snow Ghost
Dead On
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Amy's Wish
Get Lost
The Beast
Fair Play
Spin Out
Take Off
Break Out
Runaway
Burn out
No Way
Hot Cars
Dope Deal
Get Lost
Others
The Haunted Island
The Haunting at Cliff House

Books Read by Visually Impaired Student
student from January 1, 1988 -June 23, 1989
Scholastic Sprint

Libra~

Karate Ace
The Prize
One More Miracle
Scholastic Action Library
Ni ; ht Driver
Wrecker Driver
Cop's Son
Flying Wheels
On the Run
Dave's Double Mystery
Bag Full of Trouble
The Promise Ring
crash at salty Bay
The Drop In
Series canada
Take Off
The Beast
Ice Hawk
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The Wimp
Runaway
Snow Ghost
No Way
Burn out
Wild One
Gang War
Get Lost
Fair Play
Hot cars
Amy's Wish
Dope Deal
Spi.n Out
Baby, Baby
Tough stuff
Dirt Bike
Dead On
Fastback Mystery Series
Cardiac Arrest
A Game for Fools
Shootout at Joe's
Jamie
Bestsellers III
Counterfeit
I Died Here
Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 1
The Thief' in the Brown Van
Tom and Ricky Mystery Series 2
Mystery at Bear Lake
Tom and Ricky Mystery series 3
The Tall Man Mystery
Fastback Crime and Detection Series
Beginners Luck
The Wet Good-Bye
The Kid Who Sold Money
The Blind Alley
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Fastback Horror Series
The Caller
Guts
Night Games
Night Ride
Mad Dog
Fastback Romance Stories
Just Like Everyone Else
Survival Camp
Others
The cay by Theodore Taylor

Books r Read to Group of seven
McCarthy, Michael J. The Journey Home
Byars, Betsy, The Pinballs
McKay, Claire, Exit Barney McGee
Cunningham, Chet, Apprentice to a Rip-off
Baker, A. Mountain Rescue
* Fitzgerald, Jack, Amazing Newfoundland stories
* Fitzgerald, Jack, Convicted
* Fitzgerald, Jack, Ten Steps to the Gallows
*Scammell, A.R., My Newfoundland
*Scammell, A.R., From Boat to Blackboard

*

Saunders, Gary, Rattles and Steadies

*Miller, Elizabeth, Collection of Ted Russell's Stories
Lorimer, Janet, The Mystery of the Missing Treasure
* Readers Digest, June 1989
* Osborne, Will, 13 Ghosts
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Borisoff, Norman, The Goof-up
Paige, Harry, Wade's Place
Lewis, G.L., Bag Full of Trouble

*

Ellis, Mel, No Man For Murder

Butterworth, William, Sky-Jacked

*

Clark, Margaret Goff, Death at their Heels

Roberts, Lawrence, The Break-in

*
*

Pomeroy, Pete, crash at Salty Bay
Schwartz, Alvin, Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark

King B,

Ledrew P and Porter G,

Out and About,

Crossings,

Openings, Stages, Passages.
Plus parts of many others that I have forgotten.

*

Indicates that only certain selections or parts of the book
were read.
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APPENDIX F
Personal

Reflections of a Reading Teacher

In 1961, at the age of 16, I began my teaching career as
teaching principal of a small United Church two-room school
(grades 1-8) at Flower's Cove on The Great Northern Peninsula.
I spent two years as teaching principal of the Anglican tworoom school (grades 1-9) at Change Islands, my home town.

I

spent one year there as teaching principal of the United ·
Church two-room school (grades 1-9).

I next spent a

y~ar

a similar position at Carmanville Elementary School,
rooms (grades 1-7).

in

five

I then spent four years of my career as

vice-principal of Rocky Harbour Elementary School, 14 rooms,
in Bonne Bay, teaching language and Literature to grades seven
and eight.

I spent the next ten years as an adult education

teacher at the St. Anthony District Vocational School.
During the first nine years of my career as a teacher of
grades 4-9, I met many students who were struggling with the
curriculum because

they were disabled readers.

A high

percentage of them displayed an unhealthy attitude toward
school, failed their grade, were frustrated, and had a very
low self-concept.

It bothered me tremendously that I was

unable to help those students overcome some, if not all, of
their

problems.

Consequent4~,

began

doing

certain

university courses that I felt would better prepare me to at
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least help those students to some degree.
In 1968 I

did an undergraduate course in children 1 s

literature that was really an eye-opener.

Not only did I

realize how ill-prepared I was to help disabled readers, but
for the very first time in my life I began to appreciate the
significance

reading.

~f

Furthermore, the more

boo~s

I read,

the more I realized that something crucial had been omitted
in my schooling.

When another student and I did a survey of

the reading habits and interests of students in a large high
school in st. John's and another in Carmanville, we found that
most children in both schools were virtually non-readers (ie.
they were reading very little beyond their required textbooks).
By the time I had completed the course, I had come to
appreciate in a genuine way the real significance of reading
in a person's life.

Reading, it seemed to me, began soon

after you were born and ended when life ended.
words, reading is a life long process.
primary and elementary schools.

In other

It isn't confined to

Anderson et al. (1985), in

The Report of the Commission on Reading, express its significance very well when they say reading is a basic life skill.
It is a cornerstone for a child • s success in school and,
indeed throughout life.
opportunities

for

Without the ability to read well,

personal

fulfillment

and

job

success

inevitably will be lost (p. 1).
They go on to say reading is important for the society
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as well as the individual.

Economics research has established

that schooling is an investment that forms human capital, that
is, knowledge, skills, and problem-solving ability that have
enduring value (p. 1).
the Classroom:

A

Shor and Freire (1987), in Freire for

Sourcebook for Liberatorv Teaching, stresses

the importance of learning to read by indicating the limitations of the non-literate.

He says that in a

literate

society, to be able to read is a necessary step toward making
decisions and sharing power.

A non-literate person may be

very powerful within a non-literate subculture, but within the
dominant culture a non-reader is marginal.

Shejhe cannot fill

out tests and applications, cannot determine

,_-~at

is contracts

without a trusted adviser who can read, has no access to
information controlled by professionals, and often is denied
the right to vote.

Learning to read gives access to informa-

tion, protection against fraud, and enables participation as
a citizen (p. 215) .
Culyer et al. (1987), in Preventing Reading

Fai~ ure:

A

Prqctical Approach, echo similar feelings when they state that
individuals who cannot read have been denied a right as
fundamental as the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness (p. 3).
After completing my BA(Ed.) degree in 1971, I immediately began to do courses in the M. Ed. programme in Reading/Language Arts at l>lemorial University.

However, in 1973,

I became an adult education teacher, and although I spent ten
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years in this f>OSition, I did only three additional courses
of the M. Ed . programme.

In the meantime, I continued to read

avidly professional journals and books, concerning reading
instruction.
In 1983, when I was faced with a transfer to another job
in ar.Jther community or a lay-off, I chose the latter.

I

spent the ensuing year and a half in limbo, ie. I seriously
considered leaving the teaching profession.

However, by the

end of 1984 I came to the conclusion that I wanted to pursue
more aggressively my two-fold passion -

helping disabled

readers become better readers and introducing literature to
all students. Consequently, I spent from January to August of
1985 continuing my M.Ed. programme.

Excerpts From My Journal

February

3,

1989

One young fellow in my group of seven who is progressing
in reading and reading many books or has read many since
September wanted to know if he could take home a book to his
brother.

My respo:tse was "yes".

When I talked with him

privat.ely, he told me that he has a ten year old brother in
special education in the elementary school who can 1 t read very
well.

Our conversation went something like this.

Teacher:

Why do you want to take a book home to your
brother?

Student:

If he learns to read better,

he ~ ll

get out of
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special education.

He likes the books I take

home; he listens to the tapes.

I can read to

him.
Teacher:

Do you think he can read the books himself?

Student:

Some he can, sir.

Teacher:

~ead

to your brother, let him read himself, get

your parents to read to him, and I'll guide
you.
Student:

Thanks, sir.

Teacher:

How do we learn to read?

student:

By reading, sir.

Teac.h er:

Did you think that before you came to this
school?

student:

No sir, I'm a lot better reader now and I'm
very interested in books.

When this student came back after lunch, he said that his
brother tried to read the book I gave him and he did well.

February 9, 1989
A student in one of my grade seven groups who is doing
quite a bit of reading and who didn't read much before this
year, told me that he brought two of his
book.

frien~s

I asked, "did they do any reading before?"

to get a

He replied,

"No sir, but I told them that they should read and that you
have some real good books in your room."
The three other students in the group, who are in the
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same class, also said that these students didn't read before.
I asked

, "Did they have any trouble to get a book?"

He replied, "No sir, because I told them to read the ones I
have read."

February 22. 1989
I often think about the junior high school teacher I met
at the university last summer.

His

couldn't get his students to read.
they want to do.

problem was that he

My problem is that's all

I mean this: they aren't pretending, they're

reading.

April 4. 1989
Today,

while on corridor duty,

promote reading among students.

I

time to

For instance, I saw one grade

eight girl reading Missing Since Monday.
about the book.

took the

I questioned her

I also found out that she likes to read.

I

encouraged her to come to my room to get a book because I have
a number of good books.

I'm anxious to see if she'll come by.

This girl did come to get several books.

April 28. 1989
When one of my groups came in today, one fellow said,
"Sir, I've read every book that you have on display along the
edge of the blackboard."
display.

There were twenty-five or so on
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May 1, 1989
has become extremely interested in reading the
Canada Series.

She's been reading quite a bit this year, but

recently she's been very much more interested.
Because of my concern for our environment, this week has
been set as.i de by our district to focus on our environment pollution, what we can do to stop pollution, etc.
Therefore, I thought it would be an excellent idea for
language arts.

In the first period this morning, I asked

Group 1 if they were interested.

I suggested that they could

do a poster with write-ups or a short essay - in fact, it was
wide open to them.

We went to the library and salected our

material.
This afternoon in another period when this group was
working at their assignment, one fellow figured that it wasn't
a worthwhile thing.

He thought that it was boring work.

suggested that we do work like the regular grade 7s.

He
One

other fellow thought that it was free time.
Because

th~'

others

were

involved

in their

\'/Ork ~

I

decided that tomorrow I would spend some time with these two
in a free period (ie. my prep period) to let them know what
I'm up to.
For instance, I've been having them use their interests
to do writing.

They've done some excellent work.

They've

been doing reading, researching, writing, etc. all at once.
Perhaps I •ve overdone this but we • ve done many things in
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language arts such as write letters, paragraphs, reports, fill
~ut

forms, applications, and on and on.

May 2. 1989
In yesterday's journal entry, I mentioned how a couple
of my students questioned the usefulness of our language
activity.

This morning after doing certain things with

·(my case study), I asked him two or three questions about the
language work we've been doing lately.

He was very positive,

he said that he learns a lot or finds out a lot when he does
this kind of work, it is interesting and it helps his reading
and writing.
During my prep period I interviewed the two boys individually.

I assured them that language is what we use to

express ourselves; it doesn't matter how we use 1 anguage.

For

example, we can have a painting or a picture, we can gesture,
use the written word, etc.
In
Teacher:

's case, I asked him the following:
If you come lick tc this s=hool next year, what
class do you want to be in?

Student:

I want to be in grade eight: sir.

Teacher:

Please give me two or three good reasons why we
should put you in grade eight next year.

Student:

I have improved my reading very much.

I can write

better and I think I can do the work.
Teacher:

Do you think you're prepared to go to a regular
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class?
student:

Yes, sir, in language and reading, but I have some
trouble with math.

If I can go out, can I come to

you and Mrs. Noel for extra help?
Teacher:

You would need to because it isn't easy at first.
left and went to a regular class after
mid-term.

How is she doing?

Student:

Well, sir.

Teacher:

(naming him).

You will be prepared just as she was

if you do the work we do in class.

I teach grade

7s and 8s languag(· and literature (ie. give them
extra help); therefore, I have a fair idea of what
you'll need for next year.

The writing and all the

activities we've done during the year will prepare
you for a regular class.

What was your problem

yesterday?
Student:

I would rather write than do a poster on pollution.

Teacher:

You weren't really listening well when I said you
could do a number of things.

student:

No, sir.

I realize that now.

Teacher:

How much time did you spend doing worksheets in
reading and language arts before this year?

Student:

A lot, sir.

Teacher:

The experts in reading say that 70% of the time or
seven hours out of every ten that teachers in the
United States teach reading or spend on reading is
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getting students to do worksheets.
is spent reading.

The other 30%

How do you improve your reading?

Student:

By reading, sir.

Teacher:

What do we do in this class?

Student:

We spend a lot of time reading?

Teacher:

Have you improved your reading?

student:

Yes, sir, very much.

Teacher:

What about the other students?

Student:

They have improved a lot, too, sir.

Teacher:

Have we proved what the experts are saying?

For

example, we learn to read by reading?
student:

Yes, sir.

I then mentioned how I am interested in every student doing
what he is interested in, putting a good effort into his work,
and having a good attitude.
Teacher:

You can trust me,

I also said the following:
if you work hard,

you '11 be

prepared for next year.
Student:

I know that, sir.

(Later when I had this group for language arts, they really
did a good job.
headings

on

I showed them how to organize, how to put

the write-ups,

how to

revise,

edit,

select

pertinent information, etc. (ie. individually).
They kept me very busy.
exhausted.

When the period was over, I was

My comment to them was, "You 1 ve done a lot of

work, and I'm proud of it.
our minds to it.")

Look what we can do when we set
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The time spend addressing the concerns of these two boys
was well work the effort.

They both were doing excellent work

and one of them was writing a short essay on the kinds of
pollution.
The student I had the previous conversation with was
integrated with a
subjects.

regular class

in

1988-89

for

certain

Next year we plan to place him in a regular grade

8 class.

Mav 11. 1989
This morning I did not get a 15-minute session with
_____ , my case study, because I had to fill in for another
teacher.

While in this teacher's class for silent reading or

journal writing (first 15 minutes in the morning), I noticed
that some of them were not reading.

Therefore, I sent one of

my former students, a student in this class, to my room to
bring back 8-9 good books.

When she came back, I asked two

boys who ware reading no books at all if they would like to
have one.

Each one replied "yes".

At the end of the period

they wanted to keep the books.
I then told the class that I have a lot of good books in
my room and that they are welcome to come and get one.
recess two boys came to get a book.

During

Dinner hour four girls

came for books.
Today, not only did some grade 8s come to my room for
books but some more grade 7s came.

They told me that they
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didn't know they could come to my room for books.
"We heard you have some read good books here."

They said,
My response

was, "Next year, I have to go to each class early in the year
to let them know."

September 27, 1989
Today I'm with one of my remedial classes (801).

One of

my students whom I taught last year in grade seven told me
that she just completed Don't Call Me sugarbaby by Dorothy
Joan Harris.
diabetes."

She said, "In this book I learned a lot about
The five of us then had a short discussion about

the value of books.
books.

Each of them reads a fair number of

_______ , who started coming to my room last year for

extra help, commented:

"I can - .. nderstand what I read much

better than I could before I came to this room."

Each of them

said, "I never read books before I came to this room."
It is interesting to note the following.
didn 1 t

Although

come to my room until yesterday (we were wondering

whether she needed extra help), she didn 1 t do any reading
until yesterday (so far this year) •
asked, "Are you reading this year."
not yet."

When she came in, I
She replied, "No, sir,

She took a book home and read it in one night.

The first thing I do when each group comes to my room is
take the time to find out what they are now reading.
become a habit.
one.

It has

They may return a book and pick up another
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How I Established credibility in our .school

1.

By being committed to a philosophy and belief that

reading is powerful , that reading changes 1 i ves,

that no

individual should be denied the right to learn to read and
that reading performance and self-esteem are inextricable.
2.
about.

By letting my students know what literature is all
By not being afraid to let my love of literature flow.

3.

By showing a genuine interest in reading.

4.

By being enthusiastic and sometimes even fanatical,

and ensuring that students, colleagues and parents sense these .
feelings.
5.

By creating a mini-library in my classroom that has

something for everyone.
6.

By creating student interest in reading.

7.

By

continually

emphasizing

to

students

and

colleagues the value of recreational reading.
8.

By reading myself and then taking the time to

discuss my readings with students if I felt it might interest
them.
9.

By taking the

time to

listen to students

and

discussing with them books they had read or were reading.
10.

By encouraging my students and regular users of the

mini-library to bring friends.
ll.

By taking books with me when I went to another

class to substitute for a colleague, letting students know
what the books were about, and by inviting them to the mini-
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library to get books.
12.

By

taking

the

time

to

assist

colleagues

in

selecting appropriate reading material for their students.
For example, during the 1988-89 school year, one grade seven
teacher came to the mini-library regularly to get books for
his students.

Consequently, he "turned on" many of them to

recreational reading and they then came to the mini-library
themselves to get books.
13.

By helping students select refe·rence material for

their individual assignments.
14.

By being a

friend to a student rather than an

authoritarian figure.
15.

By displaying a genuine interest in students and

trying to cater to them.

For example, if a student liked a

book but was unable to read it, I taped it for him.
16.
who I am.

By not being afraid that my students would find out
For example, if when reading a book to them, I

choked up or a tear fell on the page, so be it.
17.

By making sure that my students s€e me read.

18.

By never intentionally turning a student away.

19.

By working very hard as chairman of our book fairs

to ensure that we sold as many books as possible.
20.

By frequently altering my lesson plans to accommo-

date students who loved to read and/ or be read to.

For

example, sometimes a group will come in and ask if they can
read rather than do some other activity.

I almost invariably
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let them read and read myself.

Later in the period, we share

what we have read.

How I created a

in My Classroom

Ml~i-Library

In September of 1985, I started with approximately so
high-interest, low-vocabulary books that were in our school
library, my classroom, and a colleague's classroom.
out, my principal has been a strong supporter.

Through-

Very early in

the fall of '85 I suggested to him the necessity of having
books in our school that students who were below grade level
could read and that could be used to motivate non-readers.
By early January of 1986, we received our first 100 books,
most of the Action Libraries published by Scholastic.
At first,
allocated

to

each year,
special

he gave me part of the money

needs

students

to

purchase

books.

However, now that the mini-library is catering to a growing
number of students, he gives me part of the library grant to
order books.
our part-time librarian has been very cooperative in
that he frequently uses part of the library grant to buy
recreational reading material for students who are below grade
level in reading and for any student who needs to be "turned
on" to reading.

Quite often, he sought my opinion or asked

me to help select certain books for the library.
over the past two years ·our school has sponsored four
book fairs that have made available to our students books to
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the value of approximately $6,500.

Thesa fairs not only put

a large number of books in the mini-library but many were
added to the school library.

Our two-for-one book fair in May

of 1989 was an overwhelming success.

Although we got no books

for our two libraries, our students purchased approximately
550 books.
I have become very familiar with some of the reading
material in our school library, and I use it constantly.

I

take books from there and put them on display in the minilibrary (in most instances only after I have become at least
partially familiar with them).
The librarians at our public library have been invaluable to my setting up a mini-library.

Not only did I rely on

them at first when I had only a few books, but they continue
to get books for me.

For example, if they don't have the

books I request, they will try every public library in the
province.
Occasionally, our mini-library is blessed by the generosity of our students who like to share the books they have
read with others by putting them in our library.
some books by soliciting.

I also get

For. example, while I was attending

a workshop in April, our special needs coordinator intimated
that she possibly had a little money available that she could
use to buy a small number of books for our school.

Later when

I made my request she decided to buy the remaining ten Tom and
Ricky books that we did not have.
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There are more than books in our mini-library.

Each day

as I am finished with The Evening Telegram at home, I bring
it to school.

Each week I purchase a copy of the local

newspaper, The Gulf News.

I also get magazines from the

school library, Mrs. Gaudon, the itinerant teacher for the
visually impaired, a colleague, and a family member.
Four years ago I started with 50 books and a couple of
bookcases.

Today I have 500 books {refer to Appendix F), two

large bookshelves, a magazine stand, an6 a bookstand.

I also

have magazines, newspapers, comics, and tape recordings of
high interest/low vocabulary books.

Oth6r Things I Do to Promote Recreational Reading

1.

Throughout the day when a new group comes to me for

instruction, the first thing they do is bring back their books
and get another.

It's as habitual as leaving when the bell

rings.
2.

It is a common practice for me to discuss with them

some book I've read or another student has mentioned to me.
They,

in turn,

reading.

give me an idea about the book they are

Quite often, I will ask, "Are you over to the part

where .•. ? 11 or "What do you think of that character
3.

....

?II

Quite often I get carried away and I give a lecture

concarning what literature is, the values of reading, and as
I do, I refer to books I've read and ones they've read.
4.

If I think a certain book is good, I'll often ask
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a student to read it to find out.

I also say, "I'm pretty

sure you won't bring it back without reading it. 11
5.

When I 1 m on corridor duty I

often check with a

student.

I may ask one of the following types of questions:

(a)

You haven't come to get a book for awhile; we have
a

few new ones; perhaps you would like to read

them.
(b)

Are you continuing to read as much as you did last
year?

(c)

Did you or are you enjoying the book you got in my
room yesterday?

(d)

Why don 1 t
book.

you come to my room sometime to get a

We have some excellent books or that's what

other students are saying.
(e)

Are you doing well in grade nine this year?
are you doing in literature/language?

How

You read a

lot last year; keep it up because that will most
certainly help you do better in language/literature.
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APPENDIX G

Journals for Reading Teachers

I prefer journals 1-7 for practical ideas, number 8 for
the advertising of professional books and conferences, and
numbers 9-14 for the latest research.

Subscription rates

given are for individuals for 1989.
1.

The Reading Teacher
A journal of the International Reading Association.
International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. Box 8139

Newark, Delaware 19714-8139
$30.00
2.

U.S.A.

u.s.

Journal of Reading

A journal of the International Reading Assoication for
junior high, senior high and college teachers.
International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. Box 8139

Newark, Delaware
$30.00

3.

u.s.

19714-8139

U.S.A.

The Ohio Reading Teacher

A journal of the Ohio Council of the International
Reading Association.
OCIRA Treasurer
4391 Neville Road
South Euclid, Ohio
$10.00

u.s.

44121

U.S.A.
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4.

The Florida Reading Quarterly
A publication of the Florida Reading Association.
Jean Sherill Membership Secretary
P.O. Box 14923
Orlando, Florida 32814-9423 u.s.A.

u.s.

$15.00
5.

Reading Horizons

Published by the College of Education, Western Michigan
University.
Reading Horizons
Western MichigaP- University
Kalamazoo, M~chigan 49008 U.S.A.
$14.00 u.s.
6.

Remedial and Special Education
Pro-Ed
8700 School Creek Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78758-6897 U.S.A.
$35.00

7.

u.s.

Language Arts

Published
English.

by

the

National

1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois
$35.00
8.

u.s.

61801

Council

of

Teachers

U.S.A.

Reading Today
Published by the International Reading Association.
International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. Box 8139
Newark, Delaware 19714-8139
$18.00 u.s.

U.S.A.

of
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9.

Reading Research Quarterly
A journal of the International Reading Association.
International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. Box 8139
Newark, Delaware 19714-8139 u.s.A.
$9.00 u.s.

10.

Reading Impt·,wement
Published by Project Innovation.
Project Innovation
1362 Santa cruz
Chula Vista, California
$10.00 u.s.

11.

92010

U.S.A.

Reading Psychology

An International Quarterly in association with the
Department of Education, University of North Carolina at
Asheville; Department of Educational Curriculum and Instruction, Texas A&M University; and the College of Education,
Arizona state University.
Reading Psychology
Hemisphere Publishing Corporation
1101 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20005-3521 U.S.A.
$29.00 u.s.
12.

Reading Research and Instruction
The journal of the College Reading Association.
Robert B. Cooter
Publications Business Manager
College Reading Association
Bowling Green State University
576 Education Building
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 U.S.A.
$35.00 u.s.
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13.

Journal of Reading Behavior
Published by the National Reading Conference.
The National Reading Conference
llE Hubbard Street
suite 200
Chicago, Ilinois 60611 U.S.A.
$60.00 u.s.

14.

Reading-Canada Lecture
The canadian Journal of Reading.
Reading-Canada-Lecture
Barbara J. Rennie, Managing Editor
Faculty of Education
Ed T608, University of Calgary
2500 University Drive, N.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
$35.00 CN

Resource Materials I Use
1.

Books - refer to Appendix E.

2.

Scholastic Action Unit Books I, II and III
Scholastic Double Action Unit Books I and II
Scholastic Triple Action Unit Books I and II
Scholastic-Tab Publications
123 Newkirk Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 3G5

3.

Reading Laboratory Developmental 2, 1987
For remedial and special education students grades 4-8.
Science Research Associates (Canada) , Ltd.
707 Gordon Baker Road
Willowdale, Ontario
M2H 256
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4.

Spotlight on Reading, 1984
Britannica Learning Materials
P.O. Box 2249
Britannica Place
Cambridge, Ontario
N3C 3N4

5.

The curious Reader. Book I
Science Research Associates (Canada), Ltd.
Science Research Associates (Canada), Ltd.
707 Gordon Baker Road
Willowdale, Ontario
M2H 2S6

6.

The Remedial Writing Teacher's Handbook, 1982
J. Weston Walch, Publisher.

7.

Language Skills Practice Books, B. c and D
Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
N. Billerica, MA 01862-2589

8.

Writing For a Reason, I. II and III
Ginn and Company
3771 Vi=toria Park Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
MlW 2P9

9.

Caught Reading, Books 1-7
Ginn and Company
3771 Victoria Park Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
M1W 2P9

10.

Reading Literature
Ginn and Company
3771 Victoria Park Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
M1W 2P9

U.S.A.
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11.

Brigance
Practice

Prescriptive

Study

Skills:

Strategies

&

Ginn and Company
3771 Victoria Park Avenue
Scarborough, ontario
M1W 2P9
12.

The New Reading Teacher's Book of Lists
By Donna Lee Fountoukidis et al., 1985.

13.

Reading for Concepts
By William Liddle, 1970.

14.

Books A, G and H.

Dictionary of Basic Words
By Perry A. Day, 1969 plus other dictionaries.

15.

Newspapers

16.

The Evening Telegram
The Gulf News - Port aux Basques and area local newspaper.
Magazines
Popular Science
Canadian Geographic
National Geographic
Ranger Rick
Hockey Digest

17.

Encyclopedias
World Book Encyclopedia
Compton's Encyclopedia
Britannica Junior Encyclopedia

18.

catalogues
Sears
Canadian Tire

19.

Western Newfoundland Telephone Book

20.

Three tape recorders and earphones.

21.

A number of tape recorded books, ie. ones I taped.

22.

Map of Newfoundland.
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23.

Map of North America, plus any others I wish to use.

24.

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

25.

Any other material in our school.

B~oks

Seven
Eight
Seven
Eight
Seven
Eight

Health Science Textbook
Health Science Textbook
Literature Texts
Literature Texts
Social studies Texts
Social Studies Texts

in our Mini-Library

High Interest/Low Vocabulary Books
Scholastic Tab Publications Ltd.
123 Newkirk Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario
L4C 3G5
Pomeroy, Pete.
(1972).
Scholastic Book services.

Crash At Salty Bay.
Reading Level 2.5-2.9.

New York:

Hasinbiller, Dolly. ( 1977) •
The Strange Notion and Other
Stories.
Toronto:
Scholastic Book Services, 127 pages.
Reading Level 2.5-2.9.
Mann, Peggy. (1976). Girl Alone. Toronto:
Services, 95 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.

Scholastic Book

Butterworth, William E. (1979).
Wrecke~ Driver.
Toronto:
Scholastic Book Services, 93 pages. Reading Level 3.0-3.4.
Paige, Harry. (1973).
Wade's Place.
Toronto:
Scholastic
Book Services, 94 pages. Reading Leading 3.0-3.4.
Dee, M.M.
The Mystery of the Pink House.
Toronto:
Scholastic Book Services, 93 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
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Kropp, Paul. (1987). Head Lock. Don Mills, Ontario: Collier
MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 89 pages. Reading Level 3.0-4.5.
Kropp, Paul. (1987). Get Lost. Don Mills, Ontario: Collier
MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 89 pages. Reading Level 3.0-4.5.
omkaro, Prem. (1988).
Nine Lives.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 82 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Ibbitson, John. (1985).
The Wimp.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 91 pages. Reading Level 3.04. 5.

Godfrey, Martyn. (~987).
Wild Night.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 90 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5
Godfrey, Martyn. (1987).
Rebel Yell.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan canada, Ltd., 89 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Bell, William. (1987).
Metal Head.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan canada, Ltd., 89 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Godfrey, Martyn. (1985).
Ice Hawk.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 91 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Godfrey, Martyn. (1984).
The Beast.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 91 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Godfrey, Martyn. (1985).
Fire · Fire!
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan Canada, Ltd., 91 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
Godfrey, Martyn. (1988).
Break Out.
Don Mills, Ontario:
Collier MacMillan canada, Ltd., 89 pages. Reading Level 3.04.5.
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M1W 2P9
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane; Kelley, Marjorie, L.: and Scott, Corin
Cody. (1986). Caught Reading the First Time. Castro Vallev,
California: Quercus corporation, 80 pages. Reading Level:
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane~~ ~1. (1986). Caught Reading the Second
Time.
Castro Valley, California:
Quercus Corporation, 80
pages. Reading Level 1.0-1.7.
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986).
Time.
Castro Valley, California:
pages. Reading Level 1.8-2.1.

Caught Reading the Third
Quercus Corporation, 82

Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986). Caught Reading the Fourth
Time.
Castro Valley, California:
Quercus Corporation, 80
pages. Reading Level 2.2-2.5.
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986).
Time.
Castro Valley, California:
pages. Reading Level 2.5-3.0.

Caught Reading the Fifth
Quercus Corporation, 86

Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986).
Time.
castro Valley, California:
pages. Reading Level 2.0-3.5.

Caught Reading the Sixth
Quercus Corporation, 80

Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986). caught Reading the Seventh
Time.
Castro Valley, California:
Quercus corporation, 82
pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane et al. (1986).
Red-Handed Rock.
Castro
Valley, California: Quercus Corporation, 109 pages. Reading
Level 3.5-4.0 ~
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane. (1968). Heads Up at Clear Lake. Castro
Valley, California: Quercus Corporation, 127 pages. Reading
Level 1.7.
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane. (1986).
Earth Quake!
Castro Valley .~
Calif,:>rnia:
Quercus Corporation, 112 pages.
Reading Level
2.5.
Bledsoe, Lucy Jane. (1986).
Playing With Fire.
Valley. California: Quercus Corporation, 111 pages.
Level 3.0.

Castro
Reading
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Bledsoe, Lucy Jane. (1986).
Night Lights.
California:
Quercus Corporation, 96 pages.
2 .1.

Castro Valley,
Read i !'lg Level
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Wright, Bob. (1984). Tom and Ricky and the Diamonds in the
Sky.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc., 44
pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1984).
Tom and Ricky and the Mystery in the
Woods. California: Academic Therapy Publications, Inc., 43
pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. ( 1.984) .
Tom and Ricky and the Persian Cat
Mystery.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc.,
44 pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1984). Tom and Ricky and the Tall Man Mystery.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc., 43 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1.985). Tom and Ricky and the Ghost Town Thief.
California:
High Noon Books, 44 pages. Reading Level 2.02.2.
Wright, Bob. (1985).
Tom and Ricky and the Mystery of the
Missing Dogs.
California:
High Noon Books, 44 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1985).
Tom and Ricky and the Mystery of the
Stolen Rings.
California:
High Noon Books, 44 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1.985).
Tom and Ricky and the Mystery of the
Stolen Necklace.
California:
High Noon Books, 44 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1983). Tom and Ricky and t _he Gold Coin Robbery.
California: High Noon Books, 44 pages. Reading Level 1.5.
Wright, Bob. (1984).
Tom and Ricky and the Hang Glider
Mystery.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc.,
44 pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1983). Tom and Ricky and a Voice in the Night.
California: High Noon Boks, 44 pages. Reading Level 1.5.
Wright, Bob. {1984).
Tom and Ricky and the Blue Mouse
Mystery.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc.,
44 pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
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Wright, Bob. (1983}. Tom and Ricky and tne Mystery in Room
512. California: High Noon Books, 44 p.3(;es. Reading Level
l . 5.

Wright, Bob. (1983). Tom and Ricky and the Thief in the Brown
van. California: High Noon Books, 44 pages. Reading Level
l . 5.

Wright, Bob. (1985) • Tom and Ricky and the Medicine Bottle
Mystery. California: High Noon Books, 44 pages. Reading
Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1984). Tom and Ricky and the Ghost at Land's
End.
California:
Academic Therapy Publications, Inc., 44
·pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1984).
Tom and Ricky and the Chinese Vase
Mystery. california: Academic Therapy Publications, Inc.,
44 pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. ( 1984) • Tom and Ricky and the Purple aottle
Mystery. California: Academic Therapy Publications, Inc.,
44 pages. Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Wright, Bob. (1984). Tom and Ricky and the Junk Car Mystery.
California: Academ~c Therapy Publications, Inc., 44 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.2.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. (1977).
Jim in
Training.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 62
pages. Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. ( 197"1').
The diamond
Smugglers. Belmont, California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 64
pages. Reading Level 1.0-3.-o.
Butterworth, Ben and stockdale, Bill. (1977). The Sniper at
Ziml:_'!· Belmont, California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 64 pages.
Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. (1977). The Island of
Helos. Belmont, California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 64 pages.
Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. (1977).
The Desert
Chase. Belmont, California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 64 pages.
Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. (1977).
The Missing
Aircraft.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 62
pages. Reading Level 1.0-3.-o.
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Butterworth, Ben and St0ckdale, Bill. (1977). The Temple of
Mantos.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc. I ao
pages. Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Butterworth, Ben and Stockdale, Bill. (197i). Jim and the Sun
Goddess.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 30
pages. Reading Level 1.0-3.-0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. (1984). Murder Behind the Wheel. Belmont,
California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 74 pages. Reading Level
3.5-4.0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. {1984).
The Payoff Game.
Belmont, California: Pitman Learning, Inc., 75 pages. Reading Level 3.54.0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. (1984).
Hit Man.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 74 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. (1984).
Kidnap!
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 74 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. {1984).
Break-In.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 74 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
Eisenberg, Lisa. (1984). On the Run.
Belmont, California:
Pitman Learning, Inc., 74 pages. Reading Level 3.5-4.0.
Belmont,
Jerrome, Edward G. {1972).
Tales of Railroads.
California:
Fearon Pitman Publishers, Inc., 32 pages.
Reading Level 2.0-2.5.
Jerrome, Edward G. (1970).
California:
Fearon Pitman
Reading Level 2.0-2.5.
Jerrome, Edward G.
California:
David
Level 2.0-2.5.

s.

Jerrome, Edward G.
California:
David
Level 2.0-2.5.

s.

Tales of Escape.
Publishers, Inc.,

Belmont,
32 pages.

Tales of Flying.
Lake Putlishers, 32 pages.

Belmont,
Reading

Tales of Pirates.
Lake Publishers, 32 pages.

Belmont,
Reading

{1970).

(1973).

Tales of Explorers.
Belmont,
Jerrome, Edward G. {1973).
32
pages.
California:
Fearon Pitman Publishers, Inc.,
Reading Level 2.0-2.5.
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Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976). Until Joe Comes
Back.
Belmont, California:
David s. Lake Publishers, 62
pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976). Someone for the
summer.
Belmont, Cal i.fornia:
David s. Lake Publishers, 61
pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976).
Readv to Go.
Belmont, California:
David s. Lake Publishers, 60 pages.
Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976).
The Other Side
of the Counter.
Belmont, California:
David S. Lake Publishers, 61 pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1972). Fitting Right In.
Belmont, California:
David s. Lake Publishers, 62 pages.
Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. ( 1976).
Power On and
Start Print. Belmont, California: David s. Lake Publishers,
62 pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976).
You Know How
Children Are. Belmont, California: DavidS. Lake Publishers,
62 pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976).
Give The Kid a
Chance.
Belmont, California:
David s. Lake Publishers, 61
pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn. (1976).
I'll Trv
Tomorrow. Belmont, California: David s. Lake Publishers, 62
pages. Reading Level 2.0.
Glasner, Lynne and Thypin, Marilyn.
Quiet.
Belmont, California:
David
pages. Reading Level 2.0.

(1976).
And It's So
Lake Publishers, 62

s.
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Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, s.; Coleman, James c.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967). Submarine Rescue.
Palo Alt.,,
California: Field Educational Publications, Inc., 73 pages.
Reading Level 2.4.
Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, S.; Coleman, James C.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967).
Rocket Divers.
Palo Alto,
California: Field Educational Publications, Inc., 98 pages.
Reading Level 5.0.
Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, S.; Coleman, James C.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967). The Pearl Divers.
Palo Alto,
California: Field Educational Publications, Inc., 89 pages.
Reading Level 2.8.
Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, S.; Coleman, James C.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967).
Treasure Under the sea.
Palo
Alto, California:
Field Educational Publications, Inc., 74
pages. Reading Level 2.1.
Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, S.; Coleman, James C.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967). Whale Hunt.
Palo Alto, California:
Field Educational Publications, Inc., 98 pages.
Reading Level 4.7.
Berres, Frances, B.; Briscoe, William, S.; Col ~man, James C.;
and Hewett, Frank M. (1967).
The Sea Hunt.
Palo Alto,
California: Field Educational Publications, Inc . , 65 pages.
Reading Level 1.8.
Bammon, Henry; O'Dell, William; and Whitehead, Robert. (1970).
Planet of the Whistlers.
Westchester, Illinois:
Benefic
Press, 72 pages. Reading Level 4.0.
Bammon, Henry and Whitehead, Robert. (1965). Viking Treasure.
Chicago: Benefic Press, 72 pages. Reading Level 6.0.
Bammon, Henry; Kennedy, Leonard; and Whitehead, Robert.
Mystery Adventure of the Talking Statues.
west(1969).
chester, Illinois:
Benefic Press, 96 pages.
Reading Level
2.0 • .
Bammon, Henry; Kennedy, Leonard; and Whitehead, Robert.
Mystery Adventure at Cave Four.
westchest ..~r,
(1973).
Illinois: Benefic Press, 96 pages. Reading Level 3.0.
Bammon, Henry and Whitehead, Robert. (1964). The Search :Eor
Reading Level
Piranha.
Atlanta:
Benefic Press, 72 pages.
4.0.
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Books for students Reading at a Grade Five Level or Above

Byars, Betsy. (1970).
The Summer of the Swans.
Scholastic Book Services, 140 pages.

New York:

Ballard, Robert D. (1988). Explorting the Titanic.
Madison Press Books, 64 pages.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. (1987).
Scholastic Inc., 123 pages.

Haunted

Island.

Toronto:
New York:

Godfrey, Martyn. (1988).
Send in Ms. Teeny Wonderful.
York: Scholastic Job Publications Ltd., 168 pages.
Eisenberg, Lisa and Hall, Kathy. ( 1988} .
New York: Scholastic Inc., 194 pages.

New

101 Ghost Jokes.

Lorimer, Janet. (1987). The Mystery of the Missing Treasure.
New York: Scholastic Inc., 103 pages.
McCarthy, Michael J. (1978). The Journey Home. Toronto:
MacMillan Company of Canada Limited, 146 pages.

The

MacKay, Claire. (1987).
Ext Barney McGee.
Richmond Hill:
Scholastic- Tab Publications ltd., 135 pages.
Whitney, Phyllis, A. (1975}.
Mystery of the Scowling Boy.
New York: The New American Library Inc., 174 pages.
Cooper, M.E. {1987). Couples #26 Head Over Heels.
Scholastic Inc., 188 pages.

New York:

Pfeffer, Susan Beth. (1988). The Year Without Michael.
York: Bantam Books, 164 pages.
Pearson, Kit. (1988). A Handful of Time.
Books Canada Ltd., 186 pages.
Singer, A.L. (1988).
Inc., 148 pages.

License to Drive.

Markham:

New York:

New

Penguin

Scholastic

Kenyon, Kate. (1987). Junior High #2 Class Crush.
Scholastic Inc., 172 pages.

New York:

Mazer, Norma Fox. (1982).
Scholastic Inc., 199 pages.

New York:

When We First Met.

Collier, Christopher and Collier, James L. (1987). Jump Ship
to Freedom. New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 198 pages.
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Smucker, Barbara. (1983). Underground to Canada.
Penguin Books Ltd., 142 pages.

Middlesex:

Martin, Ann M. (1987).
Missing Since Monday.
Scholastic Inc., 166 pages.

New York:

Carrigue, Sheila. (1978).
Between
Bradbury Press, Inc., 156 pages.

New

Friends.

York:

Sharmat, Marjorie. (1985). How to Meet a Gorgequs Guy.
York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 148 pages.
Lester, Julius. (1968).
Inc., 156 pages.

To Be A Slave.

Paterson, Katherine. (1986).
Avon Books, 178 pages.

New York:

New

scholastic

Come Sing, Jimmy Jo.

New York:

Lunn, Janet. (1986).
Shadow in Hawthorn Bay.
Penguin Books Canada Ltd., 216 pages.

Markham:

Sachs, Marilyn. ( 1988) •
Books, 135 pages.

Almost Fifteen.

New York:

Avon

Osbourne, Will. ( 1988) . 13 Ghosts: Strange But True Stories.
New York: Scholastic Inc., 86 pages.
Ransom, Candice F. ( 1988) .
Scholastic Inc., 184 pages.

Going on Twelve.

New York.:

Ferguson, Jane. (1981).
A Book of Disasters.
Scholastic Publications Ltd., 128 pages.
Wright, Betty Ren. (1987).
Scholastic Inc., 105 pages.

Christina's 'Ghost.

Waltch, Lilla M. (1968). Mystery of the Inca cave.
Scholastic Book Services, 144 pages.

London:
New York:
New York:

Taylor, Mildred D. (1978).
Roll of Thunder. Hear My Cry.
New York: Bantam Books Inc., 210 pages.
Harris, Dorothy Joan. (1987). Even If It Kills Me. Richmond
Hill: Scholasti~-Tab Publications Ltd., 197 pages.
Avi. (1981). A Place Called Ugly.
Services, 136 pages.

New York:

Scholastic Book

DeClements, Barthe and Greimes, Christopher. (1988).
Trouble. New York: Scholastic Inc., 168 pages.

Double
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Blyton, Enid. (1983).
The Sea of
MacMillan Children's Books, 192 pages.

Adventure.

London:

Harris, Mark J. (1986). Confessions of a Prime Time Kid.
York: Avon Books, 135 pages.
Hughes, Monica. (1982). Ring-Rise Ring-Set.
Children's Books Ltd., 122 pages.
Hiller, B.B. (1986).
The Karate Kid,
Scholastic inc., 136 pages.
Homeroom.

Norton, Nancy.
(1988).
Inc., 170 pages.
Burnett, Frances H.
96 pages.

Sara crewe.

London:

Methuen

New York:

Part II.

Scholastic

New York:

New York:

New

Scholastic Inc.,

Powell, Dorothy M. (1977).
Caotives of Cauldron Cave.
Richmond Hill: Scholastic-Tab Publications, 153 pages.
Jonson, Robin. (1987).
Inc., 94 pages.

Horse Stories.

Chicago:

Kids Books,

Hill, Douglas. (1S87). The Last Legionary Book Two Death Wing
Over Veynaa. New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 144 pages.
William, Kate. (1985).
Books, 152 pages.
Taylor, Theodore.
144 pages.

Head over Heels.

(1970).

Lykken, Laurie. ( 1988) .
Books, 167 pages.

The Cay.

New York:

Priceless Love.

Pascal, Francine. (1986).
Bantam Books, 150 pages.

Toronto:

Bantam

Avon Books,

Toronto:

Bantam

Too Good To Be True.

Toronto:

Cooney, Linda A. (1988). Class of '89 Sophomore.
Scholastic Inc., 220 pages.

New York:

Ellis, carol. (1988).
Inc., 156 pages.

Fighting Back.

New York:

Sobol, Donald J. (1967).
Two-Minute Mysteries.
Scholastic Inc., 160 pages.

Scholastic
l~ew

York:

Sobol, Donald J. (1975).
Still More Two-Minute Mysteries.
New York: Scholastic Inc., 126 pages.
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Pascal, Francine.
Books, 166 pages.

(1988).

Trouble Maker.

Toronto:

Bantam

Kenyon, Kate. (1988).
The Revolt of the Eighth Grade.
York: Scholastic Inc., 172 pages.

New

Kenyon, Kate. (1988).
The Great Eighth Grade Switch.
York: Scholastic Inc., 153 pages.

New

Davis, Leslie. (1988).
149 pages.
Pascal, Francine.
Books, 182 pages.

Pretending.

(1986).

Pascal, Francine. (19SS).
Books, 137 pages.

DtJuble Love.

Adorable

The Karate Kid.

Cooney, Caroline B. (1988).
Scholastic Inc., 169 pages.
Blume, Judy. (1974).
pages.

Toronto:

Slam Book Fever.

Shyer, Marlene F. (1983).
Scholastic Inc., 182 pages.
Hiller, B.B. (1984).
Inc., 131 pages.

New York Scholastic Inc.,

Deenie.

Decisions.

Gioffre, Marisa. (1985).
Inc., 185 pages.

Starstruck.

New

York:

Dell Publishing, 143

Toronto:

Bantam Books,

New York:

Devil By The Sea.

Little, Jean. (1972).
Publishers, 201 pages.

From Anna.
What

York:

Scholastic

Nights.

Bawden, Nina. (1978).
Books, 173 pages.

Rowowsky, Cabby F. (1976).
Franklin Watts, 137 pages.

Bantam

New

New York:

New York:

Pascal, Francine. (1988).
167 pages.

Toronto:

Sunday.

Summer

Bantam

New York:

New York:
Abt.:-ut

Lowry, Lois. (1977).
A Summer to Die.
Mifflin Company, 154 pages.

Scholastic

Harper & Row

Me?
Boston:

Thiele, Colin. (1976).
The Hammel-head Light.
Harper & Row, Publishers, 109 pages.

Avon

New

York:

Houghton
New York:
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Roth, David. (1972).
The Winds of
Abelard-Schuman Limited, 192 pages.

New

Summer.

Toronto:

Downie, Alice and John. (1971).
Honor Bound.
Oxford University Press, 192 pages.
Mowat, Farley, (1966).
Toronto: McClelland and

1-'he

Curse of the Viking Gnave.
Limited, 243 pages.

StE:'~Tart

Byars, Betsy. (1973). The Winged Colt of Casa Mia.
The Viking Press, 128 pages.
Daly, Maureen. (1986).
Inc., 164 pages.

York:

Acts of Love.

New York:

Langford, Cameron. (1985).
The Winter
Toronto: MacMillan of canada, 222 pages.

of

New York:
Scholastic

the

Fisher.

MacKay, Claire. ( 1974).
Mini-Bike Hero.
Richmond Hill,
Ontario: Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd., 105 pages.
Wilson, Eric. (1981).
The Ghost at Lunenburg Manor.
Mills, Ontario: Totem Books, 117 pages.

Don

Blume, Judy. (1987).
Just as Long as We're Together.
York: orchard Books, 296 pages.

New

Schurfranz, Vivian. (1988). Cheerleaders #46 overboard.
York: Scholastic Inc., 153 pages.

New

Collier, Christopher and Collier, James Lincoln. (1976).
Bloody Country. New York: Scholastic Inc., 181 pages.

The

Gunnery, Sylvia. (1986). We're Friends, Aren't We? Richmond
Hill: Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd., 166 pages.
Hinton, S.E. (1967).
The Outsiders.
lishing Co., Inc., 156 pages.
Fast, Howard. {1961).
Books, Inc., 202 pages.

New York:

April Morning.

Forbes, Esther. (1968).
Johnny Tremain.
Publishing Co., Inc., 256 pages.
Somers, Beverly. (
Books, 155 pages.

~ 85).

Why Me?

Dell Pub-

New York:
New York:

New York:

Hughes, Monica. (1978).
The Ghost Dance Caper.
Methuen Publications, 146 pages.

Bantam
Dell

Silhouette
Landor.:
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McNamara, John. (1984). Revenge of the Nerd.
Publishing co., Inc., 118 pages.
Bunting, Eve. (1979).
Services, 76 pages.

Iceberg!

New York:

New York:

Scholastic Book

Wilson, Er.ic. (1984).
The Kootenay Kidnapper.
Collins Publishers, 108 pages.
Hughes, Monica. (1982).
The Isis Pedlar.
Children's Books Ltd., 121 pages.

Dell

Don Mill.-::

London:

Metheun

Kropp, Paul. (1986).
Justin, Jay - Jay and the Juvenile
Dinkent.
Richmond Hill:
Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd.,
112 pages.
Evslin, Bernard: Evslin Dorothy: and Hooper, Ned. (1967).
Heroes and Monsters of Greek Myth.
~~ew York:
Scholastic
Inc., 112 pages.
Kidd, Ronald. (1982).
165 pages.

Dunker.

New York:

Bantam Books.: Inc.,

Evslin, Bernard. (1968).
The .Adventures of Ulysses.
York: Scholastic Inc., 172 pages.
Sleator, William. (1979).
Scholastic Inc., 154 pages.

Into

Korman, Gordon. (1981).
I
Scholastic Inc., 182 pages.

Want To Go Home.

the

Dream.

New

York:

New York:

McFarlane, Leslie.
(1975).
The Dynamite Flynns.
Methuen Publications, 126 pages.
Lawrence, Louise. (1985). Children. of the Dust.
Bodley Head Ltd., 168 pages.

New

Toronto:

London:

The

Pirot, Alison Lohans. (1986).
Can You Promise Me Spring?
Richmond Hill: Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd., 177 pages.
Mazer, Norma Fox.
Books, 249 pages.

(1987).

O'Dell, Scott. (1980).
Inc., 230 pages.

After the Rain.

Sarah Bishop.

New York:

New York:

Avon

Scholastic

Greenwood, Barbara. (1984). A Question of Loya lty. Richmond
Hill: Scholastic-Tab Publications, Ltd., 185 pages.
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Fifteen at Last.

Ransom, Candice F. (1987).
Scholastic Inc., 171 pages.
cusick, Richie T. ( 1988) •
tic., 212 pages.

The Lifeguard.

Cleary, Beverly. (1980). Fifteen.
and Company, Inc., 190 pages.

New York:

New York:

New York:
Scholas-

William Morrow

Chase, Emily. ( 1988) .
The Girls of Canby Hall - Surprise!
New York: Scholastic, Inc., 172 pages.
Rubin, susan. (1986).
Walk With Danger.
houette Books, 157 pages.

New York:

Sil-

Petersen, P.J. (1982). Nobody Else Can Walk It For You.
York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 215 pages.
Houston, James. (1986). Ice Swords.
Stewart Limited, 149 pages.

Toronto:

Godfrey, Martyn. (1984).
Ali~n War Flames.
Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd., 142 pages.

New

McClelland and
Richmond Hill:

Greenwald, Sheila. (1980). It All Began With Jane Eyre.
York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 123 pages.

New

Sutherland, Robert. (1978). The Loon Lake Murders. Richmond
Hill: Scholastic-Tab Publications, Ltd., 121 pages.
Diton, Franklin w. (1987). Hardy Boys No. 7 Deathgame.
York: Pocket Books, 151 pages.

New

Clark, Joan. (1981).
The Hand of Robin Sguires.
Clarke, Irwin & Company, Ltd., 145 pages.

Toronto:

Spielberg. Steven. (1985). The Goonies Story Book.
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 85 pages.

New York:

Kjelgaard, Jin. (1972).
Services, 204 pages.
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APPENDIX H
Instructional Materials

Book Report Form

Copy of Book Report Form I Used With Seven Students
1.
·2.

What is the title of. the book?
Who is the author?

3.

Tell what happened in the book.

4.

Which person in the book was the most important?

5.

What was the most important character like?

6.

What did you learn about life or people by reading this
book?

.7.

Do you like the book?

8.

Would you recommend the book to a friend?
not?

Why?

Why or why not?
Why or why

Note:
I work hard to create interest in reading, therefore, I do not
have my students become slaves to meaningless book reports.
We were half way through the year before we did this only once
or twice. Furthermore, I sat with each student individually
and took the time to help him/her answer the questions. I was
also very familiar with the books the students read.
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sample of Kinds of Questions to Ask in Reading

Samples of literal, inferentiaJ. and creative questions,
taken from Preventing Reading Failure: A Practical Approach
by Richard c. Culyer III, and Gail B. Culyer, p. 619-626.
Lanham, MD, 1987, University Press of America, Inc.
Literal comprehension involves merely the parroting
of specific information gained by reading the lines. Consider
the following sentence:
Tom put on his hat, coat, and gloves and then went
outside.
What would be a literal question? Any of the following
would be possible.
(a) What was the boy's name? (Torn)
(b) What did he put on? (His hat, coat, and gloves)
(c) Where did he go? (Outside)
In each case you observe the answer is specifically
stated in the text. That is, it may be underlined, circled,
or copied onto a sheet of paper.
l.

2.
Inferential or iniplied comprehension goes a step
further. At this point a reader must read not only the lines
but read and think between the lines. In the same sentence,
what would be an inferential or implied question?
Any of the following would be possible:
(a) What sort of weather was there? (Cold)
(b) What season of the year is it? (Most likely winter)
(c) How do you know Tom was not two or three years old?
(Children at those ages usually require assistance in
dcnning their clothes.)
I nferential or implied comprehension, then, requires the
reader or listener to infer meanings based on his own experiences and from information given in a selection. He may be
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asked to predict outcomes, recognize cause-effect relationships, or sense the mood, tone, or point of view. All the
above--and more--relate to inferential comprehension.
The
answers are not stated; they are implied.
The competent
reader recognizes these implications and makes inferences.
Remember th~t writers and speakers imply.
Readers and
listeners infer.
It is interesting to note that youngsters asked to
supply answers often respond, "But it don't say." While the
material does not specifically say, it does offer hints at the
appropriate response for the reader who has acquired the habit
of reading between the liners .
3.
Creative interpretation is the third level of
comprehension. To operate creatively, a reader must be able
to relate specific ideas and learnings to new or different
situations. In other words, he must read beyond the lines.
Returning to the original example, what creative questions
might you ask? Either of the following would be possible:
(a) Why did Tom go outside?
fT0 run an errand, play with
his pet, visit someone, go ice skating, to school,
perform a chore, and so forth).
(b) How did Tom feel about going outside? (Perhaps angry at
having to run an errand, anxious to play with his pet,
happy to see a friend, reluctant to go to school, or
relieved to get away from his family).
When creative questions are utilized, many different
answers are acceptable. Different people interpret situations
in various ways, and so long as their perceptions are not
inconsistent with the printed context, we have the responsibility to value their responses. (One answer which obviously
should be counted wrong is, nTom went outside to go swimming
in the pond." This answer is completely inconsistent with
Tom's wearing his hat, coat and gloves).
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A problem which often confronts teachers is that of
determining which types of questions are being asked. There
is a fairly simple way of doing so. If the answer is specifically stated in the text, the question is literal. If several
answers within a narrow range are acceptable but none are
specifically stated (or the connection between several ideas
is not specified), the question is implied or inferential.
If almost any answer is acceptable, and many contrasting
responses are recognized, the question is creative.
Now let us study some sample sentences and practice
developing questions at the three levels of comprehension.
The following material will be most helpful if you think
through it.
Wearing his new football uniform, John Smith rode home
on his bicycle.
What literal questions might you ask?
Any
following would be possible:
(a)
Who rode home on his bicycle? (John Smith)
(b)
(c)
(d)

of

the

What was John wearing? (A new football uniform)
How did John get horne? (He rode his bicycle)
Who wore a new football uniform? (John Smith)
We have said the answers to any questions of this type

can be obtained merely by underlining, circling, or copying
the appropriate words in the selection.
Based on the same sentence, what inferential or implied
questions can you suggest?

Any of the following would be

possible:
(a)

(b)

What season of the year is it? How do you know? (It is
autumn; that is the season when football is most often
played.)
In what month(s) did this story most likely take place?
How

do

you

September,
However,

know?

October,

since John

(Football
November,

is

often

December

probably would be

played

and

in

January.

issued a

new
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(c)

(d)

uniform at the beginning of the season, the months of
August and September are the most 1 ikely ans-vrers. )
What time of day is it? How do you know?
(Unless the
team is practicing on Saturday, it is probably around
5:00 or 6:00 in the evening.
Football practice would
probably begin right after school and continue for
several hours until dinnertime.)
How old is John?
How do you know?
(He is probably
between eight and fifteen years old.
Very little
organized footbal l is playeJ by children younger than
eight.
Most students sixteen and older would drive or
Also, the older boys most likely
ride home in cars.
would shower and change back to street clothes before

returning home.)
(e)
How far from home has John been practicing?
(Not far,
probably not more than a mile) .
Now let's consider some imagery questions.
These
includes four parallel kinds:
(a) visual, (b) auditory, (c)
olfactory, and (d) kinaesthetic. A fifth kind refers to mood.
All five types can be literal, implied or inferential, or
creative, depending on the circumstances.

Let us explore each

of these briefly by asking the following questions:
(a)

What does John Smith see on his way home? (Since it is
early in the fall, he may see brightly colored leaves on
the trees and on the ground.
If the wind is blowing,
John may see whirlwinds of leaves.
If the wind is
still, people may be raking and burning the leaves.
Children
hopscotch,

may

be

outside-toss i ng

or jumping

footballs,

in the leaves.

playing

Smoke may be

rising from some chimneys.
(Since it is late in the evening, some parents may
be driving home from work, making traffic heavier than
usual. Someone may be delivering the evening paper. If
John is riding home with several of his friends, he may
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see other boys in new uniforms and a number of bicycles
with various accessories and in may different physical
conditions.)
Seeing brightly-colored leaves and a lot
of traffic is implied. We expect that. Seeing children
play hopscotch or ride bicycles with certain attachments
in creative.
(b)

What does John Smith hear on his way home? (Because of
the mass traffic, John should hear car horns and the
squeal of wheels.
While riding over leaves, he should
hear them crumble, and if leaves are burning ,
hear the crackling.
John's bicycle may even
attachment that clatters against the spokes and
a staccato sound as he rides. Because children

he may
have an
creates
usually

play 11 out loud, 11 John will hear them as well as any
neighborhood pets. If John lives in the country, he may
hear cows mooing and a swift stream swirling.)
car horns and wheel noises is implied.
at that time of day.
leaves is creative.
(c)

Hearing

We expect them

Hearing the crackle of burning

What does John Smith smell on his way home?

(Perhaps he

will smell the smoke of burning leaves and the exhaust
fumes from passing cars.

Food aromas should oe present,

both those from homes and from businesses, such as fish
camps and bakeries.
tobacco processors,
indicate

their

orchards have
there

is

John

A variety of industries such as
fertilizers,

and paper mills may

presence.

New-mown

hay

distinctive

fragrances

too.

himself,

unnoticed by him.)
aromas is implied.

although

this

and

And then

smell

Smelling exhaust fumes

apple
may

go

and food

They're logical at that time of day.

Smelling the smoke of burning leaves is creative.

That

doesn't have to happen.
(d)

What things does John Smith feel on his way home?

(He

probably feels the shifting of the shoulder and hip pads
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

and the weight of his helmet. His hands may be on the
plastic handle grips or, if they come loose, on the
steel bars.
Bumps int he road and the interaction of
his cleats with the pedals should be noticeable. Drops
of perspiration may be trickling down his face or body,
and hunger pangs should be present.
If he played
throughout the game, John should be exhausted.)
The
perspiration and the pads are implied. The exhaustion
is creative. John may not have played.
What comments can be made about John's mood? {He could
be happy because he received a new uniform, the symbol
of "making the team."
If he played in the game or
scrimmage, any conversation which transpired between him
and the buddies riding his way will focus on the various
highlights of the afternoon--the time he ran over "Fats"
Donohugh for a touchdown.
Conveniently he may forget
the three times "Fats" ran over him to score. Alternately, he may be unhappy because he performed poorly or
his team lost or he didn't get to play.) All possibilities are creative.
What do you think will happen as John rides into his
driveway?
(We can im~gine several things.
For
instance, John may drop the bicycle in the driveway and
run to the house, taking any steps two at a time. on
the other hand, he might trudge down the walk to the
house.
A "what do you think" refers to a creative
question.)
What do you think might be John's first comments?
1.
Guess what! I made the team!
2.
Hey, Mom, look at this neat uniform!
3.
What are we having for supper? I'm starved!
It is quite possible that his mother will respond to his
first comment with one of the following remarks:
1.
Did you make the team?
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2.
3.

How did you do in the game?
There's an apple in the refrigerator.
supper in about an hour.

We'll have

4.
5.

Don't slam the door.
Don't walk on my clean floor with those dirty
shoes.
The guided practice presented above should facilitate
your developing questions at each of the three levels for the
following sentence:
John Roberts flies in Piper Cub on the weekends that he
does not work.
Spend a few minutes developing some questions and
classifying them by type. Some possible items follow:
1.
Literal
(a) What is the man's name? (John Robsrts)
(b) What does he do? (Fly a PipeL cub)
When does he d~ this?
he does ~"lot wort)
Implied or Inferential
(a) What is a Piper Cub?
some type)
(c)

2.

(b)

What

is

its

size?

(On the weekends that

(Apparently a plane of
(Small;

Cub

refers

to

something littl:l}
(c)

How does John Roberts feel about flying?

(He

likes it; otherwise he wouldn't fly when he was
off from work. }
(d)

How

old

is

he?

(At

least

16--a

Federal

Aviation Agency requirement for flying; since
the pla.ne is his, he must have a job with a
good salary.
Therefore John is likely to be
at least in his mad-twenties.)
(e)

How can you tell whether John Roberts flies his
Piper Cub every weekend?

(He can't fly every

weekend, because he is only off from work on
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(f)

(g)

3.

some weekends.)
What type of job is he likely to have? How do
you know? (Business, professional, or managerial as opposed to unskilled or semi-skilled
labor; these types of occupations c-.re more
likely to h.ave employers who work on some but
not all weekends.)
How do you know he is not a teacher?
teachers are not off any weekends.

(First,
Second,

teachers usually cannot afford to own planes.)
Creative (A host of possible answers)
(a) What specific job does John Roberts have?
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

What does John Roberts fly a Piper Cub?
What does he think about while flying?
Where does he fly?
Who flies with him?

(f)

What does he see (hear, smell, feel) as he
flies?
You should notice that each question is stated in a
manner designed to avoid a true-false response.

After all,

people should be able to score 50% without even having read
the selection if the following items were used:
Rob~rts

(a)

Did John

(b)

Does he fly every weekend?

(c)
(d)

Is a Piper Cub a small plane?
Does John Roberts make a lot of money?

(e)

Does he live in the city or the country?
Try

to

avoid

fly a Piper Cub?

asking

questions

which

have

only

two

options.
Check your questions and revise those which begin
with these words:
Is, are, was, were, do, does, did, can,
could, will, have, would and should.
One final sentence may serve to reinforce the practice
of developing questions at the various levels of comprehension.
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The harvest moon shone brightly on the sand as the tide
came in.
See how easily you can develop some good questions for
each ·type. Then check the following for additional possibilities:
1.
Literal
(a) How did the moon shine? (Brightly)
(b) What kind of moon was it? (Harvest)
(c) What else was happening? (The tide was coming
2.

in.)
Implied or Inferential
(a) About what time was

(Late evening or

(c)

ni9ht)
{Probably
i\lhat season of the year was it?
fall)
Where in the United States could this scene

(d)

take place?
(At or near the coast; possibly
inland along a major river.)
Describe the weather.
(Probably ciear and

(b)

3.

it?

calm)
Creative
(a) Who do you think is on the beach?
(b) What sounds could you hear?
(Note:

"What

sounds will you hear?" is an implied question.
Will and should refer to implied questions
while could and might refer to creative.
(c)

What could you see?

(d)

What smells might you smell?

(e)

How do you feel?
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Group one•s Language Arts Program - 1988-1989
writing
1.
Sentences
2.
Short paragraphs with topic sentences
3.
Stories illustrating story elements
4.
Character sketches
5.
Letter writing
(a)
Personal
Thank you notes
Telephone messages
Notes to family members
Invitations
(b)
Business
Ordering items
6.
Writing directions to a place or how to do something.
7.
Adve%~isements
8.
Opinions
9.
Mechanics of writing
ReacUnq
Books read
1.
Books I read to the student(s)
2.
3.
Study skills
( il)
How to use a dictionary
Use of guide words
Uses of the dictionary
Finding meanings of words
J..f':)W to use an encyclopedia
(b)
How to use a book
(c)
Title page
Table of contents
Index
Glossary
How to use study questions to establish purpose in
(d)
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4.

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
How
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

5.

How
(a)

(b)
6.

How
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

reading
How to read bar graphs, line graphs, and charts
How to preview
How to use the SQR method
How to underline important points or key ideas
to use a phone book
How to locate important numbers
Fire Department
Hospital
R.C.M.P.
How to locate numbers for communities in the
telephone book for Western Newfoundland.
How to use the index and yellow pages.
How to .place a long distance call inside and
outside the province.
How to get ·telephone services.
Information
Repairs
Installation
to use a catalogue
How to locate the item using the index
How to order by mail or phone giving catalogue
number, color number, size, price, etc.
to complete forms
Application for a job
Application for a credit card
Application for a soc:'.al insurance number
Bank deposit and withdrawal slips
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Attitude and Interest Inventory

Name:

Date:

Age:
1.

At home, I like to --------------------------------------

2.

My father-----------------------------------------------

3.

I like it when my mother

4.

In my free time, I like to

5.

When I get older, I want to

6.

My greatest fear is

'I.

At school, I don•t like it when ---------------------

8.

I am good at

9.

I uish I could

10.

In elementary school

11.

I am really afraid when

12.

When I was younger

13.

I love to

14.

I want to know more about
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15.

Homework ------------------------------------------------

16.

The only trouble is

17.

My favorite subject is

18.

My least favorite subject is

19.

Reading------------------------------·----------------

20.

School would be better if only

21.

My best friend is

22.

We like to

23.

I

24.

My favorite sports are

25.

My favorite animals are

26.

My hobby is

27.

I

28.

My favorite TV programs are

29.

My favorite movies are

30.

I am a member of

31.

Last year when I had to read

wish that my friends

wish more than anything else that
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32.

When I come to a word I don't know I

33.

I want to be able to read well because

34.

I have done many things:
Example: 1. I have been on vacation

